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~ Part I ~ 

Bylaws  
of the  

Council on Occupational Education 
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Proposed Revisions 
to the 

Bylaws of the Council on Occupational Education 

Additions appear highlighted in bold italics, deletions appear in red 
strikethrough. 

Page 3 Revise Article III. Membership and Voting, Section 3.8 Council Appeal 
Panel as follows: 

Upon nomination by the Council Committee on Nominations, the Council shall 
elect forty-five persons, fifteen to be elected each year, to serve three-year 
terms on a Council Appeal Panel. These Council Appeal Panel members shall 
be elected from among chief administrative officers and academic personnel 
of institutions accredited by the Commission and the general public. Seven of 
the panel members must represent the general public. (See Policies and Rules 
for qualifications for those eligible to serve as public members.) Council Appeal 
Boards to hear appeals of accreditation decisions made by the Commission 
shall be composed of six members who fulfill academic and administrative 
classifications with at least one member representing the general public, and 
shall be elected by the Commission Executive Committee from among the 
members of the Council Appeal Panel as provided in Section 4.17. 
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~ Part II ~ 
Council Leadership 

3



A. Commission Member Nominees

The names listed below will be placed in nomination for election to three‐year terms (2017‐
2019) at the Council’s Business Session on November 4, 2016, in San Antonio, TX. 

1. ELECT: Rob Aguis, Principal, Marchman Technical College, New Port Richey, FL

(Three‐year term on the Commission as a Member‐at‐Large)

2. RE‐ELECT: Fred Albrecht, Director/Owner, CALC Institute of Technology, Alton, IL

(Three‐year term on the Commission as a School Administrator)

3. ELECT: Norman Brown, Department Chair (Retired), Capital Area Technical College,
Baton Rouge, LA

(Three‐year term on the Commission as a Public Member)

4. ELECT: Robert L. Carrigan, Director – Curriculum and Instructional Standards Office,
Defense Equal Opportunity Management Institute, Patrick AFB, FL

(Three‐year term as an Occupational Teacher/ Supervisor)

5. ELECT: Lois Gackenheimer,  Director, Academy for Nursing and Health Occupations,
West Palm Beach, FL

(Three‐year term on the Commission as a Member‐at‐Large)

6. RE‐ELECT: Stephanie Houston, Superintendent, Colton‐Redlands‐Yucaipa Regional
Occupational Program, 1214 Indiana Court, Redlands, CA 92374

(Three‐year term on the Commission as a Member‐at‐Large)

7. RE‐ELECT: Howard Moore, Retired Adminstrator, 3508 Slem Street, Ashland, KY 41101

(Three‐year term on the Commission as a Public Member)

B. Council Committee on Accreditation Standards and Conditions

The names listed below will be placed in nomination for election to three‐year terms (2017‐
2019) at the Council’s Business Session on November 4, 2016, in San Antonio, TX. 

Elect:  Robert L. Carrigan, Director – Curriculum and Instructional Standards Office, 
Defense Equal Opportunity Management Institute, Patrick AFB, FL 

Elect:  Jody Hawk, President, Texas Health School, 11211 Katy Freeway, Suite 170, 
Houston, TX  
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C. Council Appeal Panel

The names listed below will be placed in nomination for election to three‐, two‐, and
one‐year terms at the Council’s Business Session on November 4, 2016, in San Antonio, TX.

. 
Three‐year Terms (2017‐19)

Christopher W. Ayers, Assistant Director, Tennessee College of Applied Technology,
Harriman, TN (Academic)

Josh Cotter, Assistant Director, South Central Career Center, West Plains, MO (Academic)
Brandy Coward, CEO, Angeles Institute, Artesia, CA (Administrator)
Barbara Dawson, Principal, Akron School of Practical Nursing, Akron, OH (Academic)
Joel English, Vice President, Tidewater Tech, Virginia Beach, VA (Academic)
Carrie Fife, Director of Adult Education, Pickaway‐Ross Career and Technology Center,

Chillicothe, OH (Administrator)
Deanna B. Head, Director, Unitech Training Academy, Lafayette, LA (Administrator)
Jill W. Kohler, President, Penrose Academy, Scottsdale, AZ (Administrator)
Steven B. Livtak, President, Jersey College, Hackensack, NJ (Administrator)
Michael Moye, President (Retired), Central Technical College, Macon, GA [Public Member]
David Osborne, President, Kenco Associate, Inc., Ashland, KY [Public Member]
Radiah Dent‐Palmer, Assistant Director, Pinellas Technical Education Center‐Clearwater,

FL (Academic) 
Holly Peterson, Vice President, Mountainland Applied Technology College, Lehi, UT 

(Academic) 
Aritta Summers, Director, Tennessee College of Applied Technology, Dickson, TN 

(Administrator) 
Leroy West, Chief Administrative Officer, Summit Academy OIC, Minneapolis, MN 

(Administrator) 

Two‐year Terms (2017‐2018) 

John B. Hodgson, Assistant Director, Tennessee College of Applied Technology, Jackson, 
TN (Administrator)  

Laura Travis, Health Careers Coordinator, Tennessee College of Applied Technology, 
Dickson, TN (Academic) 

One‐year Terms (2017) 

Christine E. Angus, Coordinator of Health Programs, Wayne‐Finger Lakes BOCES, Newark, 
NY (Academic) 

Tara Combs, Academy Coordinator, Cabell County Career Technology Center, Huntington, 
WV (Academic) 

Amita Garg, School Director, Infotech Career College, Paramount, CA (Administrator) 
Roxanne Mihal, LPN Department Chair, Blue Hill Regional Technical School, Canton, MA 

(Academic) 
Amit Shorewala, Director, Ace Computer Training Center, Forest Hills, NY (Administrator) 
Karen Wade, Instructor, PJ’s College of Cosmetology, Bowling Green, KY (Academic) 
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D.  Council Committee on Nominations 
 
  The names listed below will be placed in nomination for election at the Council’s Business  
  Session on November 4, 2016, in San Antonio, TX. 
 
  Al Salazar, Administrator, Home Life & Community Services, Inc., San Antonio, TX  

 
Michael Gannon, Provost (Retired), Defense Information School, Fort George G. Meade, MD 
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~ Part III ~ 

Handbooks of Accreditation 

Revisions cited in this section are specific to the 

Generic and Federal versions of the Handbook of Accreditation. 

Applicable revisions approved by the membership will apply to the Job Corps Center version. 

 Deletions appear in red strikethrough. Additions appear in bold italics.
 Changes made to these standards, conditions, and criteria that occurred as a

result of the Council’s compliance with U.S. Department of Education mandates
appear in pink highlight and are included in this document for information only.
Further changes may be mandated by the USDE.

Revisions to the Handbook become effective November 4, 2016. 
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SECTION II. Development of COE Accreditation 

Page 4 Revise core value as follows: 

6. Planning Innovation - a blueprint for expectations for the future that
encourages perceptive and imaginative experimentation aimed at
meeting the needs of constituents. Addresses the expanded learning
economy, student preparedness, and cultural understanding.

Federal 
Page 4 Apply the same revision to the Federal Version. 
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SECTION III. Affiliation with COE 
 
Page 7 Revise Eligibility Requirements as follows: 
 
 

 
a. Offer applied associate degree and/or non-degree postsecondary 

instruction exclusively in career and technical education at all campuses. 
b. Have produced a graduate from the longest program offered by the 

institution where the graduate has completed 100 percent of the 
program’s required hours at the institution (no hours transferred in 
and no CLEP hours awarded). 

c.  Utilize a campus-based instructional delivery system with at least 50 
percent of the institution’s total FTE being derived from enrollments in 
traditional (bricks and mortar) and non-VESL programs. 

 
Federal 
Page 7 

 
Revise Eligibility Requirements as follows: 

  
a. Offer applied associate degree and/or non-degree postsecondary 

instruction exclusively in career and technical education at all campuses. 
b.  Utilize a campus-based instructional delivery system with at least 50 

percent of the institution’s total FTE being derived from enrollments in 
traditional (bricks and mortar) programs. 

 

 
Page 8 

 
Revise Eligibility Requirements as follows: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
h. Have the on-site administrator or other full-time employee at the main 

campus attend a Candidate Academy within 12 months prior to submitting 
an application for candidate status. 

 
Add the following requirements after l.: 
 
Institutions with non-main campus sites (branches, extensions, extended 
classrooms, instructional service centers) must meet additional eligibility 
requirements applicable to those locations.  
 
Institutions seeking candidate status with the Commission that have non-
main campus sites must: 
 
a.  Demonstrate that the ownership of all non-main campus sites 

(branches, extensions, instructional service centers, etc.) is identical to 
that of the main campus. 

b.  Demonstrate that the local administrators of all non-main campus sites 
report to the chief administrative officer of the main campus. 
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c. Demonstrate that duplicate records on personnel, financial matters,
student attendance, and educational progress for all non-main campus
sites are kept at the main campus. (NOTE: Institutions capable of
maintaining and accessing records electronically may keep all records
previously mentioned at the main campus.)

d. Demonstrate that names of non-main campus sites are identical to that
of the main campus. (Names of non-main campus sites may be
expanded, with Commission approval, to identify different locations or
specific programs.)

e. Demonstrate that all non-main campus sites, and their respective
program offerings, are described in the main campus catalog.

Federal 
Page 8 

Institutions with non-main campus sites (branches or extensions) must 
meet additional eligibility requirements applicable to those locations. 

Institutions seeking candidate status with the Commission that have non-
main campus sites must: 

a. Demonstrate that the governance of all non-main campus sites
(branches or extensions) is identical to that of the main campus.

b. Demonstrate that local commanders or chief administrative officers of
all non-main campus sites report to the commander or chief
administrative officer of the main campus.

c. Demonstrate that duplicate records on personnel, financial matters,
student attendance, and educational progress for all non-main campus
sites are kept at the main campus. (NOTE: Institutions capable of
maintaining and accessing records electronically may keep all records
previously mentioned at the main campus.)

d. Demonstrate that names of non-main campus sites are identical to that
of the main campus. (Names of non-main campus sites may be
expanded, with Commission approval, to identify different locations or
specific programs.)

Page 8 Revise A. Candidate for Accreditation, 4. Annual Renewal of Candidate 
Status as follows:  

4. Annual Renewal of Candidate Status

Continuation of candidate status is determined annually by Commission approval 
of institutional annual reports indicating that candidate institutions are making 
progress toward meeting the Council’s standards and criteria. Non-public 
institutions and charter schools must also submit financial information on an 
annual basis as described in Section IV., D.2. 
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Federal 
Page 8 

Revise A. Candidate for Accreditation, 4. Annual Renewal of Candidate 
Status as follows: 

 
 

 
4. Annual Renewal of Candidate Status 
 
Continuation of candidate status is determined annually by Commission approval 
of institutional annual reports indicating that candidate institutions are making 
progress toward meeting the Council’s standards and criteria. Non-public 
institutions must also submit financial information on an annual basis as 
described in Section IV., D.2. 
 

Page 9 Revise B. Accreditation, 1. Eligibility Requirements, items c. and e. as 
follows: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
c. Occupy its own physical facilities and not be co-located with another 

institution. (Co-location may include, but is not limited to, the sharing of 
faculty, staff, websites, links to websites, telephone numbers, and/or 
physical facilities. See definition for a complete description.) 

 
e. For initial accreditation, non-public institutions and charter schools must 

submit audited financial statements for the two most recent fiscal years at 
least 60 days prior to hosting an initial accreditation visiting team. The first 
of those two years may be the audited financial statement submitted with 
the institution’s candidacy application and the second audited financial 
statement must represent activity while the institution is in candidate status. 
Both audited financial statements must demonstrate compliance with the 
Commission’s financial stability requirements as stated in Standard 7 – 
Financial Resources. 

 

 
Federal 

 
Not Applicable 

Page 9 Revise B. Accreditation, 2. Annual Renewal of Accreditation as follows: 

 
 

 
2. Annual Renewal of Accreditation  
 
Accreditation is for a period of one year from July 1 through the following June 
30. Continued accreditation is determined annually by Commission approval of 
institutional annual reports that verify that accredited institutions are complying 
with the Council’s standards, criteria, and conditions. Non-public institutions and 
charter schools must also submit financial information on an annual basis as 
described in Section IV., D.2. 
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Federal 
Page 9 Revise B. Accreditation, 2. Annual Renewal of Accreditation as follows: 

2. Annual Renewal of Accreditation

Accreditation is for a period of one year from July 1 through the following June 
30. Continued accreditation is determined annually by Commission approval of
institutional annual reports that verify that accredited institutions are complying
with the Council’s standards, criteria, and conditions. Non-public institutions must
also submit financial information on an annual basis as described in Section IV.,
D.2.

Page 10 Revise subsection 3. Reaffirmation of Accreditation, 2nd Paragraph, as 
follows: 

Institutions undergoing reaffirmation of accreditation must send the chief 
administrative officer or other full-time employee at the main campus of the 
institution an eligible representative to Commission-sponsored workshops for 
the preparation of the Self-Study Workshop and the Annual Report within six 
to 18 months prior to hosting the reaffirmation visiting team. (See following 
section: Workshop Attendance Requirements.) The only substantive 
changes that may be considered for approval prior to hosting a reaffirmation 
visiting team are adding new programs and revising existing programs. 
Applications for these types of changes must be received in the Commission 
office no later than 90 days prior to hosting the accreditation team visit. 
Applications received within 90 days prior to hosting an accreditation team visit 
will not be processed until after the team visit. Beginning six months prior to 
hosting an accreditation visiting team, a moratorium on all substantive 
change approvals will be in effect and will remain in place until the 
institution has been granted reaffirmation of accreditation. 

Federal 
Page 9 Apply the same revision to the Federal Version. 

Page 10 Insert a new subsection as follows: 

C. Workshop Attendance Requirements

Attendance at Commission-sponsored workshops is a requirement before 
Commission review and approval of certain accreditation statuses. 

Eligible Representatives 

Persons who serve as administrators, liaisons, faculty, and staff of institutions 
seeking candidate status or accreditation with the Council are institutional 
representatives eligible to attend required workshops and earn certificates that 
enable the submission of candidate applications and the scheduling of 
accreditation team visits. (See specific timelines described in the subsections 
below.) 
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Also, persons who are owners or part owners of more than one main campus 
are considered eligible representatives and may receive certificates of 
attendance only for the main campus where their office is located. 
 
The following persons are not eligible to meet these attendance requirements: 
 

1. Institutional corporate owners/employees whose offices are not located 
at a main campus of an institution; 

2. Consultants who are contracted to assist institutions with the 
accreditation process; and, 

3. Contractors hired to provide products or services to candidate and 
accredited institutions  

 
Certificates of attendance that were earned by former administrators, liaisons, 
faculty, or staff, are null and void upon their departure from or termination by the 
institution. Because of this possibility, it may be in the institution’s best interest to 
involve more than one eligible representative in workshop attendance required 
by the Council. 
 
Candidate for Accreditation 
 
Institutions interested in membership with the Council attend a series of 
workshops (the Candidate Academy) before an application for approval of 
candidate status can be submitted. Once an attendance certificate for the 
Candidate Academy is earned, an institution interested in membership with the 
Council must submit the application for candidacy within 12 months after 
attendance. 
 
The Candidate Academy attendance certificate also serves as certification of the 
Self-Study process and the Annual Reporting process that is required before 
initial accreditation can be considered. Institutions that gain candidate status with 
the Council must host their initial accreditation team visit no later than 18 months 
after earning the Candidate Academy certificate.  
 
Institutions that fail to submit their applications for candidacy within 12 months of 
attending a Candidate Academy must repeat their attendance at another 
Candidate Academy before submitting an application for candidacy. Institutions 
that fail to host their initial accreditation visit within 18 months of Candidate 
Academy attendance must attend a Self-Study Workshop and an Annual Report 
Workshop at either the COE Summer Conference or COE Annual Meeting within 
6 to 18 months of hosting their initial accreditation visit.  
 
Reaffirmation of Accreditation 
 
Institutions currently accredited by the Council that are preparing to host a 
visiting team for reaffirmation of accreditation must attend the Self-Study 
workshop and workshops for submitting the Annual Report required by the 
Council. These attendance certifications must be earned no less than 6 months 
before – and no more than 18 months before – the institution hosts its team visit. 
 
Failure to attend these workshops within this time period will delay the 
accreditation team visit and will result in a penalty for failure to attend a required 
workshop. (See Fees and Penalties.) 
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Annual Reporting 

Attendance at workshops for submitting the institutional Annual Report (and for 
reporting student achievement data) is required of all candidates for 
accreditation and accredited institutions. Earning these certificates is required as 
part of the application process for candidate status and the accreditation visit 
cycle for accredited institutions that is established by the Commission. 

No less than 6 months before, and no more than 18 months before an institution 
hosts a team visit for initial accreditation or reaffirmation of accreditation, the 
institution must provide evidence (workshop attendance certificates) that it met 
this requirement. 

Team Member/Team Leader Certification 

Those who volunteer to serve as the leaders and members of team visits 
conducted by the Council for candidate status, accreditation, substantive 
changes, and other circumstances, are required to be certified in the team 
reporting processes of the Council every three (3) years. Attendance at 
workshops for team member/team leader certification will fulfill this requirement. 

Those who wish to serve as team leaders must maintain team member 
certification as well as team leader certification. 

Federal 
Page 9 

Apply the same addition to the Federal Version after 3. Reaffirmation of 
Accreditation. 
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SECTION IV. The Accreditation Process 
 
Page 11 Revise section A. The Self-Study as follows: 

 
 

 
Use of Consultants 
 
A consultant may be used to assist in the self-study, but clear indications must 
exist that the faculty and staff were primarily responsible for preparing, revising, 
and editing any documents required in the accreditation process.  Within seven 
days after employing a consultant for the purpose of assisting in the accreditation 
process, an institution must submit a copy of the consultant’s resume to the 
Council.  A consultant may provide assistance to the institution by conducting an 
on-site workshop for one or more of the following purposes: 
 

1.  Acquainting the administration and staff with the self-study process. 
 2. Providing an explanation of the content of the accreditation standards 

and criteria. 
 3. Lending assistance in organizing the self-study effort to maximize staff 

participation. 
 4. Identifying the types of exhibits or other documentation needed to 

support or complement the self-study report. 
 
Attendance of a consultant at a Commission-hosted Self-Study workshop or 
Candidate Academy does not satisfy the requirements for workshop 
attendance by the staff and/or faculty of the institution seeking 
accreditation. 
 
Consultants may not serve as leaders or members of visiting teams 
scheduled for institutions for which they have contracted their services. 
Anyone who violates this policy will be permanently barred from 
participation in visiting teams or any other accreditation activity conducted 
by the Council. 
 
Consultants may not serve in the role of accreditation liaison for an 
institution and should not contact the Council office for information on 
behalf of the institution. 
 

Federal 
Page 10 

 
Apply the same revision to the Federal Version. 
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Page 12 Revise D. Annual Documentation Required for Renewal of Candidacy or 
Accreditation, 2. Audited Financial Statements… as follows: 

2. Audited Financial Statements from Non-Public Institutions
and Charter Schools

Non-public institutions and charter schools in candidate or accredited status 
must submit a copy of their audited financial statements, including notes, 

prepared by an independent certified public accountant for their most recent fiscal 
year and completed COE financial forms furnished by the Commission. Financial 
statements shall adhere to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) 
and shall be prepared in accordance with Generally Accepted Government 
Auditing Standards (GAGAS). An income statement must be provided for each 
main campus and branch. (See definition of audited financial statements in 
Section VII. Definitions, Standard Seven.) Any institution which is a wholly-owned 
subsidiary must submit a statement certifying that the parent corporation will be 

legally responsible for student teach-out, student tuition (including books and 
supplies), and refund liability for its wholly-owned subsidiary company. This 
statement must be from the parent corporation’s board of directors, must have 
the seal affixed, and must be submitted on an annual basis. Annual financial 
information is due in the COE office no later than six months following the date of 
the end of the institution’s fiscal year. 

Federal 
Page 11 Not applicable to the Federal Version. 

Page 14 Extensive revisions were made to language regarding monitoring and 
violation statuses. (See Handbook pages 14 - 16.) 

Federal 
Page 12 The same revisions applied to the Federal Version on pages 12-14. 
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SECTION V. Obligations of Affiliation 
 
Page 23 Revise ‘Annual Payment’ and c. Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) as follows: 
  

Annual Payment—Payment of annual dues for candidate and accredited 
institutions must be made upon receipt of an invoice from the Council on 
Occupational Education. Invoices are mailed transmitted prior to July 1 of each 
year. Annual dues are for the fiscal year July 1 - June 30 and are due July 1. 
 
c. Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) 
 
Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) is a unit of measurement used by the Commission to 
define the amount of scheduled instruction that equates to one full-time student 
during one academic year. The Commission defines an FTE as 900 student 
contact (clock) hours, 45 quarter credit hours, or 30 semester credit hours of 
scheduled instruction. The clock or credit hours used to calculate an 
institution’s FTE must reflect coursework in which a student has enrolled 
and matriculated. The FTE does not include hours or credits transferred 
from other institutions or awarded as CLEP courses. (See the Policies and 
Rules of the Commission for a discussion of the rationale for this definition.) 
 

Federal 
Page 21 

Apply revision (above) to ‘Annual Payment’ and revise  
c. Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) as follows: 

 
 

 
c. Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) 
 
Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) is a unit of measurement used by the Commission to 
define the amount of scheduled instruction that equates to one full-time student 
during one academic year. The Commission defines an FTE as 900 student 
contact (clock) hours, 45 quarter credit hours, or 30 semester credit hours of 
scheduled instruction. The clock or credit hours used to calculate an 
institution’s FTE must reflect coursework in which a student has enrolled 
and matriculated. The FTE does not include hours or credits transferred 
from other institutions or awarded as CLEP courses. 
 
In some cases, Federal institutions may use an “Average-on-Board (AOB)” 
measure in place of FTEs in computing dues.  
 
(See the Policies and Rules of the Commission for a discussion of the rationale 
for this definition.) 
 

Page 24 Revise 8. Payment of Dues and Fees, e. Fees as follows: 
 
 
 

 
Non-Public Institution and Charter School Candidate Team Visit Deposit .............  
 $3,000 
 

Federal 
Page 22 

 
Not applicable to the Federal Version. 
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Page 26 Revise c. Reports, (2) Focused Institutional Report as follows: 

(2) Focused Institutional Report

The Commission may request a focused report from an institution if, in the 
judgment of the Commission, substantive changes, high cohort default rate, 
institution’s operation becoming a matter of public concern, or conditions justify a 
re-evaluation of the school’s status. Topics or areas of concern to be addressed in 
the report will be delineated when the report is requested. 

An institution that has not had its focused report accepted as having 
complied with all issues under the re-evaluation of its status within 12 
months following the initial review by the Commission, shall be dropped 
from candidate or accredited status. 

Federal 
Page 23 Revise c. Reports, (2) Ancillary Institutional Report as follows: 

The Commission may request an ancillary report from an institution if, in the 
judgment of the Commission, substantive changes, an institution’s operation 
becoming a matter of public concern, or conditions justify a re-evaluation of the 
school’s status. Topics or areas of concern to be addressed in the report will be 
delineated when the report is requested. 

An institution that has not had its ancillary report accepted as having 
complied with all issues under the re-evaluation of its status within 12 
months following the initial review by the Commission, shall be dropped 
from candidate or accredited status. 

Page 27 Add the following after the 4th paragraph of e. Focused Team Evaluation: 

An institution that has not had its response to a focused team evaluation 
report accepted by the Commission as having complied with all issues 
under the re-evaluation of its status within 12 months following the initial 
review by the Commission, shall be dropped from candidate or accredited 
status. 

Federal 
Page 24 Add the following after the 3rd paragraph of e. Ancillary Visits: 

An institution that has not had its response to an ancillary team visit report 
accepted by the Commission as having complied with all issues under the 
re-evaluation of its status within 12 months following the initial review by 
the Commission, shall be dropped from candidate or accredited status. 

Revise the last sentence of the last paragraph as follows: 

Exceptions can be made to this policy when changes are mandated by the 
institution’s local school district or state agency federal constituent having 
authority over the institution. 
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Page 28 Add the following after the 3rd paragraph on this page: 

An institution that has not received initial or final approval of a substantive 
change application within 12 months following the initial review of the initial 
or final approval documentation shall be denied initial or final approval for 
that change. This circumstance may also call into question the candidate or 
accredited status of the institution.  

Federal 
Page 25 

Apply the same revision to the Federal Version after the 3rd full paragraph 
on this page. 

Page 28 Revise 3rd paragraph from the bottom as follows: 

Pending applications for planned substantive changes requiring a site visit will not 
be approved within 60 days of the scheduled dates of accreditation team visits, 
nor will new substantive change applications be accepted between the dates of 
an institution’s accreditation team visit and the date the Commission grants or 
reaffirms accreditation. 

A moratorium will be placed on the acceptance, processing, and approval of 
ALL substantive changes beginning 6 months prior to the scheduled dates of 
accreditation team visits through the date the Commission grants initial 
accreditation or reaffirmation of accreditation. 

Federal 
Page 25 

Apply the same revision to the Federal Version, 5th paragraph from the 
bottom of this page. 
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Page 33 Revise substantive change chart as follows: 

SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE

Documentation Required Commission 
Review/ 

Approval 
Required

*Site
Visit

Required
Fee 

Required
Letter of  

Notification Application

PROGRAMMATIC

 New Non-Degree Program within  
Current Scope (Non-Public Institutions) ● $500 

Change of Scope –  
Initial Associate Degree Program ● ● ● $1,000 

      New Associate Degree Program  
(Subsequent Application within Current Scope) ● $500 

Change of Scope –   
New Occupational Area ● ● ● $500 

      Program Relocation/Replication 
(Non-Public Institutions) 

● $250 

Program Modification (Course Prep Hour 
Calculation to Supplement Title IV) - Initial 
Approval and Updates to Course Prep  
Calculation 

● $250 

� � Change in Existing Program -
Increase/Decrease in Length of Less Than 25%
(Only one such change per program can be
processed within a 12-month period.)

● $250 

�� Change in Existing Program -  
Increase in Length of 25% or More ● ● $250 

Institutional Distance Education Delivery 
(See Section VII for definition.) ● ● ● $1,000 

Contractual Agreements for Instruction (with 
entities that are/are not Title IV,HEA certified) ● ● $1,500 

Clock Hour/Credit Hour Conversion ● ● 
$250 Per 
Program 

Deleting an Educational Program (Programs 
with no students currently enrolled) ● 

Teach Out of a Program  
(Programs offered by member institutions with 
students currently enrolled) 

● 

Teach Out Plans/Agreements  
(Teach outs involving two or more  
institutions) 

● ● 

* Required site visits must be conducted within 180 days of the effective date of initial approval by the Commission
and may require a deposit.

Substantive changes that may be considered for approval for accredited institutions within six months 
prior to hosting a visiting team for reaffirmation of accreditation. However, no program changes will be 
approved within 60 days of the scheduled dates of accreditation visiting teams. 

� Substantive changes that may be considered for approval while an institution is in candidate status.

However, no program changes will be approved within 60 days of the scheduled dates of accreditation
visiting teams.
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Page 31 Insert a new statement below the chart on this page as follows: 

  
IMPORTANT: A moratorium will be placed on the acceptance, processing, and 
approval of ALL substantive changes beginning 6 months prior to the 
scheduled dates of accreditation team visits through the date the Commission 
grants initial accreditation or reaffirmation of accreditation. 
 

Federal 
Page 26 

No revisions are recommended for the substantive change chart in the Federal 
Version. 

Pages 32-33 Revise subsection (3) Change to Degree-Granting Status as follows: 

 
 

 
If a candidate or accredited institution begins preliminary discussions that may 
result in the institution initiating an applied associate degree program, it must 
follow demonstrate that the program meets all applicable conditions and 
accreditation criteria specified in the Handbook of Accreditation.  
An application must be submitted for approval by the Commission.  In order 
as listed below:  
 

(a) Submit a signed letter of intent to the Commission at least 180 days 
before implementing the degree plan. 

 
The application will require documentation that includes, but is not limited 
to, the following:  
 
 (b) Submit a business plan at least 90 days prior to implementing the 
  degree program that includes the following documentation: 
 

(i) Authorization for the degree 
  (ii) Needs assessment and implementation schedule 
  (iii) Detailed course outlines and Syllabi 
  (iv) Proposed publication of new program(s) including catalogs,     

  brochures, etc. 
  (v) Faculty credentials 
  (vi) Budgetary information 
  (vii) Facilities requirement(s) 
 
Upon receipt of all of the above a complete application, including all required 
documentation and a check for the application fee, the Executive Director shall 
conduct a review of the application in accordance with the procedures 
outlined in the Policies and Rules of the Commission and shall refer the 
application to the Commission for review and action and may request 
additional documentation. The Executive Director will then refer the application to 
the Commission for action at its next meeting. The Commission reserves the right 
to require a preliminary visit to the institution prior to granting initial approval of the 
associate degree program. 
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Within 180 days after the degree program is granted initial approval, an on-site 
visit will be conducted. The visiting team (which may include a Commission 
representative) will consider the adequacy of the program. The visiting team will 
submit a written report to the Executive Director within 30 days after completing 
the site visit. A copy of the team report will be transmitted to the institution. The 
institution must submit a response to all findings of non-compliance to the 
Executive Director for receipt within 30 days of the date that the report is 
transmitted to the institution. The institution’s response report, if required, must 
provide documentation that deficiencies or violations of standards, criteria, and/or 
conditions of accreditation have been corrected. 
 
Cost of the on-site evaluation will be borne by the institution. The Executive 
Director will determine the amount of the deposit for the team site visit that must 
be conducted. 
 
The Commission shall review the application, the team report, and institutional 
response, if required, and will make a final decision on the associate degree 
program at its next meeting. 
 
Two years after the program is implemented, the institution may be required to 
host an accreditation visiting team. 
 
An institution may apply for subsequent associate degree programs only after 
final approval of the initial associate degree program has been granted by the 
Commission. 
 

Federal 
Pages 27-28 

 
Apply same revisions to the Federal Version. 

Page 34 Revise branch campus, 1st paragraph, as follows: 

 
 
 

 
A branch of a main campus is a subordinate site, not a main campus, operating 
under the supervision of a full-time, on-site, local administrator who reports to the 
chief administrative officer at the main campus. The branch must meet all 
educational requirements and comply with the operational policies of the main 
campus. The branch shall not issue a separate catalog, but may supplement the 
main campus catalog.  (Institutions accredited first by another nationally 
recognized accrediting agency that requires a separate branch catalog may issue 
such as long as the institution is accredited by the other accrediting agency.)  
Duplicate records on personnel, financial matters, student attendance, and 
student educational progress and outcomes data must be kept at the main 

campus. Branch campuses must meet all criteria of Standard 10 – Student 
Services and Activities. 
 

Federal 
Page 28 

 
Apply the same revision to the Federal Version. 
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Page 34 Revise extended classroom, 1st paragraph, as follows: 

  
An extended classroom of a main campus is a site owned, leased, or rented to 
provide classroom or laboratory instruction as a part of the total program of the 
main or branch campus. It offers less than 50% of any program. It must be 
located within two miles of a main or branch campus. The extended classroom 
must be supervised by the chief administrative officer of the main or branch 
campus. If the extended classroom begins to offer at least 50% of a program, the 
institution must seek approval to re-classify the campus by submission of an 
application to receive for approval for the site as a new branch, extension, or 

instructional service center.  
 

 
Federal  
 

 
Not applicable to the Federal Version. 

Page 36 The last two paragraphs under i. Change of Ownership or Control were 
revised. 

  
Not-For-Profit Corporation and Organizations Other Than Corporations—A 

change of control occurs when 50% or more of the members of the governing 
board change or 50% or more of the controlling parties change. The membership 
of record with the Council for the board or controlling parties is the membership at 
the time candidacy is granted or approval is granted following a change of control. 
A change from not-for-profit to for-profit constitutes a change of control. 
 
Accreditation does not transfer with a change of ownership or control of an 
institution. Changes of ownership or control must be approved by the 
Commission. Denial of approval for a change of ownership or control by the 
Commission effectively drops the institution from status with the Council. 
Reaffirmation of accreditation cannot be granted until a change of ownership or 
control has received final approval by the Commission. The Commission shall 
prescribe the procedures used for seeking approval of a change of ownership or 
control. Those procedures shall be published in the Policies and Rules of the 
Commission. 
 

 
Federal  
 

 
Not applicable to the Federal Version. 
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Page 36 Add the following statement at the end of section on Change of Ownership 
before item j. Change of Location: 

 
 

 
After an official notification of a change of ownership or control is received 
from an institution, no substantive change approvals will be granted for 
pending applications, nor will new applications for substantive changes be 
accepted. 
 

 
Federal  
 

 
Not applicable to the Federal Version. 

Page 39 Revise m. Special Requirements for Monitoring… as follows: 

 
 

 
m. Special Requirements for Monitoring Institutional Growth 
 
Full-Time Equivalent for Public and Non-Public Institutions and Charter Schools 
 
COE monitors increases in total Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) of candidate and 
accredited institutions by requiring reports from institutions when triggered 
increases occur. An institution must submit a formal notice to the Commission if 
the institution has an overall increase in FTE of 25 percent or more of an 
established baseline. The baseline for each twelve-month period is the FTE 
calculation reported in the most recent annual report. When an increase of 25 
percent or more is achieved, a formal notice must be submitted to the 
Commission within 30 days. This notice must include rationale for the increase as 
well as specific data on enrollment in all programs and for all campuses that 
experienced significant growth involved in the increase of total institutional FTE. 
Continued reporting of enrollment data by program will be required until the 
submission of the next institutional annual report.  
 
Gross Revenue for Non-Public Institutions and Charter Schools 
 
Additionally, COE considers increases in gross revenue an indicator of 
institutional growth. Non-public institutions and charter schools that experience 
increases in gross revenue of 100% or more from the previous year must submit 
a detailed explanation of the increase to the Commission along with a financial 
report (which may be internally generated) that demonstrates the increase. The 
explanation and financial report must be submitted to the Commission within 30 
days after the experienced increase. An institution that fails to notify the 
Commission on a timely basis when required due to an increase in gross revenue 
is subject to fees and penalties per the Handbook of Accreditation.  
 

 
Federal  
 

 
Not applicable to the Federal Version. 
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Page 40 Add the following as the last statement under c. Contractual Arrangements, 
subsection (1): 

  
The role of contractors hired by candidate/accredited institutions must 
exclude the authority to make official decisions for the institution or to 
serve in the role of accreditation liaison officer for the institution.  
 

Federal 
Page 32 

 
Revise c. Contractual Arrangements as follows: 

 
 

 
An accredited institution may be asked to submit to the Commission for review 
and/or approval copies of all contracts existing between the institution and any 
agency, corporation, institution, or individual when such contracts involve 
instruction, recruiting, or consulting services. The role of contractors hired by 
candidate/accredited institutions must exclude the authority to make official 
decisions for the institution or to serve in the role of accreditation liaison 
officer for the institution. Furthermore, contractors employed by the federal 
government shall not be used for the performance of inherently 
governmental functions. 
 

Page 41  Revise d. Complaints as follows: 
 
 

 
d. Complaints 
 
The Commission reviews all written, signed complaints (that are addressed to the 
Council on Occupational Education, 7840 Roswell Road, Building 300, Suite 325, 
Atlanta, GA 30350, and include complainant’s mailing address) that allege non-
compliant activities and practices of applicant, candidate, or accredited 
institutions. This review involves obtaining from the complainant a certification that 
all available institutional remedies have been exhausted or a statement 
documenting reasons why these remedies have not been sought. The complaint 
is then sent to the institution. A written institutional response that includes 
supporting documentation must be submitted to the Commission within 30 days 

of the date of the Commission’s letter transmitting the complaint to the institution. 
is described in detail in the Policies and Rules of the Commission.  
 
In instances where the nature of the complaint requires immediate action, the 
Executive Director with concurrence from the chair of the Commission may take 
emergency measures to determine the facts and present them either to the 
Executive Committee or to the Commission. This may include but is not limited to 
a site visit. Based on the response of the institution or the findings presented by 
the Executive Director, the Commission will then review the complaint and act 
appropriately. The Commission may review any complaint (written or oral) that 
alleges a safety or health problem at an institution. 
 

Federal 
Page 32 

Apply same revision to 2nd paragraph of d. Complaints in the Federal 
Version. 
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Page 43 Revise item (8) as follows: 
 
 

 
(8) If The institution is presently accredited by another nationally recognized 

accrediting agency, it describes itself in identical terms to each agency 
with regard to identity (i.e., main campus, branch campus, branch campus to 
main campus relationship), mission, governance, programs, degrees, 
diplomas, certificates, personnel, finances, and constituents to all federal, 
state, and other agencies, including accrediting agencies. 

 
Federal 
Page 33 

 
Apply the same revision to the Federal Version. 

Page 44 Revise item (2) as follows: 
 
 

 
(2) When the Commission is notified by the U.S. Department of Education that 

an institution’s cohort default rate equals or exceeds the minimum rates 
established by the U.S. Department of Education, the Commission reviews 
the institution to determine if it is in compliance with the standards, criteria, 
and conditions of the Council. it will implement procedures described in 
the Policies and Rules of the Commission. 

 
 
Federal  

 
Not applicable to the Federal Version. 

 

SECTION VI. Accreditation Standards, Objectives, and Criteria 
 

STANDARD 1 – Institutional Mission 
 

Federal 
Page 38 

 
Combine criteria 4 and 5 as follows: 

 
 

 
4.  The current mission statement is consistently used by the institution 

and is made available promoted to the community that it serves (i.e. 
DoD, Navy, Army, USAF, USMC, Federal Agencies, etc). 

 
5. The institution promotes its mission to the community that it serves. 

 
STANDARD 2 – Educational Programs 

 
Page 49 Objectives under B. Programs, revise as follows: 
 
 

 
6.    To assure that all programs offered by the institution, regardless of location 

or mode of delivery, are qualitatively and quantitatively consistent. 
 

 
Federal 

 
Not applicable to the Federal Version. 

Page 50 Revise A. Admissions/Recruiting, criteria 1 through 5 as follows: 
  

The institution’s admissions policies and procedures are: 
1. Published; 
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2. Clearly stated; 
3.  Consistently communicated to students; 
4.  Made available to students prior to enrollment; and, 
5.  Any changes to these publications are Communicated in a timely 

manner.to prospective students within a timeframe that is sensitive to 
enrollment and completion of programs should changes to the 
information occur.  

Federal 
Page 40  

 
Revise A. Admissions/Recruiting, criteria 1 through 5 as follows: 

 
 

 
Information about the institution’s academic courses/programs, prerequisites, 
and associated policies are: 
1.  Published; 
2.  Clearly stated; 
3.  Current, accurate, and consistently communicated to students recorded 

in all publications; 
4.  Made available to its students prior to enrollment; and, 
5.  Any changes to these publications are communicated in a timely manner.  

Page 51 Revise A. Admissions/Recruiting, criterion 19 as follows: 
 
 

 
19. For all coursework delivered via distance education: The institution 

has processes in place to establish that the student who registers for a 
distance education course or program is the same student who 
participates in and completes the program and receives the academic 
credit (with methods such as secure logins and pass codes and 
proctored examinations). (Objective 2-A-3) 

Federal 
Page 40 

Apply the same revision to A. Admissions/Recruiting, Criterion 10. 
Additionally, replace the word ‘received’ at the end of this statement with 
‘receives’. 

  
For all coursework delivered via distance education: The institution has 
processes in place to establish that the student who registers for a distance 
education course or program is the same student who participates in and 
completes the program and received receives the academic credit (with 
methods such as secure logins, pass codes, and proctored 
examinations). 

Page 51 Revise B. Programs, introduction to Criteria 1 through 3 as follows: 
 
 

 
Occupational education programs policies are congruent with: 
 
 1. The governing organization; 
 2. The mission of the institution; and, 
 3. The occupational needs of the people served by the institution. 
 

Federal 
Page 40 

 
Revise B. Programs, existing criteria 1 through 3 as follows: 

  
Occupational education courses and/or programs are congruent with: 
 

1. The Governing organization policies, directives, guidance, and 
instructions; and, 

2. The mission of the institution. 
3. The occupational needs of the people served by the institution. 

 

Page 52 Revise wording of B. Programs, Criterion 12 as follows: 
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Each occupational education program has: 
 
 9.  Clearly stated objectives; 
 10.  Defined content relevant to those objectives and the current needs of 

business and industry; and,  
 11.  Assessment of student achievement based on the program objectives 

and content.   
 12.  The objectives for each program are evaluated annually Annual 

evaluation of its objectives.  
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Federal 
Page 40 

 
Combine and expand criteria 4 and 5 as follows: 

 
 
 

 
4.  Each occupational education course and/or program has clearly 

stated objectives, defined content relevant to these objectives and the 
current needs of business and industry, and assessment of student 
achievement that aligns to the course and/or program objectives.  

 
5.  The objectives for each educational course and/or program are 

evaluated annually.  
 
A systematic process (e.g. Instructional Systems Design process) has 
been implemented to document that: 
 
3. Each course and/or program meets the current occupational needs 

of the people served by the institution (business and industry); 
4. Each course and/or program has clearly stated objectives; 
5. Course and/or program objectives align to the occupational training 

needs; 
6. Course and/or program objectives are congruent with training 

content; 
7. Assessment of student achievement aligns to the course and/or 

program objectives; and, 
8. All objectives for each educational course and/or program are 

evaluated annually. 
 

Page 52 
 

B. Programs – add statement after Criterion 26 as follows: 

 
 

 
(The Employer Program Verification Form must be submitted to 
document the review and recommendations listed above.) 
 

 
Federal 

 
Not applicable to the Federal Version. 
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Page 53 Criteria for associate degree programs were revised as follows: 

Associate degree programs offered must meet the following requirements: 

29.  The program is designed to lead graduates directly to employment in a
 specific career.

30. The appropriate applied degree title, such as Associate of Applied
Technology, Associate of Applied Science, Associate of Occupational
Studies, Associate of Science, or Associate of Occupational Technology,
is used and includes the specific career and technical education field
(i.e., Associate of Applied Science in Veterinary Technology);

31. The program has a minimum of 60 semester hours or 90 quarter hours;
and,

32. The program includes a minimum of 15 semester hours or 23 quarter
hours of general education courses, with a minimum of one course from
each of the following areas: humanities, behavioral sciences, natural or
applied sciences, and mathematics.

Federal Not applicable to the Federal Version. 

Federal 
Page 41 Re-order and revise C. Instruction, criteria 1 through 7  and 10 as follows: 

2. 1. The Instructional courses and/or programs provide education and
training in the competencies and occupational skills essential to 
success in the occupation each occupational training area, including 
job knowledge, job skills, work habits, and attitudes.  

3.2.  The sequence of instruction required for course and/or program 
completion (lecture, lab, and work-based activities) is determined by 
student learning outcomes using an instructional design process. 

1. 3. Academic competencies and occupational skills are integrated into the
instructional courses and/or programs associated with each occupational 
area related to education and training activities (procedure, 
technique, or operation) is logically organized to maximize the 
learning competencies essential to success in the occupation. 

The sequence of instruction require for program completion is used to: 

4. Organize the curriculum;
5. Guide the delivery of instruction;
6. Direct learning activities; and,
7. Evaluate student progress in order to maximize the learning of

competencies essential to success in the occupation.

10.9.  All instruction is effectively organized as evidenced by course outlines 
syllabi, lesson plans, competency tests, and other instructional 
materials. 
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Page 54 Revise C. Instruction, Criterion 11 as follows: 

Each occupational advisory committee: 

10. Consists of a minimum of three members external to the institution who
have expertise in the occupational  program;

11. Represents each geographical service area covered by the program at
each meeting (main campus and each branch campus)

12. Has at least three external members who meet these criteria present at
each meeting (with at least two members physically present and one
virtually present); and,

13. Meets at least twice annually;
14. Keeps typed minutes to document their its activities, recommendations,

and meeting attendance, and demographic information for each
member.

NOTE: The criteria above represent the minimum requirements for 
occupational advisory committees. Institutions have the option to have 
separate committees for each campus – main and branch. 

(NOTE: External members may serve on more than one occupational advisory 
committee as long as they meet each of the above criteria for membership for 
each committee on which they serve.) 

External members – persons who are not vested in the organization, not 
affiliated, and have no conflict of interest  

Federal Not applicable to the Federal Version. 

Page 55 Revise Criterion 19 as follows: 

19.  All instruction is effectively organized as evidenced by course outlines
syllabi, lesson plans, competency tests, and other instructional materials.
(Objective 2-C-4)

Federal 
Page 42 Apply this revision to Criterion 10 in the Federal Version. 

Page 55 Revise statement immediately preceding Criterion 24 as follows: 

Written agreements with work-based activity agencies partners, if any: 

 24.  Are current;
 25.  Specify expectations for all parties; and,
 26.  Ensure the protection of students.

Federal Not applicable to the Federal Version. 
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Standard 4 – Strategic Planning 

 

Page 60 Insert the following new criterion after criterion 5: 
 
 
 

 
6. Current and projected financial resources that provide a basis for 

initiatives specified in the strategic plan; 
 
Federal 

 
Not applicable to the Federal Version. 

 
Standard 5 – Learning Resources 

 

Page 61 A. Media Services, revise criteria as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3.  A variety of current and relevant educational materials, such as reference 

books; periodicals and manuals of a business, professional, technical, and 
industrial nature; audio-visual materials and equipment; internet access to 
sites with educational and reference materials appropriate to 
program offerings; and other materials to help fulfill the institution’s 
purposes and support its educational programs; 

 
10. Media services (instructional supplies, physical resources, technology, 

and fiscal resources) are available to support the instructional programs 
offered by the institution. (Objective 5-2) 

 
Federal 
Page 45 

 
Revise A. Media Services, Criterion 2 as follows: 

 
 

 
2.  A variety of current and relevant educational materials, such as reference 

books; periodicals and manuals of a business, professional, technical, and 
industrial nature; audio-visual materials and equipment; internet access to 
sites with educational and reference materials appropriate to 
program offerings; and other materials to help fulfill the institution’s 
purposes and support its educational programs. 

 

Page 61 QUESTION: Under A. Media Services, Criterion 11, what does ‘sufficient’ 
look like? How is this criterion documented? 

 
 

 
11. Media services are sufficient available to ensure the achievement of 

desired student learning and program objectives. 
Federal 
Page 46 

 
Question applies to Federal Version, Criterion 14. 

 
 

 
14. Media services are sufficient available to ensure the achievement of 

student learning and program outcomes objectives. 
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Standard 7 - Financial Resources 

 

Page 66 Revise headings and criteria as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Special Financial Stability Requirements for Non-Public Institutions and 

Charter Schools (Items 16 - 18) 
 
16. To document financial stability, the institution submits annual audited 

financial statements prepared by an independent certified public 
accountant and completed COE financial forms. Financial statements are 
prepared in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 
(GAAP). The audit is performed in accordance with Generally Accepted 
Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS). A separate income statement 
must be provided for each main campus. (See definition of audited 
financial statements in Section VII. Definitions, Standard Seven.) For 
initial accreditation, non-public institutions must submit audited financial 
statements for the two most recent fiscal years. The first of those two 
years may be the audited financial statement submitted with the 

 
  institution’s candidacy application and the second audited financial 

statement must represent activity while the institution is in candidate 
status. Restated (or revised) audited financial statements will not be 
accepted without third-party certification. (Objectives 7-1 and 7-2) 

 
The institution demonstrates financial stability through submission of the most 
recent audited financial statement that reflects: (Objective 7-2) 
 
 17. A minimum, unrounded composite score of 1.5; and, 
  18. No condition or event which could potentially affect the 

institution’s ability to continue operation, including but not limited 
to, contingent liabilities, on-going litigation, or the financial stability 
of a parent corporation. 

 
Federal 

 
Not applicable to the Federal Version. 

Page 67 Revise Refund Policy, Criterion 24 as follows: 
 
 

 
24. The institution complies with the refund policies adopted by the 

Commission unless a different policy is mandated by a non-public 
institution’s or charter school’s licensing agency or a public 
institution’s governing board.  

 
Federal 

 
Not applicable to the Federal Version. 
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Standard 8 – Human Resources 

 

Page 69 Revise criterion under B. Faculty as follows: 
 
 

 
6.   Faculty members who teach general education courses in associate 

degree programs hold a minimum of a bachelor’s degree with 15 
semester hours or 23 quarter hours in the teaching discipline with a 
grade of at least a ‘C’ in every these courses. (In exceptional cases, 
evidence of outstanding professional experience or creative 
achievement in the field may be considered in lieu of formal 
academic preparation.) (Objective 8-B-2) 

 
Federal 

 
Not applicable to the Federal Version. 

 
Standard 9 – Organizational Structure 

 

Page 71 Revise Criterion 2 as follows: 
 
 

 
2. If applicable, the non-public institution or charter school has in custody 

the currently valid original document(s), typically a license, required to 
operate as an occupational education institution within the state where it 
is located. (Objective 9-1) 

 
 
Federal 

 
Not applicable to the Federal Version. 
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SECTION VII. Definitions 
Revise the following definitions as indicated: 

Page 75 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Associate Degree—As defined in the U.S. Secretary of Education’s scope 
of recognition for the Council, the term ‘associate degree’ refers to an 
‘applied’ program with a degree credential awarded upon completion that is 
designed to lead the individual directly to employment in a specific career. The 
sole focus of associate degree programs accredited by the Council must 
not be described as transferability to a program offering a bachelor’s 
degree. Although the objective of this degree is to enhance employment 
opportunities, some bachelors’ degree institutions have developed upper-
division programs to recognize this degree for transfer purposes, and this trend 
is to be encouraged when appropriate. When articulation agreements with 
four-year institutions do exist, those opportunities may be described in 
appropriate publications. However, institutions approved to offer applied 
associate degree programs by the Council must take care not to 
guarantee the transferability of credit to other institutions by way of the 
title of the programs or the descriptions of the programs.  
 
Audited Financial Statements—Financial statements prepared by an 

independent certified public accountant in accordance with Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles (GAAP). The audit must be performed in accordance 
with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS). The 
audited financial statements must include, as a minimum, the following: (1) 
accountant’s report; (2) balance sheet; (3) income statement; (4) statement of 
cash flow; and (5) appropriate footnotes to the financial statements and other 
relevant disclosures. (Procedural Note: Financial statements submitted by 
candidate and accredited nonpublic institutions and charter schools must be 
accompanied by completed COE financial forms and must be received in the 
COE office no later than six months following the date of the end of the 
institution’s fiscal year.) 

Page 76 
 

Co-Location—an arrangement between two legally separate educational 
institutions in which administration, faculty, staff, websites, links to websites, 
telephone numbers, and/or physical facilities may be are shared. (This 
arrangement excludes the contracts between separate institutions that result in 
instructional service centers or other Commission-approved partnerships.) 
 

Page 80 
 
 

Non-Public Institution—An institution that is created, operated, and 
controlled by a non-governmental entity; such as, a business corporation, a 
foundation, a religious organization, or a chartered association. (For the 
purpose of applying applicable criteria contained in this Handbook, 
charter schools are required to meet all conditions and criteria that apply 
to non-public institutions.) 
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Page 81 
 
 

Occupational Education Institution—An education institution that has as its 
mission the preparation of individuals for employment and/or skill career 
enhancement. (The main campus or parent institution has a chief 
administrative officer to whom each branch, extension, or other type of 
separate site is subordinate and accountable. The institution recognizes 
individuals who acquire targeted knowledge, skills, attitudes, and other 
competencies by awarding appropriate credentials such as applied associate 
degrees, diplomas, certificates, and/or other acceptable credentials.)   
 

Page 82 
 
 

An addition was made to the list of ‘Publication’ requirements: 
 
Avocational programs/courses that are neither accredited by the Council, nor 
qualify students to receive Title IV financial aid (such as stand-alone ESL 
programs) 
 

Page 83 
 
 

Scope (change of)— Any instance in which an institution departs significantly 
from its mission in regard to the occupational areas for which it offers 
preparation, or the credentials it offers when it seeks to offer its first applied 
associate degree for successful completion of its programs (certificates, 
diplomas, associate degrees).  
 

Add the following NEW definitions: 
 
 

 
Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) – a unit of measurement used by the 
Commission to define the amount of scheduled instruction that equates 
to one full-time student during one academic year. The Commission 
defines an FTE as 900 contact (clock) hours, 45 quarter credit hours, or 
30 semester credit hours of scheduled instruction. The clock or credit 
hours used to calculate an institution’s FTE must reflect coursework in 
which a student has enrolled and matriculated. The FTE does not include 
hours or credits transferred from other institutions or awarded as CLEP 
courses. (In some cases, a Federal institution may use an “Average-on-
Board (AOB)” measure in place of FTEs for computing dues.) 
 
Student - a person who is formally engaged in learning as demonstrated 
by a commitment to attend class, pay tuition (regardless of the source), 
and earn a credential. 
 
Syllabus (Syllabi) – an outline or other brief statement of the main points 
of the subjects of a course or lecture, the contents of a curriculum, etc. 
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~ Part IV ~ 
 

Handbook of Accreditation 
for 

Registered Apprentice Schools 
And National ERISA Training Institutes 

 

 

The following pages detail the first edition of the Handbook of 
Accreditation applicable to Registered Apprenticeship Schools and 
National ERISA Training Institutes. It includes applicable proposed 
revisions to conditions, standards, objectives, and criteria as detailed 
in Part III of these Action Items. 
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SECTION I.
The  Role and Value of Accreditation

Accreditation is a status granted to an educational institution or program that has been found 
to meet or exceed stated criteria of educational quality and  student achievement. Accreditation 
emerged in the United States in the late 1800s as a voluntary peer review process that was 
initiated by educational institutions to assure quality in particular types of institutions (e.g., colleges, 
high schools, and subsequently other types of institutions). In contrast, accreditation is generally 
unknown in other countries of the world because they rely on government supervision and control of 
educational institutions. The record of accomplishment and outstanding success in the education of 
Americans can be traced in large part to the reluctance of the United States to impose governmental 
restrictions on institutions of postsecondary education, and to the success of the voluntary system 
of accreditation in promoting quality without inhibiting innovation. In the United States, accreditation 
is voluntarily sought by institutions and programs and is generally conferred by non-governmental 
agencies*.

Accreditation has two fundamental purposes: (1) to assure the quality of the institution or program, 
and (2) to assist in the improvement of the institution or program. Accreditation applies to institutions 
or programs, and is distinguished from certifi cation and licensure which apply to individuals.

Bodies which conduct programmatic or specialized accreditation are national in scope and focus 
attention on a program within a postsecondary institution preparing students for a profession or 
occupation.

Bodies which conduct institutional accreditation are national or regional in scope, and consider the 
characteristics of whole institutions. For this reason, an institutional accrediting body gives attention 
not only to the educational offerings of the institutions it accredits, but to such other institutional 
characteristics as student services, fi nancial status, administrative structure, facilities, and 
equipment. The Council on Occupational Education is recognized as a national institutional 
accrediting agency.

The Commission recognized the need for fl exibility and customization of standards for non-Title 
IV institutions. This need had been documented through the Council’s experience of accrediting 
registered apprenticeship programs. Hence, one of the recommendations of the committee was to 
develop accreditation standards for registered apprenticeships. Through the work of the currently 
accredited apprenticeship schools, and on the recommendation of the Council Committee on 
Standards and the Accrediting Commission of the Council, the new Handbook of Accreditation 
for Registered Apprenticeship Schools (RAS) and National ERISA Training Institutes (NETI)was 
adopted at the business meeting of the Council by the delegates on November 4, 2016. 

____________________

*  The sole exception to accreditation for degree-granting higher education institutions being conferred by 
“non-governmental agencies” is the New York State Board of Regents, which is the oldest accrediting 
body in the United States.  In addition, there are several state agencies that are recognized by the 
U.S. Secretary of Education as “state approval agencies” which confer “accreditation-like” status upon 
certain public, non-degree, postsecondary, career and technical education institutions.
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SECTION II.
Development of COE Accreditation

A fundamental tenet of a democratic society is that all individuals should have an opportunity to 
receive an education commensurate with their personal abilities and ambitions. For the vast majority 
of Americans, this means that the educational system must provide for (1) the acquisition of 
competencies that will lead to gainful employment in various occupational fi elds and (2) the 
continuing education necessary as technological advances place new demands on workers.

A. History

The Council on Occupational Education (hereinafter referred to as the Council or COE) came into 
existence initially in 1971 as the Commission on Occupational Education Institutions (COEI) of 
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS), a regional accrediting association that 
serves institutions in an eleven-state region. Operating as a unit of SACS, COEI provided 
accreditation services to postsecondary occupational education institutions located, with a few 
special exceptions, in the SACS region.

In preparation for assuming a national scope, the Council was incorporated as a non-profi t 
education organization under laws of the State of Georgia in June 1994. At the end of June 1995, the 
Council became a fully operational agency when all assets (staff, physical resources, and fi nancial 
resources) and the membership of COEI were transferred from SACS to the Council. The 
Commission composed of 19 members functions as the governing board and the decision-making 
body for all accreditation actions of the Council.

Throughout its history, the Council and its predecessor agency have been recognized by the U.S. 
Secretary of Education as a reliable authority on the quality of education offered by the institutions 
it has accredited. Its current scope of recognition is as a national institutional accrediting agency for 
the accreditation of non-degree-granting and applied associate degree-granting postsecondary 
occupational education institutions.

B.  Core Values

On November 8, 2008, the delegates at the Council’s annual meeting adopted the core values listed 
below. The core values provide the foundation for the Council’s mission, goals, and objectives.

1. Trustworthiness - denotes honesty, integrity, and reliability. The metaphorical equivalent
to having a good credit score.

2. Transparency - implies openness, communication, and clear visibility. Describes an
accreditation process or status that is not secretive or mystical.

3. Accountability - implies being answerable and liable. Describes accredited institutions’
responsibility to students, regulatory agencies, and business and industry.

4. Commitment -  requires dedication of institutions, volunteers, Commissioners and staff.
Denotes allegiance, loyalty, and obligation.
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 5.   Flexibility - the ability to adapt to both internal and external market changes while 
  maintaining core values. Implies resilience and being open to modifi cation and change.      

 6.   Innovation - a blueprint for expectations for the future that encourages perceptive and 
imaginative experimintation aimed at meeting the needs of constituents. Addresses the 
expanded learning economy, student preparedness, and cultural understanding.

 7.   Collaboration - stakeholders working together toward a common goal of quality and 
integrity and making cooperative use of resources and best practices. Accomplished by 
institutions through networking and communities of practice.

C.  Mission, Goals, and  Objectives of the Council

As articulated by its membership, the mission of the Council is “assuring quality and integrity in 
career and technical education.” The goals that represent the signifi cant values and purposes to 
which the Council is dedicated are the following:

 1. To offer public assurance that accredited educational institutions provide quality 
instruction in career and technical education that facilitates learning by students and 
meeting the needs of the labor market.

 2. To provide guidance to institutions for the continual improvement of their educational 
offerings and related activities.

 3. To promote high ethical and educational standards for career and technical education.

 4. To enhance public understanding of career and technical education providers and of the 
value of the education and the credentials offered by these providers.

 5. To ensure that the accreditation process validates the achievement of learning and 
program objectives.

These goals embrace a commitment to integrity and credibility that are intended to result in 
accreditation by the Council being viewed as a nationally-honored seal of excellence for occupational 
education institutions. Through its accreditation process, the Council seeks to stimulate the following: 
(1) validation of job skills; (2) certifi cation of skills for local, state, regional, and national application; 
(3) portability of skill credentials; (4) placement of graduates in jobs related to preparation received; 
(5) facilitation of partnerships and consortia through which the United States can continue to 
compete successfully in the global economy; and (6) linkages among employers, policy makers, 
business and industry, labor, and other parties with vital interests in technical education.

The mission and goals of the Council provide the framework from which the objectives of COE as an 
accrediting agency are derived. These objectives are the following:

 1. To foster excellence in the fi eld of career and technical education by establishing 
standards and guidelines for evaluating institutional effectiveness.

 
 2. To encourage institutions to view self-assessment and evaluation as a continuous quality 

improvement process.
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 3. To provide counsel and assistance to established and developing institutions, 
disseminating information between and among institutions that will stimulate 
improvement of educational programs and related activities.

 4. To ensure that the standards, policies, and procedures developed are enforced and 
demonstrate recognition of and respect the stated mission of the institution, including 
religious missions, and ensure that the courses or programs of instruction, training, or 
study offered by the institution, including distance education courses or programs, are of 
suffi cient quality to achieve their stated objective. To ensure that the standards, policies, 
and procedures developed demonstrate recognition of and respect for the diversity of 
institutional missions.

 5. To ensure that the standards, policies, and procedures developed advance quality, 
creativity, cooperation, and performance.

 6. To require, as an integral part of the accrediting process, an institutional self-assessment 
that is analytical and evaluative and an on-site review by a visiting team of peers.

 
 7. To ensure that the processes of evaluation, policy-making, decision-making, and public 

participation accommodate the interests of the constituencies affected by the accrediting 
agency.

 
 8. To publish and otherwise make publicly available the (a) names of candidate and 

accredited institutions, (b) names and affi liations of members of its policy and decision-
making bodies, and (c) names of its principal administrative personnel.

D. Council  Membership

Membership in the Council is achieved through a process whereby an institution elects on a 
voluntary basis to seek affi liation with the Council. The institution seeks initial affi liation with the 
Council as a candidate for accreditation, which is followed by an extensive self-assessment and, 
where necessary, self-improvement effort to demonstrate compliance with the Council’s standards 
and criteria on educational quality for occupational education institutions. Membership in the Council 
is achieved and maintained by institutions through the granting of accreditation or reaffi rmation of 
accreditation by the Commission of the Council.

Accreditation is a status of recognition that is granted to an institution which complies with the 
eligibility requirements, standards, procedures, and obligations adopted by the member institutions 
of the Council. Accreditation does not certify that every facet of an institution is of equal quality, but 
it does indicate that no part of the institution is so weak that the educational effectiveness of the 
institution as a whole and its services to students will be undermined.
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E.  Innovation

The Commission welcomes and encourages perceptive and imaginative experimentation which 
aims at increasing the effectiveness of the institution.  The Commission is cognizant that special 
requirements may pertain to some institutions; but these requirements should not be permitted to 
inhibit new approaches and emphases in educational programs.  The Commission insists, however, 
that such innovative approaches be consistent with the institution’s mission and goals, as well as 
with the mission, goals, and objectives of the Council.  Where an innovative or experimental program 
may be at variance with one or more accreditation criteria of the Council, the institution must request 
Commission concurrence prior to implementation of the innovation.  Such concurrence shall be 
based upon the institution’s ability:

 1.  To identify the specifi c criteria that cannot be applied to the innovation, as well as its 
(their) related objectives.

 2.  To propose alternate ways to assess the effectiveness of the innovation in achieving the 
objectives which are related to the criteria that cannot be applied to the innovation.
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SECTION III.
Affi liation with COE

Registered Apprenticeship Schools or National ERISA Training Institutes may affi liate with the 
Council by becoming a candidate for accreditation or achieving and maintaining accreditation. These 
two types of affi liation are described below.
 
A.  Candidate for Accreditation

 1. Meaning of Candidate Status

Candidate for Accreditation is a pre-accreditation status of an institution actively seeking 
accreditation by the Commission.  During the period of candidacy, the institution is involved in 
the process of self-study and planning for a team visit.  Once an institution has been approved 
as a candidate, the institution has status with the Council and must notify the Commission of any 
changes as specifi ed below under Section V.B.1.f. Substantive and Other Changes. Candidate 
status does not imply accreditation of an institution. The institution must not use its candidate status 
in any way to imply, publicly or privately, that candidate status with the Council denotes approval of 
its programs or accreditation of the institution by the Commission.

 2. Eligibility Requirements

Each Registered Apprenticeship School or National ERISA Training Institute applying for affi liation 
with the Council must initially demonstrate that it satisfi es each of the requirements enumerated 
below. Taken together, these requirements defi ne the kind of educational organization that the 
Council considers a part of its institutional universe and within the scope of the accrediting activities 
for which the Commission assumes responsibility.

The Council does not accredit institutions that offer instruction via correspondence education. (See 
Section VII for defi nition.)

The Council does not accredit virtual institutions or campuses. That is, all campuses accredted by 
the Council must offer at least one traditional program - which demonstrates continuous enrollment - 
along with any others offered via distance education.

To be eligible to be considered by the Commission for candidacy for accreditation (pre-accreditation 
status), an institution must:

  a. Offer applied associate degree and/or non-degree postsecondary instruction 
   exclusively in career and technical education at all campuses.
  b. Have produced a graduate from the longest program offered by the institution 

where the graduate has completed 100 percent of the program’s required hours at 
the institution (no hours transferred in and no CLEP hours awarded).

  c. Utilize a campus-based instructional delivery system with at least 50 percent of 
the institution’s total FTE being derived from enrollments in traditional (bricks and 
mortar) and non-VESL programs.

  d. Have an institutional enrollment of no fewer than 10 FTE.
  e. Be legally authorized to operate by the US Department of Labor by having 
   registered apprenticeship standards within the jurisdiction in which it is located for a 

minimum of one year.
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  f. Have been in possession of current and applicable licensure/authorization for a 
minimum of one year.

  g. Have been in continuous operation and providing instruction at the main campus 
and under the same ownership for a minimum of one year.

  h. Have the on-site administrator or other full-time employee at the main campus 
attend a Candidate Academy within 12 months prior to submitting an application for 
candidate status.

  i. Demonstrate that it has the administrative capabilities (including, but not limited to, 
fi nancial) to support the educational programs offered.

  j. Demonstrate that it meets the fi nancial stability requirements for the most recent 
completed fi scal year as stated in Standard 7 - Financial Resources.

  k. Be in compliance with all Federal requirements applicable to accreditation.
  l. Agree to comply with all requirements of the Council.

Eligibility for Non-Main Campus Sites

Institutions with non-main campus sites (branches, extensions, extended classrooms, instructional 
service centers) must meet additional eligibility requirements applicable to those locations.

Institutions seeking candidate status with the Commission that have non-main campus sites must:

 a.  Demonstrate that the ownership of all non-main campus sites (branches, extensions, 
instructional service centers, etc.) is identical to that of the main campus.

 b.  Demonstrate that the local administrators of all non-main campus sites report to the chief 
administrative offi cer of the main campus.

 c.  Demonstrate that duplicate records on personnel, fi nancial matters, student attendance, 
and educational progress for all non-main campus sites are kept at the main campus. 
(NOTE: Institutions capable of maintaining and accessing records electronically may 
keep all records previously mentioned at the main campus.) 

 d.  Demonstrate that names of non-main campus sites are identical to that of the main 
campus. (Names of non-main campus sites may be expanded, with Commission 
approval, to identify different locations or specifi c programs.)

 e.  Demonstrate that all non-main campus sites, and their respective program offerings, are 
described in the main campus catalog.

 3. Award of Candidate Status 

An institution meeting the above requirements shall host a candidate visiting team by the 
Commission (cost to be paid by the institution). The visiting team will submit a written report to the 
Executive Director within 30 days of the date that the candidate team visit was concluded. The 
offi cial report will be transmitted to the institution. The institution must submit a response to all 
fi ndings of non-compliance for receipt in the Council offi ce within 30 days of the date that the team 
report was transmitted from the Council offi ce. If the team report and the institutional response 
report, if required, show that there is a reasonable expectation of accreditation being achieved, the 
Commission may grant candidate status to the institution. To become a candidate for accreditation, 
an institution must be approved by the Commission.
Institutions located in states that have no state oversight agency for operational and/or program 
approval may be required to supply additional information to the Commission before candidacy is 
granted.
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Candidate institutions demonstrating progress toward be coming accredited may remain in candidate 
status for a period not to exceed three years. The only substantive changes that can be approved 
while in candidate status are changes in existing educational programs originally approved by the 
Commission. Candidate institutions must complete a self-study and host a visiting team no earlier 
than six months after becoming a candidate but no later than 24 months after becoming a candidate. 
Institutions that have voluntarily withdrawn from candidacy may fi le a new application for candidacy 
for accre ditation one year after the effective date of withdrawal.

 4. Annual Renewal of Candidate Status

Continuation of candidate status is determined annually by Commission approval of institutional 
annual reports indicating that candidate institutions are making progress toward meeting the 
Council’s standards and criteria. Registered Apprenticeship Schools (RAPs) and National ERISA 
Training Institutes (NETIs) must also submit fi nancial information on an annual basis as described in 
Section IV., D.2.

B. Accreditation

 1. Eligibility Requirements 

After an institution has been accepted as a candidate for accreditation and becomes an active 
participant in the program of the Council, the earliest that the institution can host a visiting team for 
the purpose of initial accreditation is six months after the date candidate status is approved. To be 
eligible for accreditation, Registered Apprenticeship Schools (RASs) and National ERISA Training 
Institutes (NETIs) must:

  a. Continue to meet the eligibility requirements to be a candidate for accreditation.
  b. Demonstrate that the majority of its programs meet all minimum required 

benchmarks for completion, placement, and licensure exam pass rates for the most 
recent 12-month period possible.

  c. Occupy its own physical facilities and not be co-located with another institution. 
(Co-location may include, but is not limited to, the sharing of faculty, staff, websites, 
links to websites, telephone numbers, and/or physical facilities. See defi nition for a 
complete description.)

  d. Have students continuously in attendance for a minimum of two years except for 
regularly scheduled breaks, holidays, and vacation periods.

  e. For initial accreditation, RASs and NETIs must submit audited fi nancial statements 
for the two most recent fi scal years at least 60 days prior to hosting an initial 
accreditation visiting team. Both audited fi nancial statements must demonstrate 
compliance with the Commission’s fi nancial stability requirements as stated in 
Standard 7 - Financial Resources.

  f. Host an initial accreditation team visit no earlier than six months after candidate 
status is granted. (The institution must have a valid candidate academy/self-study 
workshop certifi cate on fi le at the time of the team visit. See next requirement.)

  g. Have the on-site administrator or other full-time employee at the main campus 
attend a Candidate Academy within six to 18 months prior to hosting the 
accreditation visiting team.

  h. Have undergone a self-study based on the mission of the institution and the 
standards and criteria approved by the Council and have fi led the required 
documents with the Commission.

  i. Have undergone a visiting team review.
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j. Have written a letter requesting accreditation and submitted an institutional
response, if required, to the team report by the chief administrative offi cer of the
institution. (The response must be received in the Council offi ce within 30 days of
the date that the letter requesting a response was transmitted from the Council
offi ce.)

k. Be accepted by a majority vote of the Commission as meeting the standards and
criteria of the Council.

Institutions being considered for initial accreditation must obtain accreditation status within 12 
months after the fi rst review by the Commission. If initial accreditation has not been granted within 
the twelve-month period immediately following the fi rst deferral of action, the institution shall be 
dropped from candidate status.

2. Annual Renewal of Accreditation

Accreditation is for a period of one year from July 1 through the following June 30. Continued 
accreditation is determined annually by Commission approval of institutional annual reports that 
verify that accredited institutions are complying with the Council’s standards, criteria, and conditions. 
RASs and NETIs must also submit fi nancial information on an annual basis as described in Section 
IV., D.2.

3. Reaffi rmation of Accreditation

Reaffi rmation of accreditation must occur from two to six years after initial accreditation or 
any subsequent reaffi rmation decision. The time interval for reaffi rmation is determined by the 
Commission as a part of its accreditation or reaffi rmation decision. Institutions must meet the same 
requirements for reaffi rmation as required for initial accreditation (see Section III.B.1 above). At the 
discretion of the Commission, the institution may be required to undergo reaffi rmation earlier than 
the previously determined year. 

Institutions undergoing reaffi rmation of accreditation must send an eligible representative to a 
Commission-sponsored workshops for the preparation of the Self-Study and the Annual Report 
within six to 18 months prior to hosting the reaffi rmation visiting team. (See following section: 
Workshop Attendance Requirements.) Beginning six months prior to hosting an accreditation visiting 
team, a moratorium on all substantive change approvals will be in effect and will remain in place until 
the institution has been granted reaffi rmation of accreditation.

Applications for substantive changes must be received in the Commission offi ce no later than 90 
days prior to hosting the accreditation team visit. Applications received within 90 days prior to hosting 
an accreditation team visit will not be processed until after the team visit takes place.

Institutions being considered for reaffi rmation of accreditation must obtain reaffi rmation within 12 
months after the fi rst deferral of action by the Commission. If reaffi rmation has not been granted 
within that twelve-month period immediately following the fi rst deferral of action, the institution shall 
be dropped from accreditation.

An institution that has been dropped from accreditation may fi le an appeal of the Commission’s 
decision in accordance with the Commission’s policies on appealing Commission decisions (see 
section E. Commission Action, 3. Appealable Actions, and the Policies and Rules of the Commission, 
Appeal Process). 
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C. Workshop Attendance Requirements 

Attendance at Commission-sponsored workshops is a requirement before Commission review and 
approval of certain accreditation statuses.

Eligible Persons

Persons who serve as administrators, liaisons, faculty, and staff of institutions seeking candidate 
status or accreditation with the Council are institutional representatives eligible to attend required 
workshops and earn certifi cates that enable the submission of candidate applications and the 
scheduling of accreditation team visits. (See specifi c timelines described in the subsections below.)

Also, persons who are owners or part owners of more than one main campus are considered eligible 
representatives and may receive certifi cates of attendance only for the main campus where their 
offi ce is located.

The following persons are not eligible to meet these attendance requirements:

 1. Institutional corporate owners/employees whose offi ces are not located at a main   
  campus of an institution;
 2. Consultants who are contracted to assist institutions with the accreditation process;   
  and,
 3. Contractors hired to provide products or services to candidate and accredited   
  institutions 

Certifi cates of attendance that were earned by former administrators, liaisons, faculty, or staff, are 
null and void upon their departure from or termination by the institution. Because of this possibility, it 
may be in the institution’s best interest to involve more than one eligible representative in workshop 
attendance required by the Council.

Candidate for Accreditation

Institutions interested in membership with the Council attend a series of workshops (the Candidate 
Academy) before an application for approval of candidate status can be submitted. Once an 
attendance certifi cate for the Candidate Academy is earned, an institution interested in membership 
with the Council must submit the application for candidacy within 12 months after attendance.

The Candidate Academy attendance certifi cate also serves as certifi cation of the Self-Study process 
and the Annual Reporting process that is required before initial accreditation can be considered. 
Institutions that gain candidate status with the Council must host their initial accreditation team visit 
no later than 18 months after earning the Candidate Academy certifi cate. 

Institutions that fail to submit their applications for candidacy within 12 months of attending a 
Candidate Academy must repeat their attendance at another Candidate Academy before submitting 
an application for candidacy. Institutions that fail to host their initial accreditation visit within 18 
months of Candidate Academy attendance must attend a Self-Study Workshop and an Annual 
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Report Workshop at either the COE Summer Conference or COE Annual Meeting within 6 to 18 
months of hosting their initial accreditation visit. 

Reaffi rmation of Accreditation

Institutions currently accredited by the Council that are preparing to host a visiting team for 
reaffi rmation of accreditation must attend the Self-Study workshop and workshops for submitting the 
Annual Report required by the Council. These attendance certifi cations must be earned no less than 
6 months before – and no more than 18 months before – the institution hosts its team visit.

Failure to attend these workshops within this time period will delay the accreditation team visit and 
will result in a penalty for failure to attend a required workshop. (See Fees and Penalties.)

Annual Reporting 

Attendance at workshops for submitting the institutional Annual Report (and for reporting student 
achievement data) is required of all candidates for accreditation and accredited institutions. 
Earning these certifi cates is required as part of the application process for candidate status and the 
accreditation visit cycle for accredited institutions that is established by the Commission. 

No less than 6 months before, and no more than 18 months before an institution hosts a team 
visit for initial accreditation or reaffi rmation of accreditation, the institution must provide evidence 
(workshop attendance certifi cates) that it met this requirement.

Team Member/Team Leader Certifi cation

Those who volunteer to serve as the leaders and members of team visits conducted by the Council 
for candidate status, accreditation, substantive changes, and other circumstances, are required 
to be certifi ed in the team reporting processes of the Council every three (3) years. Attendance at 
workshops for team member/team leader certifi cation will fulfi ll this requirement.

Those who wish to serve as team leaders must maintain team member certifi cation as well as team 
leader certifi cation.
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SECTION IV.
The Accreditation Process

The components of the accreditation process described below represent the primary means 
through which the objectives of COE as an accrediting agency are addressed. The process 
incorporates a comprehensive institutional self-study, peer evaluation, and decision of the 
Commission based on the Council-approved standards and criteria for accreditation. 

A. The Self-Study 

The primary purpose of the self-study is to examine an institution’s qualifi cations for accreditation 
through a comprehensive self-evaluation conducted by institutional personnel. The self-study 
process also serves as a strategic planning vehicle for the improvement of all institutional services. 
The Council  provides guidelines for the self-study in a manual that each institution is expected to 
use in planning, conducting, and reporting its self-study.

Use of Consultants

A consultant may be used to assist in the self-study, but clear indications must exist that the faculty 
and staff were primarily responsible for preparing, revising, and editing any documents required 
in the accreditation process.  Within seven days after employing a consultant for the purpose of 
assisting in the accreditation process, an institution must submit a copy of the consultant’s resume 
to the Council.  A consultant may provide assistance to the institution by conducting an on-site 
workshop for one or more of the following purposes:

 1. Acquainting the administration and staff with the self-study process.
 2. Providing an explanation of the content of the accreditation standards and criteria.
 3. Lending assistance in organizing the self-study effort to maximize staff participation.
 4. Identifying the types of exhibits or other documentation needed to support or complement 

the self-study report.

Attendance of a consultant at a Commission-hosted Self-Study workshop or Candidate Academy 
does not satisfy the requirements for workshop attendance by the staff and/or faculty of the 
institution seeking accreditation.

Consultants may not serve as leaders or members of visiting teams scheduled for institutions for 
which they have contracted their services. Anyone who violates this policy will be permanently 
barred from participation in visiting teams or any other accreditation activity conducted by the 
Council.

Consultants may not serve in the role of accreditation liaison for an institution and should not contact 
the Council offi ce for information on behalf of the institution.
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B. The Site Visit  

The primary responsibility of the visiting team is to determine whether or not the institution is in 
compliance with the standards and criteria required for accreditation by the Council. The visiting 
team assesses the quality of an institution in light of its stated mission using the standards 
and criteria of the Council as the basis for the assessment. Information sources utilized by 
team members in conducting the on-site evaluation include the institutional self-study report, 
documentation available at the institution, interviews of individuals associated with the institution, 
and observation of conditions and practices.

The Commission is responsible for establishing all requirements related to visiting teams. Those 
requirements are presented in a separate document containing the guidelines for accreditation 
visiting teams. 

C. Institutional Response Report  

In those instances where a visiting team reports a failure of an institution to comply with one or 
more standards, criteria, and/or conditions for accreditation (i.e., when the team makes one or more      
fi ndings of non-compliance), the institution is required to take appropriate corrective action 
immediately. The institution must also submit a written report that addresses each violation by 
describing and documenting the action taken by the institution to comply with the requirement. This 
report must be received within 30 days of the date that the team report was transmitted from the 
Council offi ce. Specifi c instructions for preparing and submitting the institutional response report are 
in the guidelines for accreditation visiting teams adopted by the Commission.

D. Annual Documentation Required for Renewal of Candidacy or Accreditation 

 1. Institutional Annual Reports

Continued candidate status or accreditation is determined annually by Commission approval of 
institutional annual reports. Candidate institutions must show progress toward meeting standards 
and criteria; and accredited institutions must show that they are complying with standards, criteria, 
and conditions for continued accreditation.
 
The institution must provide all of the applicable information requested in the annual report. 
Reporting substantive changes in the annual report does not constitute written notifi cation to the 
Council.

Failure to submit an annual report or additional information regarding the annual report by the due 
date established by the Commission shall be grounds for an institution to lose its candidate or 
accredited status.

 2. Audited Financial Statements 

Registered Apprenticeship Schools (RASs) and National ERISA Traning Institutes (NETIs) in 
candidate or accredited status must submit a copy of their audited fi nancial statements, including 
notes, prepared by an independent certifi ed public accountant for their most recent fi scal year 
and completed COE fi nancial forms furnished by the Commission. Financial statements shall 
adhere to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) and shall be prepared in accordance 
with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS). An income statement must 
be provided for each main campus and branch. (See defi nition of audited fi nancial statements 
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in Section VII. Defi nitions) Any RAS or NETI which is a wholly-owned subsidiary must submit a 
statement certifying that the parent corporation will be legally responsible for student teach-out, 
student tuition (including books and supplies), and refund liability for its wholly-owned subsidiary 
company. This statement must be from the parent corporation’s board of directors, must have the 
seal affi xed, and must be submitted on an annual basis. Annual fi nancial information is due in the 
COE offi ce no later than six months following the date of the end of the institution’s fi scal year.

E. Commission Action

 1. Possible Commission Decisions

The Commission has a variety of options for action when making decisions regarding the award, 
maintenance, or termination of status with the Council for candidate and accredited institutions. The 
options available are the following:

  a.  Award of candidacy
  b. Denial of candidate status
  c. Annual renewal of candidacy
  d.  Drop from candidacy
  e  Award of initial accreditation
  f. Denial of initial accreditation
  g.  Annual renewal of accreditation
  h.  Reaffi rmation of accreditation
  i. Denial of reaffi rmation of accreditation
  j.  Determination of statuses
   (1) Notifi cation of apparent defi ciency
   (2) Warning
   (3) Probation
   (4) Show cause order
  k.  Deferral of decision
  l.  Drop from accreditation

The review of the status of any institution may be conducted periodically as specifi ed in the 
procedures of the Commission. A focused review may be prompted by a notice of substantive 
change; by notifi cation of a high default rate or a large increase in the default rate; by a complaint; by 
notifi cation of possible unethical conduct; or by a possible violation of standards, criteria, or condition 
adopted by the Council.  The Commission may take the same actions in both periodic and focused 
reviews regarding the institution’s status.

With respect to institutions that are currently holding Candidate for Accreditation status, the 
Commission uses the self-study, visiting team report, and institutional response, if required, to 
choose one of three alternative actions. The Commission may continue the institution in candidate 
status, approve the institution’s initial accreditation, or drop the institution from candidate status.

With respect to institutions that are currently accredited, the Commission may continue the 
institution’s accredited status, may assign any of four statuses, or may drop the institution from 
accreditation.
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Institutions will be notifi ed within 30 days of adverse Commission decisions which affect their 
candidate or accredited status by letter sent by certifi ed mail or other signature-required delivery 
service addressed to the chief administrative offi cer.  The letter includes:  the decision, a statement 
of the substance of the basis for the decision, and the deadline for an institutional response or 
appeal which may be permitted.

In all cases where the number of days for taking action or making a response is specifi ed, “days” 
means calendar days unless otherwise indicated. In all situations specifying the number of days 
within which the institution is required to make a response, the deadline is computed from the date 
the notice prompting such a reply was transmitted by the Commission.

The Commission may, to provide time for supplementary activity, choose not to take action but may 
defer its decision.  Such a deferral causes an institution’s status to remain unchanged unless the 
Commission, in announcing its deferral action, specifi es otherwise.

If in the judgment of the Commission the conditions warrant, the Commission may impose one of the 
four statuses on an institution. A status may be withdrawn by the Commission upon clarifi cation or 
remediation, but is not subject to appeal.

The four statuses are defi ned as follows:

 Monitoring Status

 Notifi cation of Apparent Defi ciency—Notifi cation of Apparent Defi ciency is a status which 
signifi es that the institution is apparently defi cient with respect to a requirement of the 
Commission. The institution has 30 calendar days to respond. This status may be removed 
at any time by the Commission upon clarifi cation or remediation of the apparent defi ciency, or 
may be changed by the Commission to a violation status.

  Violation Statuses

  Violation statuses are imposed by the Commission when, after a thorough review of issue-
specifi c documentation, it determines that an institution is in violation of one or more of the 
standards, criteria, and/or conditions of the Council. Violation statuses, when imposed, are 
a matter of public record and will be published on the Council’s website in the form of a 
notifi cation.

 The Commission will require the institution take appropriate action to bring itself into 
compliance with the agency’s standards, criteria, and/or conditions in a time period specifi ed 
by the Commission, but not to exceed:

 (1) Twelve months, if the program, or the longest program offered by the institution is less 
than one year in length; or,

 (2) Eighteen months, if the program, or the longest program offered by the institution, is at 
least one year, but less than two years in length; or, 

 (3) Two years, if the program, or the longest program offered by the institution, is at least 
two years in length.
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The Commission may use its discretion to specify a time period for compliance more 
restrictive than those listed above, based upon circumstances. Once the stated time period 
for compliance expires, the institution will be subject to adverse action to be effective by the 
deadline specifi ed in the Commission’s letter. The Commission may extend the time period for 
compliance with good cause.

Violation statuses can be restrictive or nonrestrictive. An nonrestrictive violation status 
allows an institution to come before the Commission to seek a grant of initial accreditation 
or reaffi rmation of accreditation, and to apply for substantive change approval. Restrictive 
violations, however, prevent an institution from seeking a grant of initial accreditation or 
reaffi rmation of accreditation, or approval of any substantive change. 

Warning—Warning is a nonrestrictive status imposed by the Commission if it determines 
that an institution is in violation of one or more of the standards, criteria, and/or conditions 
of the Council. The Commission will require the institution submit periodic reports during the 
imposition of this status in order to determine the institution’s progress toward compliance. 
The types and the requirements for reporting will be established by the Commission and 
may include, but are not limited to, reports on fi nancial stability, administrative capability, and 
program outcomes. Compliance must be demonstrated within a time period not to exceed that 
which is based on the length of the longest program offered by the institution (above), but may 
be more restrictive, based upon circumstances. The deadline for compliance may be extended 
with good cause. A focused review team, which may include a Commission representative, 
may be required to visit the institution.

Probation—Probation is a restrictive status imposed when, in the judgment of the 
Commission, there is a violation of standards, criteria, and/or conditions of the Council 
that must be corrected or the institution will suffer loss of candidate status or accreditation. 
Probation may be imposed for a period not to exceed one year. Imposition of this status will not 
extend the original time period for compliance previously specifi ed by the Commission unless 
good cause has been demonstrated by the institution.

Show Cause Order—Show Cause is a restrictive status assigned by the Commission 
because of one or more serious violations of the standards, criteria, and/or conditions of 
the Council. Once imposed, Show Cause provides an institution 30 calendar days to show 
why it should not be dropped. Imposition of this status will not extend the original time 
period for compliance previously specifi ed by the Commission unless good cause has been 
demonstrated by the institution.

As stated previously, initial accreditation or reaffi rmation of accreditation will not be granted during 
the time that a restrictive violation status is imposed. Substantive change applications will not be 
processed, whether new or pending, before the resolution of a restrictive violation status (probation 
or show cause) or pending an appeal of a decision of the Commission.

When an institution continues to be in violation of standards, criteria, and/or conditions after 
being placed on warning, probation, or issued a show cause order, or where circumstances are 
deemed suffi ciently compelling, the Commission has the responsibility to drop the institution from 
candidate or accredited status no later than the original deadline for compliance, if any, stated in the 
Commission’s letter. The Commission shall notify the chief administrative offi cer of the institution 
as to the nature of the action and the procedure to be followed if an appeal is fi led. The decision 
of the Commission is fi nal, subject to the appeal procedure, and will be made known to the public. 
No institutional response is required; however, an institution may choose to follow the appeals 
procedure described in Section IV.E.3. below.
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An institution that does not choose to appeal may comment in writing regarding the Commission’s 
action provided the response complies with Commission procedures and is received by the 
Commission within 20 calendar days of the notice of the Commission’s action. Any response 
received by the Commission within 20 calendar days shall be included in the Commission’s fi nal 
report to the appropriate federal, state, and special agencies.

The Commission need not follow any specifi c sequence in the assignment of statuses. Assignment 
to any one status is not required before an institution may be assigned to another status. Ordinarily, 
Warning, Probation, and Show Cause Order status will be assigned in succession to provide an 
opportunity for remediation and correction before a decision is made by the Commission to drop the 
institution from  accreditation  or candidate status. It is important to note that the original time period 
for compliance specifi ed in the Commission’s letter is the maximum length of time allowed to remedy 
a violation - including the successive assignment of other statuses that may occur during that period. 
However, where the Commission deems the circumstances suffi ciently extreme to warrant a prompt 
response, it may drop an institution without the prior assignment of any status.

 2. Appearance before the Commission

Since all Commission decisions are based upon written documents, there are normally two instances 
where offi cials of an institution might appear before the Commission:

  a. Upon request by the Commission for the purpose of answering questions 
concerning an accreditation matter.

  b. Upon approval of the Executive Director when the institution is making a special 
request of the Commission.

All requests to appear before the Commission must be submitted in writing to the Executive Director 
and be received at least 30 days prior to the scheduled meeting. Such a request must describe in 
detail why the appearance is necessary. Documentation supporting the request must be submitted 
with the letter.
 
The Executive Director may approve the request at which time the institution will be informed of 
the date, time, and place of the appearance. In the event the Executive Director defers action on a 
request to appear, the matter is taken before the Executive Committee for review and appropriate 
action.

 3. Appealable Actions

Institutions that have fi led a complete application for candidate status, institutions that are accredited 
by the Commission, and institutions that are seeking approval of a change of ownership or control 
may appeal the following actions of the Commission:

  a. Denial of candidate status.
  b. Removal of candidate status.
  c. Decision to deny accreditation (membership).
  d. Decision to discontinue accreditation (membership).
  e. Decision to deny approval of  a change of ownership or control.
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An appeal shall be based on one or more of the following grounds:

  a. Errors and/or omissions in applying the standards, criteria, and/or conditions of the 
Council were made by the evaluation team(s) and/or the Commission.

  b. Demonstrable bias or prejudice was displayed by one or more members of the 
Commission, which signifi cantly affected the decision.

  c. The documentation before the Commission at the time of the negative decision 
was materially in error.

  d. The decision of the Commission was contrary to the substantial weight of the 
documentation.

If an institution is aggrieved by any one of the four actions listed above, the chief administrative 
offi cer of the institution, with the approval of the governing board of the institution, must give notice 
of intent to appeal such action to be received in the Commission offi ce within 20 days of the date of 
the notice of the Commission’s action. The notice shall be submitted to the Commission’s Executive 
Director in the form of a letter sent by certifi ed mail or other signature-required delivery service. The 
letter must state all of the following:

  a. A request that an appeal board be convened.
  b. The specifi c grounds for the request with a statement explaining the reason(s) for 

each ground.
  c. Documentation (such as a copy of a resolution) showing the approval of such 

appeal action taken by the institution’s governing board.
  d. A statement in the letter indicating the willingness of the institution to abide by the 

appeals conditions and procedures.

The request shall be accompanied by a cashier’s check in the amount of $30,000 to cover the 
necessary cost of the appeal. The $30,000 consists of a $5,000 notice-of-intent-to-appeal fee (non-
refundable) and a $25,000 deposit to cover the costs of the appeal board proceedings. Any funds left 
over from the deposit will be refunded to the institution. Should there be an outstanding balance after 
the deposit is applied, the institution must pay the outstanding balance.

Upon proper notice of intention to appeal, the prior status of the institution, if any, shall be restored 
and will remain the same pending the disposition of the appeal.

The Commission is responsible for defi ning the procedures to be used in the appeal process so as to 
ensure that the process is fair and equitable for all affected parties.

 4. Resolution of Disagreements

  a. Interpretation of Membership Agreements

As a condition of receiving any status with the Council, each institution agrees that all agreements 
created by the Commission’s granting such status shall be deemed to have been entered into 
in Fulton County, Georgia, and shall be interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of 
Georgia. Further, each institution agrees that jurisdiction and venue for any action which might 
arise from any membership agreement between the institution and the Council, regardless of which 
party shall initiate the action, shall be exclusively in the United States District Court for the Northern 
District of Georgia or the state courts of Fulton County, Georgia, whichever of these courts shall 
have proper subject matter jurisdiction.
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  b. Litigation Bond

An institution that fi les suit against the Council shall be required to post a bond of $100,000 per 
location. Should the court rule in favor of the Council, the institution shall pay all court costs, Council 
attorney fees, and all other costs incurred by the Council in its defense.
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SECTION V.
Obligations of Affi liation

Affi liation of an institution with the Council creates certain obligations that must be met by the 
institution. Those obligations are grouped and described below under two headings: Administrative 
and Substantive. 

A.  Administrative Obligations

 1. Accreditation Liaison Offi cer 

The accreditation liaison offi cer must be a permanent staff member at the main campus of the 
institution. This is the person with whom the Commission staff will discuss accreditation matters 
concerning the institution when the chief administrative offi cer is not available.

 2. Offi cial Communications

Only written communication from the Commission will be considered offi cial.  All offi cial 
communications from the Commission to candidate or accredited institutions shall be transmitted 
to the main campus chief administrative offi cer or, if applicable, to the institution’s accreditation 
liaison offi cer.  All offi cial communications from candidate or accredited institutions must be from the 
main campus chief administrative offi cer or, if applicable, from the institution’s accreditation liaison 
offi cer and in written form. All written communications and supporting documentation created by 
the institution submitted to the Commission must be in English. (Written communications may be 
transmitted to the Commission via e-mail or forms provided on the Council web site.)

 3.  Requested Report or Documentation

Decisions are made by the Commission based on written evidence.  Any report or documentation 
requested by the Commission must arrive in the Council offi ce by the date due.  All reports and 
supporting documentation created by the institution submitted to the Commission must be in English. 
Failure to submit any report or documentation requested by the due date shall be grounds for an 
institution to lose its candidate or accredited status.

 4. Confi dentiality of Materials

The accreditation of occupational education institutions by the Commission is an activity requiring 
a high degree of confi dentiality.  The fi ndings of non-compliance (if any), suggestions, and other 
information relating to an institution are, by implied agreement, exchanged within an atmosphere of 
trust, confi dentiality, and professional integrity.  The Commission makes such information available 
to the participating institution and to other agencies, accrediting bodies, institutions, or individuals 
only upon the approval of the participating institution, pursuant to these conditions; as required by 
law; or as required by federal regulations applicable to accrediting agencies recognized by the U.S. 
Secretary of Education.

The participating institution may disseminate any of the information it receives from the Commission; 
however, experience has indicated such dissemination should occur only after the completion of  the 
process leading to an action, certainly not during the process.  A number of activities and cautions 
are employed by the Commission to assure integrity and institution/Commission confi dentiality.
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 5. Maintenance of Accreditation File

An institution that is accredited by the Commission must maintain a permanent accreditation fi le. 
The fi le must contain the following in chronological order:

  a. Copy of all substantive correspondence between the institution and the 
Commission (COE/COEI) to include, but not limited to, all letters related to 
accreditation, reaffi rmation of accreditation, substantive changes, and offi cial 
actions of the Commission.

  b. Copy of the last Self-Study.
  c. Copy of the last accreditation visiting team report and all other team reports since 

the last accreditation visiting team.
  d. Copy of the institution’s response report for the last accreditation team and all other 

response reports to visiting teams since the last accreditation visiting team.
  e. Copy of all substantive change applications since the last accreditation visiting 

team.
       f. Copy of all annual reports since the last accreditation visiting team.

Failure to maintain the accreditation fi le as requested will call into question the administrative 
capability of the institution.

 6. Publication of Status with the Commission

An institution must be accurate in reporting its status with the Commission to the public. In catalogs, 
brochures, advertisements, web sites, and news releases, any reference made to its status with 
the Commission must be accurate and must include the name and contact information of the 
Commission as follows: Council on Occupational Education, 7840 Roswell Road, Building 300, Suite 
325, Atlanta,  GA 30350, Telephone: 770-396-3898 / FAX: 770-396-3790, www.council.org. 

Any institution that is found to misrepresent its status with the Commission shall issue a news 
release in the appropriate newspaper and/or other news media to correct the misrepresentation. 
Documentation that the correction has been made through the news media must be submitted to the 
Commission offi ce.

Each candidate or accredited institution when referring to its status with the Council on Occupational 
Education must use the appropriate choice of the two statements that follow:

 (Name of Institution) is a Candidate for Accreditation by the Commission of the 
 Council on Occupational Education.

 (Name of Institution) is accredited by the Commission of the Council on Occupational            
Education.

     Accredited institutions may use the accreditation seal of the 
     Commission of the Council on Occupational Education.
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The accreditation seal must be used with discretion.  It is not to be used for advertising purposes, 
but rather to identify institutions as being members of a nationally-recognized accrediting agency.  
The seal may be used only on letterheads, catalogs, certifi cates, diplomas, transcripts, and web 
sites. If the seal is used on an institution’s web site, it must be linked to the Council’s web site (www.
council.org).

The Commission may publish, as it deems appropriate, through its Executive Director, information 
contained in offi cial notifi cation letters from the Commission to the institution which relate to the 
following:

a. Granting candidate status or accreditation.
b. Candidate status extension or accreditation reaffi rmation.
c. Candidate status termination or accreditation withdrawal.
d. Notifi cation by the Commission to an institution that there is or may be a violation

of a standard or condition resulting in placement on a status or being dropped from
candidate or accredited status.

e. Denial of application for candidate status, accreditation, or change of ownership or
control.

f. Withdrawal from candidate or accredited status.

The Commission shall make public correction of any misleading or incorrect information made public 
concerning the candidacy or accredited status of an institution, the contents of visiting team reports, 
or accrediting actions. Misinformation published in the offi cial publications of the Commission shall 
be corrected in the next issue of the relevant publication. Any  misinformation  submitted by letter 
to an institution relative to its status as a candidate for accreditation; its status as to meeting the 
standards, criteria, and/or conditions of the Council; or the actions of the Commission toward the 
institution shall be corrected by letter. If the letter containing the misinformation was copied to any 
federal agency, state agency, another nationally recognized accrediting agency, or anyone else, the 
letter of correction shall be copied to every agency or person to whom the letter of misinformation 
was copied.

Likewise, should the Commission discover misleading or incorrect information published by 
institutions in candidate or accredited status concerning the contents of visiting team reports, 
accrediting actions of the Commission, or the candidacy or accredited status of the institution, it 
shall make public a correction of the misinformation. Additionally, the Commission shall notify all 
applicable federal agencies, state agencies, and other nationally recognized accrediting agencies of 
the misinformation.

If an institution’s operation, recruiting practices, or other actions become a matter of public or 
Commission concern, the Commission may announce, through its Executive Director, any action 
the Commission has taken and the basis for that action, including all pertinent information in the 
possession of the Commis sion.

7. Voluntary Withdrawal of Status by the Institution

A candidate for accreditation or an accredited institution can withdraw its candidate or accredited 
status at any time by written notifi cation to the Commission. When an institution voluntarily withdraws 
its candidate status or accreditation, the Commission shall notify the U.S. Department of Education, 
appropriate state licensing agencies, and other appropriate agencies of the institution’s voluntary 
withdrawal within 30 days.  Should the institution be under a violation status, the notice would 
indicate that voluntary withdrawal occurred while in that status.
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Failure of a candidate or accredited institution to pay its dues, fees, penalties, evaluation costs, 
or other fi nancial obligation to the Council within 90 days of the due date will be taken by the 
Commission as conclusive evidence that the institution has voluntarily withdrawn its candidate or 
accredited status. As indicated above, the notice of the institution’s withdrawal for non-payment of its 
fi nancial obligations shall be sent to the appropriate agencies within 30 days.

Institutions that have voluntarily withdrawn from candidate or accreditation status may fi le a new 
application for candidacy for accreditation one year after the effective date of withdrawal.

 8. Payment of Dues and Fees

  a. Dues for Candidates for Accreditation

Dues—Institutions that have applied to and have been accepted by the Commission as Candidates 
for Accreditation must pay annual dues. Dues are the same for candidates and accredited 
institutions.  (See schedule in Section b. below.)

Initial Payment—When an institution makes application to the Commission, a check for the amount 
of the annual dues and application fees must be attached.  The check is made payable to the 
“Council on Occupational Education.”  The initial payment is applied to the fi scal year in which the 
institution is accepted as a candidate for accreditation with the exception that institutions accepted 
during the last 60 days of any fi scal year will have their initial dues payment credited to the next 
fi scal year.
 
Annual Payment—The annual dues for candidate institutions are payable upon receipt of an invoice 
from the Council on Occupational Education. Institutions will be invoiced prior to the fi rst day of July 
for annual dues that apply to the fi scal year July 1 - June 30. 
 
Refund Policy—An institution that makes application to the Commission and is not accepted as a 
candidate for accreditation is refunded the initial dues less the actual cost of the can didate visit to the 
institution and any other expenses incurred. An institution that withdraws its application for candidate 
for accreditation prior to being accepted will be refunded the dues less the cost of the candidate 
visit and any other expenses incurred. After an institution has been accepted as a candidate for 
accreditation, no refund of dues will be made. Application fees are non-refundable.

  b. Dues for Candidate and Accredited Institutions

Annual Dues—Each candidate or accredited institution shall pay annual dues based on enrollment 
(Full-Time Equivalent or FTE) according to the following schedule.
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  * One FTE is equal to 900 student contact clock hours, 45 quarter credit hours,
    or 30 semester credit hours.

  **Institutions with less than 10 FTE are not eligible for candidate status with the 
     Council on Occupational Education (see Eligibility Requirements).

Branch Campus Dues—In addition to the annual dues based on total enrollment (FTE for each 
branch campus added to the FTE of the main campus), all candidate and accredited non-military 
institutions shall pay $500 annual dues for each branch campus. All candidate and accredited 
military institutions shall pay $250 annual dues for each branch campus. (Exemption:  For institutions 
in candidate or accredited status with the Commission on June 30, 1985, branches in operation on 
that date are exempt from the $500 branch campus dues.)
 
Annual Payment—Payment of annual dues for candidate and accredited institutions must be made 
upon receipt of an invoice from the Council on Occupational Education. Invoices are transmitted 
prior to July 1 of each year. Annual dues are for the fi scal year July  1 - June 30 and are due July 1.

Refund Policy—No refund of annual dues is made to a candidate or accredited institution.

   c. Full-Time Equivalent (FTE)

Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) is a unit of measurement used by the Commission to defi ne the amount 
of scheduled instruction that equates to one full-time student during one academic year. The 
Commission defi nes an FTE as 900 contact (clock) hours, 45 quarter credit hours, or 30 semester 
credit hours of scheduled instruction. The clock or credit hours used to calculate an institution’s FTE 
must refl ect coursework in which a student has enrolled and matriculated. The FTE does not include 
hours or credits transferred from other institutions or awarded as CLEP courses. (See the Policies 
and Rules of the Commission for a discussion of the rationale for this defi nition.)

ANNUAL DUES

FTE
Public and 

Non-Public Institutions

**From 10 to 137 $ 2,690

138 - 276 2,940                                       

277 - 415 3,150

416 - 553 3,430

554 - 692 3,760

693 - 1,039 4,150

1,040 - 1,386 4,520

1,387 - 2,079 5,130

2,080 - 2,773 5,610

2,774 - 4,160 6,210

4,161 - 6,934 7,080

6,935 - 13,869 8,040

More Than 13,869 9,000
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   d. Cost of Institutional Evaluations

Institutions must reimburse the Council for all costs of institutional team visits (i.e., team visits 
for candidacy, initial accreditation, reaffi rmation of accreditation, focused review, and substantive 
changes). Reimbursable items include the cost of transportation, lodging, and meals for visiting team 
members and staff members and/or Commission representatives. Specifi c procedures regarding 
deposits, reimbursement, and travel regulations are presented in the Policies and Rules of the       
Commission.

   e. Fees

Fees shall be assessed according to the schedule below. All fees shall be non-refundable. Other 
fees apply to substantive changes (see chart on page 26).

  Application for Candidate for Accreditation  ......................................................$  1,500
  Warning Status .........................................................................................................500
  Probation Status ......................................................................................................750
  Show Cause Order ...............................................................................................1,000
  Focused Review Visit ...............................................................................................750
  Notice of Intent to Appeal ......................................................................................5,000
  Reprocessing any Insuffi cient Application, Report, or Response ............................250
  Initial Accreditation  ...............................................................................................1,000
  Renewal of Accreditation  .....................................................................................1,000
  Third-Party Reviews (see Policies and Rules for audit reviews) ...........................1,500

  f. Penalties

  Failure to pay dues, fees, penalties, or any charges 
  due within 30 days of due date  ................................................10% of the amount due

  Failure to pay fees, penalties, or any charges within
  60 days of due date ..................................................................20% of the amount due

  Failure to provide annual report or other report by due date ................................2,000

  Failure to attend a workshop required by policy or action
  of the Commission within the specifi ed time period ..............................................2,000 
 
  Failure to disclose a substantive change to the Commission ...............................1,500

  Failure to host a substantive change site visit within 180 days .............................1,500

  g.    Deposits

The Council requires deposits for certain substantive changes, accreditation team visits, and appeal 
board hearings. Unused funds on deposit for those activities will be applied toward any outstanding 
debt an institution owes the Council.
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B. Substantive Obligations

1. Institution’s Relationship with the Council

a. Institutional Ethics and Integrity

The Commission must be assured that any institution which seeks candidate status, accreditation, 
reaffi rmation of accreditation, or approval of a change of ownership or control conducts its affairs 
with acceptable standards of honesty and integrity. When the Commission has any cause to believe 
that a candidate or accredited institution has acted in an unethical or untruthful manner, it will 
evaluate the matter and take appropriate action as described in the policies governing statuses 
(Section IV.E.1. Possible Commission Decisions).

If an institution misrepresents itself in documents fi led with the Commission for purposes of 
candidate status, accreditation, reaffi rmation, or change of ownership or control, the Commission will 
immediately sever its relationship with the institution and may publish the decision.

Institutions must meet all lawful obligations, including those obligations arising from participation 
in federal student fi nancial aid programs. Failure of an institution to conform to legal obligations 
imposed by governments and their agencies shall be cause for the Commission to remove the 
institution’s candidate or accredited status. The Commission may publish an action taken for such 
cause.

The Commission may bar an individual from being an owner, an administrator, or a governing-board 
member of a COE-accredited institution if the individual has been debarred by a government agency 
or another accrediting agency or was an owner, an administrator, or a governing-board member 
of a COE-affi liated institution that was denied accreditation, was dropped from accreditation, or 
closed without providing a teach-out or refunds to currently enrolled students. The decision of the 
Commission to bar one or more individuals affi liated with an institution will be made at the time when 
action is taken against the institution and will be communicated to the individual concurrently with the 
notice of action taken against the institution. The debarment shall contain such conditions and length 
of time as the Commission may determine. A person who is barred will have the right to appeal the 
decision of the Commission. The Commission is responsible for establishing procedures used in   
appealing debarment to ensure fairness to all affected parties.

b. Maintaining Eligibility Requirements

Each educational institution applying for affi liation with the Council must initially demonstrate that it 
satisfi es each of the eligibility requirements to become a Candidate for Accreditation as stated above 
in Section III.A.2., Candidate for Accreditation: Eligibility Requirements. Further, each educational 
institution that applies for accreditation must demonstrate that it satisfi es each of the eligibility 
requirements for initial accreditation as stated above in Section III.B.1., Accreditation: Eligibility 
Requirements. An institution must continue to meet the requirements for both candidacy and 
accreditation in order to maintain its accredited status with the Council.
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  c. Reports
 
   (1) Annual Report 

Continued candidate or accredited status is determined annually by Commission approval of 
annual reports. Candidate institutions must show progress toward meeting standards and criteria; 
and accredited institutions must show that they are complying with standards, criteria, and 
conditions adopted by the Council.

   (2) Focused Institutional Report 
 
The Commission may request a focused report from an institution if, in the judgment of the 
Commission, substantive changes, high cohort default rate, institution’s operation becoming a matter 
of public concern, or conditions justify a re-evaluation of the school’s status. Topics or areas of 
concern to be addressed in the report will be delineated when the report is requested.

An institution that has not had its focused report accepted as having complied with all issues under 
the re-evaluation of its status within 12 months following the initial review by the Commission, shall 
be dropped from candidate or accredited status.

  d. Comprehensive Review for Continuation of Accreditation 

Reaffi rmation must occur from two to six years after initial accreditation or any subsequent 
reaffi rmation decision. The time interval for reaffi rmation is determined by the Commission as a 
part of its accreditation or reaffi rmation decision. Institutions must meet the same requirements 
for reaffi rmation as required for initial accreditation (see Section III.B.1., Accreditation: Eligibility 
Requirements). At the discretion of the Commission, the institution may be required to undergo 
reaffi rmation earlier than the previously determined year.
 
Institutions seeking reaffi rmation must complete a self-study and host a visiting team.  Reaffi rmation 
decisions are made by the Commission following a complete review of the self-study report, the 
visiting team report, and the response report (if required) resulting from the institution’s completing a 
self-study and hosting a visiting team.

An institution that has not been reaffi rmed within 12 months following the initial review by the 
Commission shall be dropped from accreditation.
   
  e. Focused Team Evaluation 

Accreditation by the Commission is an expression of confi dence that an institution is effectively 
achieving its stated mission. Circumstances, including actions of an institution which become a 
matter of constituent or Commission concern, may require a focused review by the Commission. 
(See Focused Review Teams in the latest edition of the Policies and Rules of the Commission.)

Focused review team visits are conducted when certain substantive change applications are 
received or when, in the judgment of the Commission, a re-evaluation of an institution’s compliance 
with Commission standards, criteria, conditions, policies, and/or procedures is necessary (cost to be 
borne by the institution). Focused review visits may be conducted as announced or unannounced 
visits.  
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Not only may the Commission require an institution host a focused team visit, it may require an 
institution complete a new self-study and host a full accreditation visiting team earlier than previously 
scheduled. These Commission actions may be taken for reasons such as, but not limited to: 
substantive change(s), high cohort default rate, warning status, an institution’s operation 
becoming a matter of constituent concern, or other conditions that, in the judgment of the
Commission, justify a re-evaluation of the institution’s status.

The team may evaluate any area of the institution’s compliance with the standards, criteria, and 
conditions of accreditation during a focused team visit. The institution shall be provided a copy of the 
team’s report and shall submit its response to the team’s fi ndings of non-compliance for receipt in 
the Council offi ce within 30 days from the date that the report is transmitted from the Council offi ce.

An institution that has not had its response to a focused team evaluation report accepted by the 
Commission as having complied with all issues under the re-evaluation of its status within 12 months 
following the initial review by the Commission, shall be dropped from candidate or accredited status.

Disruption of an institution by forces beyond its control, although not excused, does not result in 
summary loss of accreditation. Prolonged inability, for whatever reasons, to conduct its programs will 
require a review of the institution and a reconsideration of its candidate or accredited status. When 
the alleged circumstances appear to be a violation of standards, criteria, or conditions adopted 
by the Council, the Executive Director reviews the matter with the Executive Committee and may 
conduct an inquiry and/or arrange for a focused review site visit.

  f. Substantive and Other Changes

   (1) Planned and Unplanned Substantive Changes

A substantive change is one which signifi cantly alters an institution’s scope, programs, location, 
standing with another nationally recognized accrediting agency or state or federal agency, 
fi nancial stability, ownership, or control. A substantive change may be planned or unplanned. A 
planned substantive change within a candidate or accredited institution must be approved by the 
Commission before the change takes place.

Institutions planning a substantive change must submit an application for approval (if required) 
no later than 90 days prior to the change being implemented. Failure to submit applications in 
a timely manner may delay approval. Approval for substantive changes must be granted by the 
Commission before the changes can be implemented. After applications for approval are received, 
the Commission provides consulting services to the institution to ensure that an orderly transition, 
consistent with the procedures of the Commission, is accomplished. The institution does not provide 
a consulting honorarium to the Commission representative or team members but reimburses all 
expenses. 

The only substantive change that may be approved for candidates for accreditation are changes 
in existing educational programs. Institutions planning to host a team visit for the purpose of 
reaffi rmation of accreditation may not apply for approval of any substantive change except for the 
addition of new educational programs and changes in existing educational programs within six 
months of hosting the team visit. However, no program changes will be approved within 60 days 
of the scheduled dates of accreditation visiting teams. Exceptions can be made to this policy when 
changes are mandated by the institution’s local school district or state agency.
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Failure to implement approved substantive changes within 180 days of the effective date of approval 
will result in the revocation of the initial approval.

The Commission must be notifi ed within fi ve working days after an unplanned substantive change 
occurs. If applicable, a copy of the letter and/or document informing the institution of the unplanned 
substantive change must accompany the notifi cation to the Commission. Within thirty days of 
notifying the Commission of an unplanned substantive change, the institution must submit to the 
Commission all applications required by the Commission for such a change. The Executive Director 
will then refer the application(s) to the Commission for action at its next meeting. The Commission 
reserves the right to require a preliminary visit to the institution prior to granting initial approval.

Substantive changes are reviewed by the staff, and approval may be given by the Executive 
Director unless otherwise indicated. The Commission has reserved the authority to approve certain 
specifi ed substantive changes. The approval by the Executive Director is subject to approval by the 
Commission. 

A substantive change may require a visit by representatives of the Commission. When a visit 
is required, the team will confi rm the accuracy of information provided by the institution in its 
substantive change application and may evaluate the institution for compliance with any of the 
standards, criteria, and conditions adopted by the Council. Final approval for planned substantive 
changes requiring site visits must be granted before additional applications for changes requiring site 
visits will be accepted.

An institution that has not received initial or fi nal approval of a substantive change application within 
12 months following the initial review of the initial or fi nal approval documentation shall be denied 
initial or fi nal approval for that change. This circumstance may also call into question the candidate 
or accredited status of the institution.

Failure to notify the Commission of a substantive change may result in the imposition of a penalty or 
cause loss of candidate or accredited status.

Initial approval for substantive changes will be revoked should the institution fail to host any required 
site visit within 180 days from the effective date of initial approval. The institution will then be placed 
on the next Commission agenda for consideration of adverse action and penalties may apply.

An application for a planned substantive change shall not be accepted until any unplanned 
substantive change has been resolved. 

A moratorium will be placed on the acceptance, processing, and approval of ALL substantive 
changes beginning 6 months prior to the scheduled dates of accreditation team visits through the 
date the Commission grants initial accreditation or reaffi rmation of accreditation.

Substantive change applications will not be processed, whether new or pending, before the 
resolution of violation statuses (warning, probation, or show cause), during the pending of an appeal 
of a decision of the Commission, or when an institution is past due on an invoice for money owed to 
COE.
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Institutions that make or propose substantive changes will be required to complete a new 
comprehensive evaluation of its compliance with Commission conditions, standards, criteria and 
policies when those changes meet one of the following guidelines:

  1. Multiple changes made or proposed within a 12-month period include BOTH:

    a. A Change in Governance/Control - The institution has made or proposes to make a 
change to governance/control that requires a site visit as described in the substantive 
change chart; AND,

    b. Changes in Institutional, Additional Non-Main Campus Sites, and/or Programmatic 
Changes - The institution has made or proposes to make any TWO substantive 
changes that require a site visit that fall under one or more of these headings in the 
substantive change chart.

 2.  Change(s) made or proposed compromise its ability to fulfi ll its responsibility to deliver 
promised instruction and support services to the students it serves

   One or more substantive changes made or proposed negatively impact the institution’s 
ability to maintain adequate and appropriate educational programs, physical facilities for 
students and staff, student services and activities, learning resources, adequate numbers 
of administrative staff, faculty, and support staff

 3.  Change(s) made or proposed compromise its ability to sustain fi nancial stability 
requirements of the Commission

   One or more change(s) made or proposed negatively impact the institution’s ability to 
maintain compliance with the Commission’s fi nancial stability requirements as detailed in 
Standard Seven – Financial Resources

The Commission will notify the institution when this requirement is imposed and will require the      
institution to complete a new institutional self-study and host a site visit to confi rm its compliance 
with accreditation conditions, standards, criteria, and policies. The site visit must be conducted 
within 18 months from the date of the Commission’s notice to the institution in order for the institution 
to continue its status with the Commission.
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SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE

Documentation Required Commission
Review/

Approval
Required

*Site 
Visit 

Required
Fee

Required

Letter of 
Notifi cation Application

GOVERNANCE/CONTROL

Change of Governance
●

Change of Ownership or Control ● ● ● $3,000

Change of Stock, not Control
●

Change of 50% or More in the Voting 
Membership of a Non-Profi t Institution’s 
Board

● ● ● $3,000

INSTITUTIONAL

Change of a Branch to a Main Campus ● ● ● $3,000

Main Campus/Branch Campus 
Relationship Change

● ● ●
$3,000 

Per
Change

Signifi cant Reduction in Funding Level
●

Merger of Two or More Institutions (See 
Section VII for defi nition.) ● ● ● $3,000

Change of Name ● $500

Change of Location (A change of location is 
defi ned as a physical relocation of an 
existing main, branch, or extension campus)

● ● ● $1,000

Withdrawal from Accreditation
●

Monitoring Institutional Growth 
(See Montioring)

●

Contractual Agreements for Consulting or 
Recruiting (Third-party review fee may apply)

●

ADDITIONAL NON-MAIN CAMPUS SITES

Branch or Extension (Only one application 
for the establishment of a branch or 
extension shall be accepted at a time. An 
application for a second branch or extension 
will not be accepted until after the on-site 
visit of the fi rst application and fi nal approval 
by the Commission.)

● ● ●
$1,500
(Plus 

Branch 
Dues)

Instructional Service Center ● ● ● $1,500

Extended Classroom ● ● ● $1,500

Permanent Closing of a 
Non-Main Campus Site ●

$500 Per
Location

Planned substantive changes include, but are not limited to, the following:
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SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE

Documentation Required Commission
Review/

Approval
Required

*Site 
Visit 

Required
Fee

Required

Letter of 
Notifi cation Application

PROGRAMMATIC

New Non-Degree Program within 
Current Scope (Non-Public Institutions) ● $500

Change of Scope – 
Initial Associate Degree Program ● ● ● $1,000

New Associate Degree Program 
(Subsequent Application within Current 
Scope)

● $500

Change of Scope – 
New Occupational Area ● ● ● $500

Program Relocation/Replication
(Non-Public Institutions)

● $250

Program Modifi cation (Course Prep Hour 
Calculation to Supplement Title IV) - Initial 
Approval and Updates to Course Prep 
Calculation

● $250

Change in Existing Program - 
Increase/Decrease in Length of Less Than 
25% (Only one such change per program 
can be processed within a 12-month period.)

● $250

Change in Existing Program - 
Increase in Length of 25% or More ● ● $250

Institutional Distance Education Delivery 
(See Section VII for defi nition.) ● ● ● $1,000

Contractual Agreements for Instruction (with 
entities that are/are not Title IV,HEA certifi ed) ● ● $1,500

Clock Hour/Credit Hour Conversion ● ●
$250 Per
Program

Deleting an Educational Program (Programs 
with no students currently enrolled) ●

Teach Out of a Program 
(Programs offered by member institutions 
with students currently enrolled)

●

Teach Out Plans/Agreements 
(Teach outs involving two or more 
institutions)

● ●

* Required site visits must be conducted within 180 days of the effective date of initial approval by the Commission 
and may require a deposit.

IMPORTANT: A moratorium will be placed on the acceptance, processing, and approval of 
ALL substantive changes beginning 6 months prior to the scheduled dates of accreditation 
team visits through the date the Commission grants initial accreditation or reaffi rmation of 
accreditation.
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Unplanned substantive changes include but are not limited to the following:

 (a) Loss of approval or licensure from a state approval agency.
 (b) Loss of candidate or accredited status, or being placed on public 

probation by another nationally recognized accrediting agency, either 
institutional or programmatic, while a candidate or accredited with the 
Commission.

 (c) Loss of good standing with a regulatory or governing body.
 (d) Institution or owner fi led for bankruptcy or gone into receivership.
 (e) Findings of a regulatory/oversight agency (e.g. U.S. Department of 

Education, state approval agency, or nationally recognized accrediting 
agency) which may affect operations and/or institutional stability.

 (f) The permanent or temporary closing of the main campus or an 
additional site (branch, extension, instructional service center, extended 
classroom, or other facility).

 (g) Substantial disruption of classes such as faculty walk out, facility 
eviction, etc.

 (h) Unplanned change of location.
 (i) Teaching out students of another institution.

An unplanned substantive change shall be reviewed promptly to determine if the candidate or 
accredited status should be withdrawn.

   (2) Other Changes

 (a) All institutions having status with the Commission should inform the 
Commission within fi ve working days of any change which would affect 
communication between the Commission and the institution.  Such 
changes shall include but are not limited to:

     (i) Change in mailing address.
     (ii) Change in on-site chief administrative offi cer.
     (iii) Change in e-mail address of on-site chief administrative offi cer.
  (b) If a partial change of ownership or control (i.e., less than 50%) occurs 

for a candidate or accredited institution, the Commission must be 
informed within the time periods prescribed below:

     (i) If less than 50% of the assets of a for-profi t corporation are 
transferred to another person, notifi cation of the transfer must 
be received in the Commission offi ce at least 30 calendar days 
before the date that the transfer occurs.

     (ii) If fewer than 50% of the members of the governing board or 
50% of the controlling parties of a not-for-profi t organization or 
organization other than a corporation change, notifi cation of the 
change must be received in the Commission offi ce within 14 
calendar days after the date that the change occurs.
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   (3) Change to Degree-Granting Status

If a candidate or accredited institution begins preliminary discussions that may result in the institution 
initiating an applied associate degree program, it must demonstrate that the program meets all 
applicable conditions and accreditation criteria specifi ed in the Handbook of Accreditation. 
An application must be submitted for approval by the Commission.  

The application will require documentation that includes, but is not limited to, the following: 

  (i) Authorization for the degree
  (ii) Needs assessment and implementation schedule
  (iii) Syllabi
  (iv) Proposed publication of new program(s) including catalogs, brochures, etc.
  (v) Faculty credentials
  (vi) Budgetary information
  (vii) Facilities requirement(s)

Upon receipt of a complete application, including all required documentation and application fee, 
the Executive Director shall conduct a review of the application in accordance with the procedures 
outlined in the Policies and Rules of the Commission and shall refer the application to the 
Commission for review and action and may request additional documentation. 

An institution may apply for subsequent associate degree programs only after fi nal approval of the 
initial associate degree program has been granted by the Commission.

  g. Non-Main Campus Sites 

A candidate or accredited institution may offer programs at multiple sites to achieve its mission. If an 
institution conducts educational activities at one or more sites in addition to its main campus, it must 
comply with the defi nitions and requirements below in designating the type for each site. Procedures 
for obtaining approval of additional sites are specifi ed by the Commission and presented in the
Policies and Rules of the Commission.

All non-main campus sites approved by the Commission must offer instruction on a continuous 
basis. 

If any site fails to have students in continuous attendance, except for regularly scheduled holidays 
and breaks, the institution must notify the Commission of the status of the site (i.e., closure, 
suspension, or other).

A branch of a main campus is a subordinate site, not a main campus, operating under the 
supervision of a full-time, on-site, local administrator who reports to the chief administrative offi cer 
at the main campus. The branch must meet all educational requirements and comply with the 
operational policies of the main campus. The branch shall not issue a separate catalog, but may 
supplement the main campus catalog.  (Institutions accredited fi rst by another nationally recognized 
accrediting agency that requires a separate branch catalog may issue such as long as the institution 
is accredited by the other accrediting agency.)  Duplicate records on personnel, fi nancial matters, 
student attendance, and student educational progress and outcomes data must be kept at the main 
campus. Branch campuses must meet all criteria of Standard 10 – Student Services and Activities.
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Branch or extension ownership must be by the same owner(s) (same entity, proprietorship or 
partnership, or the same corporation) as the main campus. All branches and/or extensions of 
accredited institutions must be in compliance with the standards, criteria, and conditions adopted 
by the Council or jeopardize the accreditation of the main campus. The main campus is held 
responsible for student teach-out and tuition refund for all campuses. All branches or extensions 
should bear the same name as the main campus, but names may be expanded to identify clearly 
different locations or specifi c program offerings of the branch or extension with approval from 
the Commission. The complete name of the main campus and the branch or extension must be 
identifi ed in all publications and advertisements when using a campus name. No institution may offer 
instruction at different locations without approval from the Commission. Any branch or extension 
must maintain the educational integrity of the institution and must not endanger its compliance 
with the standards, criteria, and conditions adopted by the Council. Branches may offer different 
programs than the main campus, providing all programs are described in the catalog of the main 
campus.

An extension of a main campus is a subordinate site, not a main campus, and is located within a 
fi fty-mile radius of the main campus. Direct supervision and control are provided from the main 
campus, and the staff is limited primarily to instructors and support staff. All programs of an 
extension must meet the educational requirements of the main campus and comply with its 
operational policies. All extension programs must be included in the main campus catalog. 
Personnel and student records must be kept at the main campus.

An extended classroom of a main campus is a site owned, leased, or rented to provide classroom or 
laboratory instruction as a part of the total program of the main or branch campus. If offers less than 
50% of any program. It must be located within two miles of a main or branch campus. The extended 
classroom must be supervised by the chief administrative offi cer of the main or branch campus. If 
the extended classroom begins to offer at least 50% of a program, the institution must seek approval 
to re-classify the campus by submission of an application for approval a branch, extension, or 
instructional service center.

An instructional service center is a temporary or permanent site that serves employers and the public 
for the delivery of programs or portions of programs to meet a critical or sustained need. The 
complete name of the main campus must be identifi ed in all publications and advertisements when 
referring to an instructional service center. Program instruction at an instructional service center 
must be under the direct control of the main campus and located within the geographic service 
area designated by the governing board of the institution. Appropriate student services must be 
available on-site, and the full range of services will be made accessible to participating students at 
the main campus. All instructional service center offerings must be approved by the Commission. A 
site visit may be required prior to fi nal approval. Typically, students may participate in Title IV student 
fi nancial aid programs. Duplicate records on personnel, fi nancial matters, student attendance, and 
student educational progress must be kept at the main campus. As distinguished from a branch 
or extension, an instructional service center must be a joint venture between the institution and an 
employer or another educational agency.

Additional space is that which is acquired for instructional or administrative purposes. Additional 
space acquired must be within one quarter of a mile from a main campus or branch campus and 
may require a site visit. The institution must notify the Commission when it begins the process of 
acquiring additional space.
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NOTE:   Institutions with the capability of maintaining and accessing records electronically at any of 
the above types of sites may keep all records of personnel, student attendance, fi nancial  matters, 
and educational progress at the main campus.

  h.  Change of a Branch to a Main Campus

A branch must exist for two years with all of the services of a main campus and must operate in its 
accredited status with the Commission for one year (of the two years) before being eligible to apply 
to be a main campus.
 
Upon receipt of a satisfactorily completed application and a check for the application fee, the 
Executive Director shall review the application and may request additional documentation, grant 
initial approval of the application, or refer the application to the Commission for action at its next 
meeting. The Commission reserves the right to require a preliminary visit to the main campus and 
the branch prior to granting initial approval for the change of a branch to a main campus.

Within 18 months after the initial approval of the change of a branch to a main campus, the institution 
must complete a self-study and host a visiting team. The visiting team will submit a written report to 
the Executive Director within 30 days after completing the site visit. A copy of the team report will be 
transmitted to the institution. The institution must submit a response to all fi ndings of non-
compliance to the Executive Director for receipt within 30 days of the date that the report is 
transmitted to the institution.

Cost of the on-site evaluation will be borne by the institution. The Executive Director will determine 
the amount of the deposit for the team site visit that must be conducted.

The Commission shall review the application, self-study, team report, and response report, if 
required, and will make a decision on fi nal approval of the change of the branch to a main campus. 
The change of a branch to a main campus must be approved by the Commission before a change 
of ownership application for the new main campus is submitted.

  i. Change of Ownership or Control

A change of ownership or control occurs when the events described below occur.

For-Profi t Corporation—A change of ownership is the transfer of at least 50% of the assets to 
another person. A change of ownership or constructive ownership of stock occurs at the time a 
person obtains or accumulates at least 50% of the total combined voting power of all classes of 
stock entitled to vote or at least 50% of the total value of shares of all classes of stock. Person 
includes an individual, trust, estate, partnership, association, company, or corporation. If the owner 
of an institution dies or retires, and the owner’s interest is sold or transferred to either a family 
member or another current owner of the corporation who has been active in the management of the 
institution for the past two years prior to the aforementioned action, it will not be treated as a change 
of ownership. A change from for-profi t to not-for-profi t constitutes a change of ownership. A change 
from a sole proprietorship to a corporation constitutes a change of ownership.
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Not-For-Profi t Corporation and Organizations Other Than Corporations—A change of control 
occurs when 50% or more of the members of the governing board change or 50% or more of the 
controlling parties change. The membership of record with the Council for the board or controlling 
parties is the membership at the time candidacy is granted or approval is granted following a change 
of control. A change from not-for-profi t to for-profi t constitutes a change of control.

Accreditation does not transfer with a change of ownership or control of an institution. Changes 
of ownership or control must be approved by the Commission. Denial of approval for a change of 
ownership or control by the Commission effectively drops the institution from status with the Council.
Reaffi rmation of accreditation cannot be granted until a change of ownership or control has received 
fi nal approval by the Commission. The Commission shall prescribe the procedures used for seeking 
approval of a change of ownership or control. Those procedures shall be published in the Policies 
and Rules of the Commission.

After an offi cial notifi cation of a change of ownership or control is received from an institution, no 
substantive change approvals will be granted for pending applications, nor will new applications for 
substantive changes be accepted.

  j. Change of Location

A change of location is defi ned as a physical relocation of an existing main, branch, or extension 
campus within the institution’s service area.

An institution desiring to relocate a main, branch, or extension campus must submit an application to 
the Commission for initial approval at least 90 days prior to the change of location unless the move is 
an unplanned relocation (see Section V.B.1.f., Substantive and Other Changes).

The Commission shall prescribe the procedures for obtaining approval of a change of location and 
publish them in the Policies and Rules of the Commission.

  k. Closure 

Closing an institution or educational program before enrolled students complete means a decision 
to discontinue educational activities permanently. Such a decision requires planning and serious 
consideration of alternatives. Before the decision is reached, the administration must consider 
such alternatives as arranging a teach-out agreement with another institution, merging with another 
institution, forming a consortium, or participating in inter-institutional sharing and cooperation.

The Commission expects the institution’s governing board or chief administrator to use the same 
planning and responsible leadership during the process of closing an educational program or an 
institution as with any other planned or unplanned substantive change. For this reason, a decision 
requires specifi c plans for providing, in appropriate ways, for the students, faculty, administrative 
staff, and support staff.

COE requires an institution that is closing an educational program or institution (including those 
utilizing distance education) to submit for COE approval a teach-out plan upon the occurrence of any 
of the following events: 
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(1) The U.S. Department of Education notifi es COE of an action against the 
 institution to limit, terminate, or suspend Title IV eligibility;
(2) The Commission acts to withdraw, terminate, or suspend the accreditation of 
 an institution or program;
(3) The institution notifi es COE that the institution intends to cease operations at 
 the main campus or any other campus or closes an individual program 
 before enrolled students complete; or,
(4) A state licensing or authorizing agency notifi es COE that an institution’s 
 license or legal authorization to provide an educational program has 
 been or will be revoked.

Institutions must comply with all state and federal rules, regulations, and guidelines regarding the 
closing of an educational program or an institution.

  l. Teach-Out 

   (1) General

The Council’s policy for approval of the teaching out of students requires that, at a minimum, all 
institutions submit an application and a copy of their plan to conduct the teach-out. [See (2) Teach 
Out Plan.]

In cases where member institutions partner with other entities to conduct a teach-out of students, a 
copy of the agreement between the entities involved must also be submitted for review and approval. 
[See (3) Teach Out Agreement.]

This policy applies to candidate and accredited institutions and all programs affected by a teach out 
regardless of the mode of delivery.

   (2) Teach Out Plan

A plan for the teaching out of students from a program or institution must be submitted upon the
occurrence of any of the following events:

    (a) The Secretary of Education notifi es the Council that the Secretary has 
initiated an emergency action against an institution, in accordance 
with section 487(c)(1)(G) of the HEA, or an action to limit, suspend, 
or terminate an institution participating in any title IV, HEA program, in 
accordance with section 487(c)(1)(F) of the HEA, and that a teach-out 
plan is required.

    (b) A State licensing or authorizing agency notifi es the Council that an 
institution’s license or legal authorization to provide an educational 
program has been or will be revoked.

    (c) The Council acts to withdraw, terminate, or suspend the accreditation 
or candidacy of the institution.

    (d) The institution notifi es the Council that it intends to cease operations 
entirely or close a location that provides one hundred percent of at least 
one program, or closes a program before enrolled students complete.
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A teach-out plan must be consistent with applicable standards and regulations. The plan must 
provide for the equitable treatment of students by insuring that:

    (a) Students are provided all of the instruction promised by the closed  
educational program or institution prior to its closure but not provided to 
the students because of the closure.

    (b) Institutions that are closing must work with regulatory agencies to      
assure that students are placed.

    (c) Students are notifi ed of additional charges, if any, for completing the 
course or program at the teach-out institution.

If the Commission approves the teach-out plan that includes a program that is accredited by another 
accrediting agency, the Commission will notify that agency of the plan’s approval.

   (3) Teach Out Agreement with Another Institution

A teach-out agreement, which is entered into by a COE candidate or accredited institution or at 
the request of the Commission, must be consistent with applicable standards and regulations. The 
agreement must provide for the equitable treatment of students by insuring that:

    (a) The agreement is between institutions that are accredited or in  
candidate status with an accrediting agency recognized by the U.S. 
Secretary of Education;

    (b) The teach-out institution is geographically proximate to the closed 
program/institution;

    (c) The teach-out institution can remain stable, carry out its mission, and 
meet all obligations to existing students;

    (d) The teach-out institution can demonstrate compatibility of its program 
structure and scheduling to that of the closed program/institution; and,

    (e) The teach-out institution will provide students with information about 
additional charges, if any.

   (4) Closed Institutions

If an institution the Commission accredits or has within candidate status closes without a teach-
out plan or agreement, the Commission will work with the U.S. Department of Education and 
the appropriate State agency, to the extent feasible, to assist students in fi nding reasonable 
opportunities to complete their education without additional charges.

   (5)   Teach-Out of Another School

An institution must notify and receive Commission approval prior to teaching out students of another 
institution. The teach-out of programs that are not currently offered by the institution may require a 
focused team visit in the event that the teach-out programs require special safety precautions and 
procedures.
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  m. Special Requirements for Monitoring Institutional Growth

Full-Time Equivalent

COE monitors increases in total Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) of candidate and accredited institutions 
by requiring reports from institutions when triggered increases occur. An institution must submit a 
formal notice to the Commission if the institution has an overall increase in FTE of 25 percent or 
more of an established baseline. The baseline for each twelve-month period is the FTE calculation 
reported in the most recent annual report. When an increase of 25 percent or more is achieved, a 
formal notice must be submitted to the Commission within 30 days. This notice must include 
rationale for the increase as well as specifi c data on enrollment in all programs and for all campuses 
that experienced signifi cant growth involved in the increase of total institutional FTE. Continued 
reporting of enrollment data by program will be required until the submission of the next institutional 
annual report. 

Gross Revenue

Additionally, COE considers increases in gross revenue an indicator of institutional growth. 
Institutions that experience increases in gross revenue of 100% or more from the previous year must 
submit a detailed explanation of the increase to the Commission along with a fi nancial report (which 
may be internally generated) that demonstrates the increase. The explanation and fi nancial report 
must be submitted to the Commission within 30 days after the experienced increase. An institution 
that fails to notify the Commission on a timely basis when required due to an increase in gross 
revenue is subject to fees and penalties per the Handbook of Accreditation. 

 2. Institution’s Relationships with Other Constituencies
  
  a. Recruitment 

All recruitment activities used by an institution must be truthful and avoid any false or misleading 
impressions of the institution, its programs and services, or employment.

The following practices in student recruitment must not be utilized:

   (1) Guaranteeing employment beyond apprenticeship placement. 
   (2) Misrepresenting job placement, employment opportunities, or potential 

salaries for completers.
   (3) Misrepresenting program costs.
   (4) Misrepresenting abilities required to complete intended programs.
   (5) Misrepresenting recruiting personnel as career counselors.
   (6) Misrepresenting transfer of credit to another institution.
   (7) Misrepresenting its accreditation status.

  b. Advertising 
 
All media used by an institution must be truthful and presented with dignity to avoid any false or 
misleading impressions of the institution, its programs and services, or employment.
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   (1) All advertising seeking prospective students that is placed by the institution, 
its representatives, or third parties must appear under “instruction,” 
“education,” “training,” or a similarly titled classifi cation and shall not be 
published under any “help wanted” or “employment” classifi cation except 
in the case of “intent to hire” standards where students must have a job 
placement with an employer prior to school admission.

   (2) All advertisements placed by the institution or its representatives through 
direct mail, radio, television, internet, or directories seeking prospective 
students must clearly indicate that education is being offered in conjunction 
with paid internship employment when applicable and shall not, either 
by actual statement, commission, or intimation, imply that prospective 
employees are being sought.

   (3) Printed bulletins or other promotional information must be specifi c with 
respect to the prerequisites for admission to the institution’s pro grams, the 
curricula, the content of courses, and the graduation require ments.

   (4) The institution must be emphasized more than accreditation in all 
promotional and institutional materials.

   (5) A record or copy of all promotional and advertising material must be kept on 
fi le from one accreditation team visit until the next.

   (6) Media comments which imply that the institution guarantees placement in 
employment is prohibited.

   (7) An accredited institution assumes the responsibility for all representations 
made by its recruiting personnel or other employees in procuring students on 
its behalf.

   (8) Media criticism toward other institutions is prohibited. 
   (9) The institution must accurately portray its physical facilities and educational 

programs in all web sites, bulletins, and other publications, whether printed or 
online.

  c. Contractual Agreements 

   (1) Contracts for Recruiting and Consulting Services

An accredited institution that enters into a contract for recruiting or consulting services with any 
agency, corporation, institution, or individual must submit a copy of the contract and an offi cial 
notifi cation form to the Executive Director.

Each contract must include a conditional statement stipulating that the contract is not binding in the 
event that activities involved in the contract prevent the member school from complying with the 
standards, criteria, and conditions adopted by the Council.

The Commission will review all submissions. The Commission may determine that a  third-party 
review of applications and contracts be performed. In this case, a fee to cover the cost of the third-
party review will apply.

The role of contractors hired by candidate/accredited institutions must exclude the authority to 
make offi cial decisions for the institution or to serve in the role of accreditation liaison offi cer for the 
institution.
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   (2) Contracts for Instruction

The Commission classifi es contracts for instruction with external entities as substantive changes. 
External entities are defi ned as agencies, corporations, institutions, or individuals. These external 
entities may or may not be certifi ed to participate in Title IV, HEA programs.
Accredited institutions that are eligible to participate in Title IV Financial Aid programs shall not 
contract more than 25 percent of the instruction of one or more of its programs with an external 
entity, whether or not that entity is certifi ed to participate in Title IV, HEA programs. 

An accredited institution that negotiates a contract for instruction with any external entity must submit 
an application and a copy of the contract to the Executive Director before entering into such an 
agreement. 

All parties to such contracts must meet the standards, criteria, and conditions adopted by the 
Council. Any off-campus instruction must maintain documentation that such activities are in 
compliance. 

Each contract must include a conditional statement stipulating that the contract is not binding in the 
event that any circumstances with the contractor prevent the member school from complying with the 
standards, criteria, and conditions adopted by the Council.

An educational program to be taught under a contract must have state approval even though it is not 
intended to be taught at the main or other campuses.

The Executive Director will seek a third-party review for all applications and contracts submitted. 
(A fee to cover the cost of the third-party review will apply.) The Commission reserves the right to 
conduct an on-site visit to the institution or other sites that may be involved in the contract prior to 
granting approval. The Commission will then review the application, the contract, third-party 
comments, and site visit report (if required) and will make a decision whether or not to approve or 
deny the submission or to request additional information.

  d. Complaints

The Commission reviews all written, signed complaints that allege non-compliant activities and 
practices of applicant, candidate, or accredited institutions. This review is described in detail in the 
Policies and Rules of the Commission.

In instances where the nature of the complaint requires immediate action, the Executive Director 
with concurrence from the chair of the Commission may take emergency measures to determine the 
facts and present them either to the Executive Committee or to the Commission. This may include 
but is not limited to a site visit. Based on the response of the institution or the fi ndings presented by 
the Executive Director, the Commission will then review the complaint and act appropriately. The 
Commission may review any complaint (written or oral) that alleges a safety or health problem at an 
institution.

The Commission determines its own methods of review and action.  It will not intervene on behalf of 
individuals in cases of disciplinary action or dismissal, or act as a court of appeals in such matters 
as admission, graduation, fees, fi nancial aid, and similar points of issue. The Commission will also 
transmit to the appropriate agency validated complaints and/or fi ndings when these are potential 
violations of law, statute, or regulation and so inform the institution.
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Legal action taken against candidate and accredited institutions is not considered a violation of any 
condition, standard, criterion, or procedure of the Commission. However, specifi c charges made 
against institutions can be considered a complaint for practical purposes and necessitate further
inquiry and/or action by the Commission. (See Policies and Rules of the Commission, Complaint 
Procedures of the Commission, I. Issues of Serious Public Concern.)

All candidate and accredited institutions must notify the Commission within fi ve working days of 
being served and must provide a copy of the lawsuit against the institution with the notice. The notice 
and attachment(s) must be transmitted to the Council offi ce either in hard copy or via e-mail to the 
Executive Director at puckettg@council.org.

The Commission may, as a result of the report of an evaluation team, an interim team, or special 
deliberations, withhold or withdraw candidate or accredited status. The institution has the right to 
appeal the decision.

 3.  Institutional Relationships to Federal Requirements Applicable to Accreditation  

Since the Commission is an accrediting agency recognized by the U.S. Secretary of Education, 
certain requirements of Federal Regulations must be observed with respect to institutions that can 
be 
considered for candidacy or accreditation. There are also Federal Regulations that are imposed on 
the Commission if candidacy or accreditation is granted to institutions under certain conditions. An 
institution that seeks candidacy or accreditation with the Commission must conform or allow the 
Commission to conform to these requirements.

  a. Requirements Applicable to Applicants for Candidacy or Accreditation

   (1) The institution is not the subject of an interim action by a state or federal 
agency potentially leading to the suspension, revocation, or termination of the 
institution’s legal authority to provide postsecondary education.

   (2) The institution has not had its state/federal agency approval suspended, 
revoked, or terminated, even if the required due process procedures have not 
been completed.

   (3) The institution has not been denied candidacy or accreditation by a 
    nationally-recognized accrediting agency. 
   (4) The institution has not voluntarily withdrawn its candidacy or accreditation 

while not in good standing from a nationally recognized accrediting agency.
   (5) The institution has not had its candidacy or accreditation withdrawn or been 

placed on public probation by a nationally recognized accrediting agency.
   (6) The institution is not the subject of an interim action by another accrediting 

agency potentially leading to the suspension, revocation, or withdrawal of   
candidacy or accreditation.

   (7) The institution has not been notifi ed of the loss of any agency’s accreditation 
even if the due process procedures have not been completed.

   (8) The institution describes itself in identical terms to all federal, state, and other 
agencies, including accreditation agencies with regard to identity (i.e., main 
campus, branch campus, branch campus to main campus relationship), 
mission, governance, programs, degrees, diplomas, certifi cates, personnel, 
fi nances, and constituents.
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   (9) If the institution is seeking dual accreditation, the reasons for wanting dual 
accreditation have been submitted to each accrediting agency and to the 
Secretary of the U.S. Department of Education, and the institution must also 
designate which agency’s accreditation is to be utilized in determining the 

    institution’s eligibility for program participation under the Higher Education 
Act.

   (10) If the institution converts clock hours to credit hours for the purpose of 
    determining federal fi nancial aid eligibility, it complies with federal 
    requirements for review of course prep hours.
   (11) In order to provide the public an opportunity to comment on an institution’s 

qualifi cations for status with the Commission, an institution being considered 
for candidate for accreditation, initial accreditation, or reaffi rmation of 
accreditation must give notice in the appropriate newspaper(s) and/or media 

    services no more than sixty (60) days prior to hosting the candidate or 
accreditation team visit. This notice for comments must be made prior to 
hosting a visiting team for candidacy or accreditation. The notice must 
state that the institution is applying to become a candidate for accreditation 
or for initial or reaffi rmation of accreditation with the Commission of the 
Council on Occupational Education. In addition, it must state that persons 
wishing to make comments should either write to the Executive Director of 
the Commission, Council on Occupational Education, 7840 Roswell Road, 
Building 300, Suite 325, Atlanta, Georgia 30350, or submit their comments 
through the Council’s web site (www.council.org). Persons making comments 
must provide their names and mailing addresses. 

   (12) As part of the documentation required for accreditation team visits, 
institutions preparing to host an accreditation visiting team must submit 
an evaluation of standards form from one of its occupational advisory 
committees. This evaluation form requests that advisory committees 
provide their input regarding the adequacy and relevancy of Commission 
accreditation standards. The form is available on the Council’s web site 
(www.council.org) and must be submitted prior to hosting an accreditation 
visiting team.

  b. Requirements Applicable to the Commission

   (1)  If the Commission grants candidacy or accreditation to an institution that 
has been the subject of an adverse action by a recognized institutional 
accrediting agency or state agency, it will provide the U.S. Secretary of 
Education a thorough explanation, consistent with Commission accreditation 
standards, stating why the adverse action does not preclude the Commission 
from granting the institution candidacy or accreditation. The Commission, 
after having been notifi ed of an adverse action taken by another agency, may 
initiate an independent review of the institution. Adverse actions include but 
are not limited to:

    (a) Denial or withdrawal of candidacy or accreditation by a recognized 
institutional accrediting agency.

    (b) Placement on public probation by a recognized institutional accrediting 
agency.

    (c) Termination or suspension of legal authority to provide postsecondary 
education by a state agency.
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   (2) When the Commission is notifi ed by the U.S. Department of Education that 
an institution’s cohort default rate equals or exceeds the minimum rates 
established by the U.S. Department of Education it will implement procedures 
described in the Policies and Rules of the Commission.

   (3) Unless the Commission extends the time period for compliance, with good 
cause, an institution must bring itself into compliance with the standards, 
criteria, and/or conditions of the Council within 12 months immediately 
following the fi rst deferral of action by the Commission. The Commission will 
take adverse action for failure to come into compliance. (See Section VII for 
defi nition of ‘good cause’.)

   (4) When the Council has information regarding a candidate or accredited 
    institution’s compliance with its Title IV, Higher Education Act (HEA), program 

responsibilities including its eligibility to participate in Title IV programs, it will 
submit the information to the Secretary when requested to assist in resolving 
problems with the institution’s participation in these programs.

   (5) When the Commission has reason to believe that an institution accredited by 
the Commission is failing to meet its Title IV, HEA, program responsibilities 

    including but not limited to a negative compliance audit or program review 
fi nding, or is engaged in fraud or abuse, the Commission will submit the 
name of the institution to the Secretary along with the reason(s) for concern. 
When the Department of Education specifi es that information shared 

    between the Department and the Commission be kept confi dential, the 
    Commission will comply.
   (6) The Commission will submit a summary of the Commission’s major activities 

during the previous year upon request from the Secretary of Education.
   (7) The Commission shall maintain complete and accurate records of its last 

review of each institution and an accurate, permanent record of its decisions 
with respect to candidate and accredited institutions.

   (8) The Executive Director shall notify, at the same time, the Secretary of the 
U.S. Department of Education, the appropriate state licensing or 

    authorizing agency, the appropriate accrediting agencies, and the public 
(within 24 hours), but no later than 30 days after:

    (a) Accepting an institution as a candidate for accreditation, accrediting an 
institution, or reaffi rming accreditation of an institution.

    (b) Any fi nal decision to place a candidate or accredited institution on 
warning, probation, or show cause.

    (c) A summary of any review resulting in a fi nal accrediting decision 
involving denial, termination or suspension of candidacy or 
accreditation together with the comments of the affected institution or 
notifi cation that the institution was provided the opportunity to provide 
comments.

    (d) Being informed by an institution that it is voluntarily withdrawing from 
candidacy or accreditation.

    (e) An institution allows its candidacy or accreditation to lapse.
   (9) The Executive Director shall notify the Secretary of the U.S. Department of 

Education, the appropriate state licensing or authorizing agency, and the 
    appropriate accrediting agencies at the same time it notifi es an institution if 

the Commission makes a fi nal decision to deny or withdraw candidacy or 
    accreditation or take other adverse action against an institution.
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   (10) The Executive Director shall notify the public within 24 hours of its notice to 
the institution if the Commission makes a fi nal decision to deny or withdraw 
candidacy or accreditation or take other adverse action against a Registered 
Apprenticeship School or National ERISA Training Institute.

   (11) No later than 30 days after a fi nal decision to deny, limit, suspend, or 
    withdraw the candidacy or accreditation of an institution, the Executive 
    Director shall make available to the Secretary of the U.S. Department of 
    Education, the appropriate state licensing or authorizing agency, and the 

public a summary of the Commission’s decision.
 (12) As soon as the annual report of the Council on Occupational Education is 

printed each year, a copy of the report will be submitted to the U.S. Secretary 
of Education.

 (13) Once it determines that it needs to make changes to its standards, the 
  Commission will initiate action within 12 months to do so and will complete 

that action within a reasonable period of time. Furthermore, before any 
changes to standards are fi nalized, the Commission will provide notice to 
all relevant constituencies and other interested parties of the changes the 
Commission proposes to make and will provide those parties the opportunity 
to comment on the proposed changes. All comments submitted regarding 
proposed changes to the standards will be taken into account.

 (14) All proposed revisions in the standards, criteria, conditions, and/or 
procedures of the Council will be submitted to the U.S. Secretary of 
Education at the same time that they are submitted to the membership for 
consideration if the revisions might alter the Council’s scope of recognition 
or its compliance with the requirements for submission of information to the 
Secretary. Additionally, the Council will post these actions on its web site 
(www.council.org) in order to encourage input from potential employers and 
the general public.

c. Non-Discriminatory Policy of the Council

 The Council does not discriminate on the basis of sex, race, color, national origin, age, or 
disability in any of its programs or activities.

 Any individual who believes that he or she has been discriminated against because of 
his/her sex, race, color, national origin, age, or disability should immediately contact the 
Executive Director, Dr. Gary Puckett, who is the Council’s coordinator for Title IX compli-
ance. Dr. Puckett can be reached at 7840 Roswell Road, Building 300, Suite 325, Atlan-
ta, Georgia 30350, (770) 396-3898, ext. 21.

 Complaints alleging discrimination on any of the above bases may also be made to:

   The Offi ce for Civil Rights
   U.S. Department of Education, Customer Service Team
   Hotline # 1-800-421-3481 or (202) 205-5413

   Fax # (202) 205-9862  TTY # (877) 521-2172
   ocr@ed.gov
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SECTION VI.
Accreditation Standards, Objectives, and Criteria

The standards, objectives, and criteria for accreditation by the Council are derived from the 
mission, goals, and objectives of the Council as an accrediting agency. (See Section II.B. above.)

The specifi c objectives of the COE accreditation process, as used in evaluating providers of 
occupational education, are grouped within 10 categories or “Standards” representing institutional 
aspects to be evaluated by the COE accreditation process. The objectives subsumed by each 
standard provide more specifi c delineation of the scope of each standard and the basis for deriving 
the criteria addressed in conducting an institutional evaluation for accreditation. The standards are 
the following:

 Standard 1 - Institutional Mission

 Standard 2 - Educational Programs
    A. Admissions/Recruiting
    B.  Programs
    C. Instruction

 Standard 3 - Program and Institutional Outcomes

 Standard 4 - Strategic Planning

 Standard 5 - Learning Resources
    A.   Media Services
    B.   Instructional Equipment
    C.  Instructional Supplies

 Standard 6 - Physical Resources and Technical Infrastructure 

 Standard 7 - Financial Resources

 Standard 8 - Human Resources  
       A.   General
    B.   Faculty
    C.  Administrative and Supervisory Personnel
    D.  Instructional Support Staff
    E.   Non-instructional Support Staff/Services

 Standard 9 - Organizational Structure

 Standard 10 - Student Services and Activities

This section contains the COE standards for accreditation with their related objectives and criteria. 
The objectives assure all standards and criteria to include those tailored for the Registered 
Apprenticeship Schools and National ERISA Training Institutes remain consistent with over-arching 
mission and goals of the Council. Following the list of objectives for each standard, the criteria used 
in evaluating institutions seeking accreditation or reaffi rmation of accreditation by COE are listed.
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STANDARD ONE
Institutional Mission

Objectives of Accreditation Related to “Institutional Mission”

1. To assure that the institution’s primary mission is career and technical education.

2. To assure that the current mission is clearly stated and is publicly available.

3. To assure that the mission is formulated with broad-based participation by the communities of 
interest served and promoted by a program of public information and community relations.

Criteria of Accreditation Related to “Institutional Mission”

1. The primary mission of the institution is to instruct students to such competency levels that 
they are qualifi ed for initial employment and/or career advancement. (Objective 1-1)

2. The institution’s mission is clearly and concisely stated in written form and represents the 
 offi cial statement of  the institution. (Objective 1-2)

3. The institution has an appropriate hard copy and/or online publication which it uses to 
 accurately present its mission statement and the educational programs offered to achieve its 

mission. (Objective 1-2)

4. The current mission statement is publicly available and is used consistently in publications 
 (Objective 1-2)

5. The institution has an organized and functional institutional advisory committee that meets the 
following requirements:

 6. Is composed of at least three persons with a majority being external to the institution;
 7. Meets at least once annually, if serving only in an institutional advisory capacity, or twice 
  annually, if serving in an occupational advisory capacity;
 8. Keeps minutes to document their activities, recommendations, and meeting attendance; 
  and,
 9. Is used to provide community involvement in maintaining a relevant mission for the 
  institution. 

 The institutional advisory committee can also serve as the occupational advisory committee 
if only one occupational advisory committee is required for the institution. In those cases, the 
committee must meet at least twice annually.

 (Objective 1-3)

10. A program of public information and community relations is maintained to promote the 
institution’s mission in its community. (Objective 1-3)
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STANDARD TWO
Educational Programs

Objectives of Accreditation Related to “Educational Programs”

A. Admissions/Recruiting

 1. To verify that admissions policies are clearly stated, published, and administered 
uniformly.

 2. To assure that the admissions policies are relevant to the student’s ability to complete the 
educational programs offered, including programs delivered at a distance.

 3.  To assure that all recruiting/admissions activities and materials are ethical, accurate, and 
include processes to ensure the verifi cation of student identity for coursework delivered 
via distance education, if required.

B. Programs

 1. To verify that the educational programs offered by the institution are congruent with the 
mission of the institution.

 2.  To ensure that each program incorporates current job market requirements in its 
   instruction through involvement of the constituencies served.

 3.    To assure that courses required for each program are offered with suffi cient frequency for 
the student to complete the program within publicized time frames.

 4.  To assure that opportunities are provided for students to obtain exposure to and 
   appreciation of the dynamics of the industry/occupational environment for which they are 

being prepared.

 5.  To assure that the title, program length, and general education components of all 
   associate degree programs offered meet or exceed the minimum acceptable 
   requirements as defi ned in the criteria.

 6.    To assure that all programs offered by the institution, regardless of location or mode of 
delivery, are qualitatively and quantitatively consistent.

 7.    To assure that the clock hour to credit hour ratio meets the minimum acceptable 
   requirements as defi ned in the criteria.

 8.  To assure that all programs provide for timely and meaningful interaction among faculty 
and students.

C. Instruction

 1.    To assure the integration of academic and occupational education in instructional 
   programs.  
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 2.  To assure that instruction is competency-based, including current knowledge, skills, and 
work ethics relevant to the occupations for which the programs prepare students.

 3.  To assure that competencies are taught with equipment and in settings refl ecting current 
workplace requirements.

 4.  To require documentation that instruction for each program is organized to achieve its 
objectives.

 5.   To require that methods of evaluating individual student achievement are used 
to document student progress and that the results are made part of the student’s 
permanent record.    

 6.    To require that work-based activities have objectives appropriate for the respective 
programs and are properly planned and supervised.

Criteria of Accreditation Related to “Educational Programs”

A. Admissions/Recruiting

 The institution’s admissions policies and procedures are:

    1. Published;
   2. Clearly stated; 
   3. Consistently communicated to students;
   4. Made available to students prior to enrollment; and,

   5. Communicated to prospective students within a timeframe that is sensitive to 
enrollment and completion of programs should changes to the information occur. 

   (Objective 2-A-1)

 6.   For all students admitted to a Vocational English-As-A-Second-Language Program, the 
institution utilizes written admission procedures that comply with policies established by 
the Commission. (Objective 2-A-1)

   (See “Vocational English-As-A-Second-Language Programs” in the current edition of the 
Policies and Rules of the Commission.)

 7.  The institution clearly defi nes and publishes a policy on the transfer of students between 
programs within the institution and the transfer of students from other institutions.   
(Objective 2-A-1)

 8.  The institution clearly defi nes and publishes a policy on the transfer of credits that 
includes a statement of the criteria established by the institution regarding the transfer of 
credit earned at another institution. (Objective 2-A-1)

 9.   Admission requirements offer reasonable expectations for successful completion of 
the occupational programs offered by the institution regardless of the delivery mode. 
(Objective 2-A-2)
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 10.  Students admitted into associate degree programs have a high school diploma or its 
equivalent. (Objective 2-A-2)

 An institution that admits students by exception to its standard admissions policies must:

   11.  Have written admissions policies and procedures for these exceptions;
   12.  Apply them uniformly;
   13.  Provide documented evidence on how they are used;
   14.  Maintain records on student progress; and,
   15.  Regularly evaluate the effectiveness of the procedures used in admitting students
     by exception.  

   (Objective 2-A-2)

 16.   The institution ensures that recruiting activities are ethical and that all materials used in 
recruiting accurately describe the mission, instructional outcomes, student performance 
expectations, and completion requirements of each program. (Objective 2-A-3)

 17.   Prior to admission, students are informed of the costs, equipment, services, time, and 
technical competencies, if any, required by the program, including if applicable, personal 
data collection and processes, and charges associated with verifi cation of student 
identity. (Objective 2-A-3)

 18. Orientation to technology is provided and technical support is available to students.    
(Objective 2-A-3)

 19. For all coursework delivered via distance education: The institution has processes 
in place to establish that the student who registers for a distance education course 
or program is the same student who participates in and completes the program and 
receives the academic credit (with methods such as secure logins and pass codes and 
proctored examinations). (Objective 2-A-3)

B. Programs

 Occupational education programs are congruent with:

   1.  The governing organization;
   2.  The mission of the institution; and,
   3.  The occupational needs of the people served by the institution.

   (Objectives 2-A-2 and 2-B-1)

 Occupational education program policies are:
 
   4.  Publicly accessible;
   5.  Non-discriminatory; and,
   6.  Consistently applied.

   (Objectives 2-A-2 and 2-B-1) 
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 Differences, if any, in occupational education program policies are justifi ed by:

   7.  Student learning outcomes; and/or,
   8.  Program outcomes.

   (Objectives 2-A-2 and 2-B-1)

 Each occupational education program has:

   9.  Clearly stated objectives;
   10.  Defi ned content relevant to those objectives and the current needs of business and 

industry; and, 
   11.  Assessment of student achievement based on the program objectives and content.  
   12.  Annual evaluation of its objectives. 

   (Objectives 2-B-1 and 2-B-2)

 A systematic process has been implemented to document:

   13. That the objectives and content programs are current; and,
   14. That coursework is qualitatively and quantitatively relevant.

   (Objective 2-B-2)

 15. Three bona fi de potential employers review each educational program annually and 
   recommend:

   16. Admission requirements;
   17. Program content that is consistent with desired student learning outcomes;
   18. Program length;
   19. Program objectives;
   20. Competency tests;
   21. Learning activities;
   22. Instructional materials;
   23. Equipment;
   24. Methods of program evaluation;
   25. Level of skills and/or profi ciency required for completion; and,
   26. Appropriate delivery formats for the subject matter being taught.

   [NOTE: The Employer Program Verifi cation Form must be submitted to document the 
review and recommendations listed above.]

   (Objectives 2-B-2 and 2-B-4)

 27.   The institution considers the length and the tuition of each program in relation to the 
documented entry level earnings of completers. (Objective 2-B-2)

 28.   Courses required for each program are offered with suffi cient frequency for the student to 
complete the program within the publicized time frame. (Objective 2-B-3)
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 Associate degree programs offered must meet the following requirements:

   29.  The program is designed to lead graduates directly to employment in a 
     specifi c career. 
   30.   The appropriate applied degree title, such as Associate of Applied Technology, 
     Associate of Applied Science, Associate of Occupational Studies, Associate of 
     Science, or Associate of Occupational Technology, is used and includes the 
     specifi c career and technical education fi eld (i.e., Associate of Applied Science in 
     Veterinary Technology);
   31.   The program has a minimum of 60 semester hours or 90 quarter hours; and,
   32.   The program includes a minimum of 15 semester hours or 23 quarter hours 

of general education courses, with a minimum of one course from each of the 
following areas: humanities, behavioral sciences, natural or applied sciences, and 
mathematics.   

     (Objective 2-B-5)

 33.  For all coursework delivered via distance education: The institution’s distance 
education courses and programs are identical to those on campus in terms of the 
quality, rigor, breadth of academic and technical standards, completion requirements, 
and the credential awarded. (Objective 2-B-6)

  Each program offered by the institution:

  34.   Is approved and administered under established institutional policies and 
procedures and supervised by an administrator who is part of the institutional 
organization;

  35.   Has appropriate and continuous involvement of on-campus administrators and 
faculty in planning and approval;

  36. Has varied evaluation methodologies that refl ect established professional and  
practice competencies;

  37. Is qualitatively and quantitatively consistent at each campus where it is offered;
  38. Has measures of achievement of the student learning objectives;
  39.   Has individual student records, including period of enrollment, fi nancial, and 

educational program records, permanently maintained by the institution at the main 
campus;

  40.    Is described in appropriate catalogs, brochures, and/or other promotional materials 
and include tuition/fee charges, refund policies, admissions and academic 
requirements, and information technology requirements; and,

  41. Provides for timely and meaningful interaction among faculty and students. 

      (Objectives 2-B-6 and 2-B-8)

 42.   A credit hour is equivalent to a minimum of each of the following: one semester credit for 
15 clock hours of lecture, 30 clock hours of laboratory, or 45 clock hours of work-based 
activities; or one quarter credit for 10 clock hours of lecture, 20 clock hours of laboratory, 
or 30 clock hours of work-based activities. (This Commission defi nition is consistent with 
the Federal defi nition of a credit hour. See Section VII. Defi nitions for the term ‘Credit 
Hour [Federal defi nition]’.)  (Objective 2-B-7)
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 43. For all coursework delivered via distance education: The institution ensures 
timeliness of its responses (synchronously or asynchronously) to students’ requests by 
placing a requirement on response time of no more than 24 hours within the institution’s 
published operational schedule of the program/course. (Objective 2-B-8)

C. Instruction

 1.   Academic competencies and occupational skills are integrated into the instructional 
program for each occupational area. (Objective 2-C-1)

 2.   The instructional programs provide instruction in the competencies essential to success 
in the occupation, including job knowledge, job skills, work habits, and attitudes. 

   (Objective 2-C-2)

 3.  The sequence of instruction required for program completion (lecture, lab, and work-
based activities) is determined by desired student learning outcomes. (Objective 2-C-2)

 The sequence of instruction required for program completion is used to:

   4.  Organize the curriculum;
   5.  Guide the delivery of instruction;
   6.  Direct learning activities; and,
   7.  Evaluate student progress in order to maximize the learning of competencies 
     essential to success in the occupation.

 8.  The institution has appointed an occupational advisory committee for each program 
taught by the institution.

 9.  Occupational advisory committees are appointed for each program to ensure that 
   desirable, relevant, and current practices of each occupation are being taught. 

 Each occupational advisory committee:

   10.  Consists of a minimum of three members external to the institution;
   11.  Has at least three external members who represent the geographical service area 
     covered by the programs taught by the institution at each meeting (main campus  
     and each branch campus);
   12.  Has at least three external members who have expertise in the occupational 
     program;
   13.  Meets at least twice annually;
   14.  Has at least three external members who meet these criteria present at each 
     meeting (with at least two members physically present and one virtually present);
     and,
   15.  Keeps typed minutes to document its activities, recommendations, meeting 
     attendance, and demographic information for each member.
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   (NOTES: a. External members may serve on more than one occupational advisory 
   committee as long as they meet each of the above criteria for membership for each 
   committee on which they serve; and, b. The criteria above represent the minimum 

requirements for occupational advisory committeess. Institutions have the option to have 
separe committees for each campus - main and branch.)

   (Objectives 2-B-2 and 2-C-2)

 16.  Occupational advisory committees review, at least annually, the appropriateness of the 
type of instruction (such as lecture, laboratory, work-based instruction, and/or mode 
of delivery) offered within each program to assure that students gain competency with 
specifi c skills required for successful completion of the program. (Objectives 2-B-7 and 
2-C-4)

 17.  Job-related health, safety, and fi re prevention are an integral part of instruction. 
   (Objectives 2-C-2 and 2-C-3)

 18.   To develop skill profi ciency, suffi cient practice is provided with equipment and materials 
similar to those currently used in the occupation. (Objective 2-C-3)

 19.  All instruction is effectively organized as evidenced by syllabi, lesson plans, competency 
tests, and other instructional materials. (Objective 2-C-4)

 20.   The institution uses a systematic, objective, and equitable method of evaluating student 
achievement based on required competencies. (Objective 2-C-5)

 21.  For all coursework delivered via distance education: The institution directly verifi es 
the currency and quality of all contracted courseware on an annual basis, is directly 

   responsible for such currency and quality, and maintains curriculum oversight 
   responsibility within all contracts. (Objectives 2-C-2 and 2-C-4)

 22.  For all coursework delivered via distance education: The institution has in place a 
standardized course template, course descriptions, learning objectives, course 

   requirements (i.e. standard syllabus, outcomes, grading, resources, etc.), and learning 
outcomes of its programs in order to facilitate quality assurance and the assessment of 
student learning. (Objectives 2-C-4 and 2-C-5)

 23.  For all coursework delivered via distance education: The institution monitors 
   student progress and participation by means such as course management systems that 

provide student time online, frequency of logins, electronic footprints, electronic grade 
book, and percentage of course completed. (Objective 2-C-5)

  Written agreements with work-based activity partners, if any:

   24.  Are current;
   25.  Specify expectations for all parties; and,
   26.  Ensure the protection of students.
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       27.   Each work-based activity has a written instructional plan for students. (Objective 2-C-6)

 28.  The written instructional plan for each work-based activity specifi es the particular 
   objectives, experiences, competencies, and evaluations that are required. (Objective 

2-C-6)
   
 29.   The written instructional plan for each work-based activity designates the on-site 
   employer representative responsible for guiding and overseeing the students’ learning 

experiences and participating in the students’ written evaluations. (Objective 2-C-6)

 30.   All work-based activities conducted by the institution are supervised by a designated   
employee possessing appropriate qualifi cations. (Objective 2-C-6)

D.       Criteria Applicable to Associate Degree Nursing Programs

 1. The governing organization and nursing education administrator and nursing faculty 
in governance unit ensure representation of the nurse activities; opportunities exist for 
student representation in governance activities.

 2. Partnerships that exist promote excellence in nursing education, enhance the profession, 
and benefi t the community.

 3. The nursing education unit is administered by a nurse who holds a graduate degree with 
a major in nursing.

 4. The nurse administrator is experientially qualifi ed, meets governing organization and 
state requirements, and is oriented and mentored to the role.  

 5. When present, nursing program coordinators and/or faculty who assist with program 
administration are academically and experientially qualifi ed.  

 6. Within the administrative structure of the institution, nursing program administrators or 
department heads shall have the authority and responsibility for the development of the 
budget with faculty input and administration of the programs with adequate time and 
resources to fulfi ll these responsibilities.  

 7. Policies for nursing faculty and staff are comprehensive, provide for the welfare of faculty 
and staff, and are consistent with those of the governing organization; differences are 
justifi ed by the goals and outcomes of the nursing education unit.  

 8. Full-time faculty hold a minimum of a graduate degree with a major in nursing.  (Full 
and part-time faculty include those individuals teaching and/or evaluating students in 
classroom, clinical or laboratory settings.)

 9. Part-time faculty unit may only have 50% of faculty with baccalaureate degrees.  (Full 
and part-time faculty include those individuals teaching and/or evaluating students in 
classroom, clinical or laboratory settings.)

 10. Faculty (full and part-time) credentials meet governing organization and state 
requirements.
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 11. Preceptors, when utilized, are academically and experientially qualifi ed, oriented, 
mentored, and monitored, and have clearly documented roles and responsibilities.  

 12. The number, utilization, and credentials of staff and non-nurse faculty within the nursing 
education unit are suffi cient to achieve the program goals and outcomes.

 13. Public information includes nursing program accreditation status and ACEN contact 
information.

 14. The curriculum includes cultural, ethnic, and socially diverse concepts and may also 
include experiences from regional, national, or global perspectives.

 15. The curriculum and instruction processes refl ect educational theory interprofessional 
collaboration, research, and current standards of practice.

 16. Clinical experiences support the achievement of student learning and program outcomes, 
are evidence-based and refl ect contemporary practice and nationally established patient 
health and safety goals.

 17. Fiscal resources are sustainable, suffi cient to ensure the achievement of the student 
learning outcomes and program outcomes, commensurate with the resources of the 
governing organization.

 18. Associate Degree in Nursing Programs utilize a systematic evaluation process and on-
going assessment for continual improvement in each of the following areas:  Student 
Learning Outcomes, Program Outcomes and Role-Specifi c Graduate Competencies and 
ACEN Standards.

 19. The Systematic Evaluation contains measurable expected levels of achievement:  
frequency of assessment, appropriate assessment methods, and a minimum of three (3) 
years of data for each component within the plan.

 20. Evaluation fi ndings are aggregated and trended by program option, location, and date 
of completion and are suffi cient to inform program decision-making for the maintenance 
and improvement of the student learning outcomes and program outcomes.

 21. Performance on licensure exam: The program’s three-year mean for the licensure exam 
pass rate will be at or above the national mean for the same three-year period.   

 22. Program completion: Expected levels of achievement for program completion are 
determined by the faculty and refl ect student demographics and program options.

 23. Graduate and employer satisfaction:  Qualitative and quantitative measures address 
graduates six to twelve months post-graduation.  
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STANDARD THREE
Program and Institutional Outcomes

Objectives of Accreditation Related to “Program and Institutional Outcomes”

1.  To assure that the institution has developed and utilizes effective means of evaluating the 
 appropriate competencies (knowledge and skill levels) of students in each occupational 

program.

2.  To verify that the institution evaluates program outcomes through a systematic plan for 
 assessing program effectiveness, effi ciency, and relevance by achieving specifi ed quantitative 

requirements with respect to:  (a) program completion, (b) job placement, and (c) licensure 
examinations.

 
3.  To assure that program completers and employers are satisfi ed with the education that was 

received.

Criteria of Accreditation Related to “Program  and Institutional Outcomes”

1. Individual student progress data, including (a) appropriate evaluations of knowledge and skills 
required for occupation(s) studied and (b) notations of completion(s) of and/or withdrawal from 
programs, are maintained and made a part of his/her record. (Objective 3-1)  

2. The institution submits accurate and verifi able program completion data each year to the 
 Commission for comparison with required benchmarks. (Objective 3-2)

3. FOR INITIAL ACCREDITATION ONLY: The majority of programs meet the required 
benchmark for completion for the most recent 12-month period possible. (Objective 3-2)

4. FOR ACCREDITED INSTITUTIONS ONLY: All programs meet the required benchmark for 
completion OR the institution has taken any actions required by the Commission due to 

 program completion rates failing to meet the required benchmark. (Objective 3-2)

5. The institution submits accurate and verifi able program placement data each year to the
 Commission for comparison with required benchmarks. (Objective 3-2)

6. FOR INITIAL ACCREDITATION ONLY: The majority of programs meet the required 
benchmark for placement for the most recent 12-month period possible. (Objective 3-2)

7. FOR ACCREDITED INSTITUTIONS ONLY: All programs meet the required benchmark for 
placement OR the institution has taken any actions required by the Commission due to 

 program placement rates failing to meet the required benchmark. (Objective 3-2)

8. If applicable, the institution submits accurate and verifi able licensure exam pass rate data each 
year to the Commission for comparison with required benchmarks. (Objective 3-2)

9. FOR INITIAL ACCREDITATION ONLY: If applicable, the majority of programs meet the  
 required benchmark for licensure exam pass rates for the most recent 12-month period 
 possible. (Objective 3-2)
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10. FOR ACCREDITED INSTITUTIONS ONLY: All applicable programs meet the required 
benchmark for licensure exam pass rate OR the institution has taken any actions required by 
the Commission due to licensure exam pass rates failing to meet the required benchmark. 
(Objective 3-2)

11. The institution has a written plan to ensure that follow-up is systematic and continuous.
 (Objective 3-3)

The institution’s written plan for follow-up includes the following elements: 

 12.  Identifi cation of responsibility for coordination of all follow-up activities;
 13.   Collection of information from completers and employers of completers;
 14.  Information collected from completers and employers of completers focused on 
  program effectiveness for various modes of delivery and relevance to job 
  requirements;
 15.   Placement and follow-up information used to evaluate and improve the quality of 
  program outcomes; and,
 16.   Placement and follow-up information made available at least on an annual basis to 
  all instructional personnel and administrative staff.

 (Objective 3-3)
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STANDARD FOUR
Strategic Planning

Objectives of Accreditation Related to “Strategic Planning”

1. To ensure that the institution uses a systematic process to determine its effectiveness in 
 accomplishing its mission.

2. To ensure that strategic planning leads to the establishment of priorities and to appropriate
 action.

3. To ensure that a system is used for gathering and utilizing objective data for strategic planning 
and to facilitate the institution’s process of continuous improvement.

4. To assure that the strategic plan is subject to systematic and periodic review and evaluation by 
the communities of interest served by the institution.

Criteria of Accreditation Related to “Strategic Planning”

1. The institution has a written strategic plan. (Objectives 4-1 through 4-4)

The institution’s written strategic plan includes, as a minimum, the following components:

 2. Mission of the institution;
 3. Vision of the institution;
 4. Objectives for a minimum period of three years;
 5. Strategies for achieving the objectives;
 6. Current and projected fi nancial resources that provide a basis for initiatives specifi ed in 

the strategic plan; and,
 7. Strategies for evaluating progress toward achieving the objectives.

 (Objectives 4-1 through 4-3)

8. The strategic plan is reviewed by the faculty, administration, and institutional advisory 
 committee and revised as necessary at least annually. (Objective 4-4)

9. The results of the evaluation of progress toward achieving the objectives are documented 
 annually. (Objective 4-4)
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STANDARD FIVE
Learning Resources

Objectives of Accreditation Related to “Learning Resources”

1.  To verify the presence and adequate maintenance of learning resources appropriate and 
essential for the achievement of the objectives for each program offered.

2.  To verify that the learning resources are readily available and used by students and faculty.

3. To verify that all learning resources meet applicable safety standards.

Criteria of Accreditation Related to “Learning Resources”

A. Media Services

 1.  The institution has a written plan for its media services which is appropriate for and 
   inclusive of all methods of program delivery. (Objective 5-1 and 5-2)

 The institution’s written plan for media services includes the following:    
  
 2. The scope and availability of the services;
 3.  A variety of current and relevant educational materials, such as reference books; 

periodicals and manuals of a business, professional, technical, and industrial 
nature; audio-visual materials and equipment; internet access to sites with 
educational and reference materials appropriate to program offerings; and other 
materials to help fulfi ll the institution’s purposes and support its educational 
programs;

 4.  The staff person (administrative, supervisory, or instructional) responsible for the 
implementation and coordination of the media services;

 5.  Roles and responsibilities of designated staff member(s);
 6. Orientation for user groups (i.e., instructors, students, and others);
 7.  Facilities and technical infrastructure essential for using media materials;
 8. Annual budgetary support for the services; and,
 9.  Annual evaluation of the effectiveness of media services and utilization of the 

results to modify and improve media services.

 (Objectives 5-1 and 5-2)

 10. Media services (instructional supplies, physical resources, technology, and fi scal 
resources) are available to support the instructional programs offered by the institution. 
(Objective 5-2)

 11. Media services are available to ensure the achievement of desired student learning and 
program objectives. (Objectives 5-1 and 5-2)

  12.   A current inventory of media resources is maintained. (Objective 5-1)
  
  13.   Provisions are made for necessary repair, maintenance, and/or replacement of media 

equipment and supplies. (Objective 5-1)
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  14.  Services for creating instructional media (both print and non-print) are adequate and 
appropriate to support all students and faculty in meeting the objectives of the education 
program(s). (Objective 5-2)

  15.   All elements of the institution’s learning resources (media services, technology, facilities, 
and materials) are comprehensive, current, selected with faculty input, and accessible to 
the faculty and students. (Objective 5-2)

B. Instructional Equipment

 1.   The institution has a system of instructional equipment inventory. (Objective 5-1)

 2. The institution has a system for emergency purchases to assure the acquisition and/or 
repair of equipment within a reasonable period of time to support continuous instruction.  

  (Objective 5-1)

 3.   Relevant and up-to-date equipment is available to support the instructional programs 
offered by the institution. (Objectives 5-1 and 5-2)

 4. The institution has a written plan for maintaining equipment and for replacing or 
disposing of obsolete equipment. (Objectives 5-1 and 5- 2) 

 5.   All instructional equipment meets appropriate and required safety standards. (Objective 
5-3)

C. Instructional Supplies

 1. Instructional supplies are available to support the instructional programs offered by the 
institution. (Objective 5-1)

 2. The institution has a system for purchasing and storing instructional supplies. (Objective 
5-1)

 3. Funds are budgeted to provide supplies at a level that assures quality of occupational 
education. (Objective 5-2)

 4. The institution has a system for emergency purchases of instructional supplies within a 
reasonable period of time to support continuous instruction. (Objective 5-2)

 5. First aid supplies are readily available. (Objective 5-2)

 6. All instructional supplies meet appropriate and required safety standards. (Objective 5-3)
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STANDARD SIX
Physical Resources and Technical Infrastructure

Objectives of Accreditation Related to “Physical Resources and Technical Infrastructure”

1.  To verify the presence and adequate maintenance of physical resources and technical 
infrastructure appropriate and essential for the operation of the institution and the achievement 
of the objectives for each program offered.

2.  To assure that the physical resources provide for the protection of the health and safety of 
students, faculty, administrative staff, and visitors.

3. To assure that the institution’s technical infrastructure provides for the privacy, safety, and 
security of data contained within it.

4. To assure that the institution’s technical infrastructure provides for the reliable accessibility and 
backup of data contained within it.

Criteria of Accreditation Related to “Physical Resources and Technical Infrastructure”

1. A plan that addresses the adequacy and improvement of all physical facilities and technical 
infrastructure has been developed and is maintained that includes, if applicable, distance 
education infrastructure. (Objectives 6-1 and 6-2)

2.  The technology used by the institution to deliver services and, if applicable, program content 
to students meets the needs of the students without creating barriers to student support or 
learning. (Objective 6-1)

3. An appropriate plan for ongoing operation and maintenance of all physical facilities, technical 
infrastructure and, if applicable, distance education infrastructure, has been developed and is 
in use. (Objectives 6-1 and 6-2)

The operation and maintenance plan addresses the following elements:

 4. Personnel;
 5. Equipment and supplies;
 6. Relevant state law; and,
 7. Applicable federal codes and procedures.

 (Objectives 6-1 and 6-2)

The operation and maintenance plan is:

 8. Available to employees and students; and,
 9. Regularly evaluated/revised.

 (Objectives 6-1 and 6-2)
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10. Physical facilities at all locations provide adequate, safe, and clean facilities with appropriate 
supporting utilities for classrooms, laboratories/shops, offi ces, rest rooms, lounges, meeting 
rooms, parking, etc. (Objective 6-2)

11. An appropriate plan for assuring the health and safety of the institution’s employees, students, 
and guests has been developed and is in use. (Objective 6-2)

The health and safety plan:

 12. Includes a system for reporting and investigating accidents;
 13. Has been distributed to employees;
 14. Is available to students; and,
 15. Is regularly evaluated/revised with appropriate input from employees and students.

 (Objective 6-2)

16. An appropriate plan to ensure the privacy, safety, and security of data contained within the 
technical infrastructure of the institution networks, whether provided directly by the institution 
or through contractual arrangements, has been developed and is in use. (Objective 6-3)

17. The institution ensures computer system and network reliability and emergency backup 
for all technical services whether provided directly by the institution or through contractual 
arrangements. (Objective 6-4)
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STANDARD SEVEN
Financial Resources

Objectives of Accreditation Related to “Financial Resources”

1.  To verify that the institution has the necessary fi nancial resources to achieve the objectives of 
its programs and services.

2. To verify that the institution has the fi nancial stability to enable it to continue to meet fi nancial 
obligations and achieve its objectives.

3.  To verify that all revenues and expenditures are capably managed and accurately documented.

4. To verify that the institution complies with applicable refund policies for tuition, fees, and other 
institutional charges.

Criteria of Accreditation Related to “Financial Resources”

1. A qualifi ed fi nancial offi cer or department oversees the fi nancial and business operations of the 
institution. (Objectives 7-1 and 7-2)

2. Financial records are maintained so that the institution’s fi scal position may be analyzed in a 
timely manner. (Objectives 7-1 and  7-2)

3. The institution demonstrates responsible fi nancial management with funds suffi cient to 
maintain quality educational programs and to complete the education of all students enrolled. 

 (Objectives 7-1 and 7-2)

4. The institution considers its fi nancial resources as a basis for strategic planning. (Objectives 
7-1 and 7-2)

5. The institution uses adequate auditing and budgetary controls and procedures consistent with 
local, state, and federal requirements. (Objectives 7-1 and 7- 2)

6. The institution exercises proper management, fi nancial controls, and business practices. 
 (Objectives 7-1, 7-2, and  7-3)

7. All persons handling institutional funds or revenues from any source are bonded or are 
covered under an employee-dishonesty insurance policy. (Objective 7-2)

8. Financial aid programs utilizing public and/or private funds are capably administered and 
accurately documented. (Objective 7-3)

9.  Qualifi ed personnel are responsible for proper record-keeping, reporting, and auditing. 
  (Objective 7-4)

10. The institution has reported all contingent liabilities in a timely manner. (See the defi nition for 
‘contingent liability’.) (Objective 7-3)
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11. To satisfy Commission reporting requirements, the institution has submitted notices and copies 
of all lawsuits fi led against the institution within 5 days of being served. (Objective 7-3)

12. Compliance with the Higher Education Reauthorization Act Title IV eligibility and certifi cation 
requirements is maintained, including compliance with default management and audit 
benchmarks. (Objective 7-3)

13. A written, comprehensive student loan repayment program addressing student loan 
information, counseling, monitoring, and cooperation with available lenders is utilized. 
(Objective 7-3)

14. Students are informed of their ethical responsibilities regarding fi nancial assistance. 
 (Objective 7-3)

15.  The institution clearly identifi es sources of funds and revenues and shows evidence of fi scal 
stability. (Objectives 7-1 and 7-2)

16. To document fi nancial stability, the institution submits annual audited fi nancial statements 
prepared by an independent certifi ed public accountant and completed COE fi nancial forms. 
Financial statements are prepared in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting 
Principles (GAAP). The audit is performed in accordance with Generally Accepted Government 
Auditing Standards (GAGAS). A separate income statement must be provided for each main 
campus. (See defi nition of audited fi nancial statements in Section VII. Defi nitions, Standard 
Seven.) For initial accreditation, RASs and NETIs must submit audited fi nancial statements for 
the two most recent fi scal years. Restated (or revised) audited fi nancial statements will not be 
accepted without third-party certifi cation. (Objectives 7-1 and 7-2)

The institution demonstrates fi nancial stability through submission of the most recent audited           
fi nancial statement that refl ects: (Objective 7-2)

 17. A minimum unrounded composite score of 1.5; and,
  18. No condition or event which could potentially affect the institution’s ability to continue 

operation, including but not limited to, contingent liabilities, on-going litigation, or the 
fi nancial stability of a parent corporation.
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Refund Policy

19.  The institution has a fair and equitable refund policy for the refund of tuition, fees, and other 
institutional charges in the event the institution cancels a class or if a student does not enter or 
does not complete the period of enrollment for which the student has been charged. 

The following elements are present and indicative of a fair and equitable refund policy:

20. The institution’s refund policy is published in the catalog and uniformly administered;
21. Refunds, when due, are made without requiring a request from the student;
22. Refunds, when due, are made within 45 days (1) of the last day of attendance if written 

notifi cation has been provided to the institution by the student, or (2) from the date the 
institution terminates the student or determines withdrawal by the student;

23. Retention of tuition and fees collected in advance for a student who does not commence 
class does not exceed $100; and,

24. The institution complies with the refund policies adopted by the Commission unless a 
 different policy is mandated by an institution’s state/federal approval agency. 

 (Objective 7-4)

(See “Refund Policy” in the current edition of the Policies and Rules of the Commission.)
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STANDARD EIGHT
Human Resources

Objectives of Accreditation Related to “Human Resources”

A. General

 1.   To verify that accurate and current job descriptions are available for all employee 
positions.

 2.   To verify that appropriate and published complaint/grievance procedures for employees 
are maintained and followed equitably.

 3.  To verify that appropriate and published procedures for evaluating the effectiveness of 
employees are maintained and followed equitably. 

 4.   To verify that appropriate orientation procedures for all employees are maintained and 
followed equitably and that all employees are provided access to current copies of 
institutional policies.

 
B. Faculty

 1.  To assure that the number of faculty is suffi cient to fulfi ll the mission and operate the 
programs of the institution.

 2. To verify that the faculty, including adjuncts, are and remain well prepared by virtue of 
education and experience to perform the duties assigned to them including teaching at a 
distance where applicable.

 3. To verify that, in addition to teaching, faculty are appropriately involved in curriculum 
development, student advisement, work with business and industry, and planned 
programs of professional development in order to remain current in their teaching fi elds.

 
C. Administrative and Supervisory Personnel

 1.    To assure that the number of administrative and supervisory personnel is suffi cient to 
fulfi ll the mission and operate the programs of the institution.

 2. To verify that administrative and supervisory personnel are and remain well prepared by 
virtue of education and experience to perform the duties assigned to them.

D. Instructional Support Staff

 1.   To assure that the number of instructional support staff is suffi cient to fulfi ll the mission 
and operate the programs of the institution.

 2. To verify that instructional support staff are and remain well prepared by virtue of 
education and experience to perform the duties assigned to them.
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E. Non-Instructional Support Staff/Services

 To verify that there are adequate non-instructional support staff/services provided by qualifi ed 
personnel (or contracted services) to support the institution’s mission.

Criteria of Accreditation Related to “Human Resources”

A. General

 1.   Duties and responsibilities of each position are specifi ed in written job descriptions made 
available to administrators, faculty, and staff of the institution. (Objective 8-A-1)

 2.   The institution has provided and implemented appropriate and published procedures for 
handling complaints/grievances for faculty and staff, consistent with the policies of the 
institution’s governing board. (Objective 8-A-2)

 3.   Appropriate procedures have been developed for the continuous evaluation of the 
performance and effectiveness of all institutional employees, with at least an annual 
written formal review and evaluation. (Objective 8-A-3)

 4.   Appropriate orientation procedures for all employees are maintained and followed 
equitably. (Objective 8-A-4)

B. Faculty

 1. The institution has a suffi cient number of faculty members to fulfi ll its mission and 
operate its programs. (Objective 8-B-1) 

 Each faculty member possesses:

   2. At least a high school diploma (or its equivalent);
   3. Expertise in the area of responsibility that is actively maintained; and,
   4. A record of performance that refl ects work-based standards as interpreted 
    by the institution.

   (Objective 8-B-2)

 5.   Additional requirements established for faculty members by the institution’s governing 
board and/or state regulatory agencies are met. (Objective 8-B-2)

 6.   Faculty members who teach general education courses in associate degree programs 
hold a minimum of a bachelor’s degree with 15 semester hours or 23 quarter hours in the 
teaching discipline with a grade of at least a ‘C’ in these courses. (Objective 8-B-2)

 7.   Faculty members who teach technical courses in associate degree programs have a 
minimum of an associate degree in an area that is related to the technical courses they 
teach. (In exceptional cases, evidence of documented work experience and skills in the 
technical fi eld may be considered in lieu of formal academic requirements.) (Objective 
8-B-2)
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 8. For all coursework delivered via distance education: The institution provides 
appropriate training for faculty who use technology in distance education courses and 
programs. (Objective 8-B-2)

 9.   The institution plans, provides, supports, and annually documents professional growth 
opportunities for and participation by all faculty members. (Objective 8-B-2, 3)

 10.   Documentation is available to demonstrate that each faculty member in a technical fi eld 
maintains liaison with employers in the technical fi eld through annual visitations and 
personal contact. (Objective 8-B-3)

C. Administrative and Supervisory Personnel

 1. The institution has a suffi cient number of administrative and supervisory personnel to 
fulfi ll its mission and operate its programs. (Objective 8-C-1)

 2.   All administrative and supervisory personnel possess postsecondary education 
credentials and/or experience and demonstrated competencies appropriate to their areas 
of responsibility. (Objective 8-C-2)

D. Instructional Support Staff

 1. The institution has a suffi cient number of instructional support staff members to fulfi ll its 
mission and enable its programs. (Objective 8-D-1) 

 2.   Personnel are employed to maintain student records and fi nancial records; to assist in 
producing instructional materials; and to prepare correspondence, reports, and other 
records as needed.  (Objective 8-D-1)

 3.   All instructional support staff possess education credentials and/or experience and 
demonstrated competencies appropriate to their areas of responsibility. (Objective 8-D-2)

 
E. Non-Instructional Support Services

 1.   Custodial services are available to provide routine care and maintenance of facilities and 
grounds for the institution. (Objective 8-E)

 2.   Preventative maintenance services are provided to ensure continued operation of the 
facilities. (Objective 8-E)
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STANDARD NINE
Organizational Structure

Objectives of Accreditation Related to “Organizational Structure”

1. To assure that the institution has a properly constituted governing body with legal authority and 
responsibility for the institution’s operations.

2. To assure that the governing body designates a chief administrative offi cer to whom is 
delegated the responsibility for the institution’s operations.

3. To assure that the institution is organized to promote effective and effi cient operation of the 
educational programs and non-instructional services to students.

Criteria of Accreditation Related to “Organizational Structure”

1. The institution has a properly constituted governing body or board that has the legal authority 
and responsibility for the institution’s operation and control. (Objective 9-1)

2. If applicable, the institution has in custody the currently valid original document(s), typically 
a state/federal agency approval, required to operate as an occupational education institution 
within the state or federal jurisdiction where it is located. (Objective 9-1)

3. The authority for implementation of the governing body’s policies is delegated to a chief 
administrative offi cer, who is responsible for the institution’s operation. (Objective 9-2)

4.      The chief administrative offi cer is the offi cial of record for all purposes of the Commission, is 
a full-time staff member of the institution, has his/her offi ce on the main campus, and is the 
Commission’s point of contact with the institution, including branches, if any. (Objective 9-2) 

5. An organizational chart is available that shows the functional relationships among the 
personnel of the institution. (Objective 9-3)

6. The organizational structure is designed to promote the effective operation of educational 
programs and institutional services for students. (Objective 9-3)
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STANDARD TEN
Student Services and Activities

Objectives of Accreditation Related to “Student Services and Activities”

 1.  To assure that adequate and appropriate student services are available to support the mission 
and programs of the institution.  These services include:

  a.  Counseling.
  b.  Orientation.
  c.  Records.
  d.  Grievances.
  e.  Academic advisement.
  f.  Financial assistance.
  g.  Health and safety.
  h.  Others as appropriate to the institution.

 2.  To assure that the institution provides placement services for all program completers and 
conducts follow-up studies of completers and employers of completers.  

Criteria of Accreditation Related to “Student Services and Activities”

 1. Tests or other means of assessing the achievement and aptitudes of students for various 
occupations are appropriate and are used to provide personalized counseling and program 
placement services to students. (Objective 10-1-a)

 2. There is a student orientation program to acquaint new students with policies, functions, and 
personnel of the institution. (Objective 10-1-b)

 3. A designated staff member is responsible for maintaining offi cial fi les and records of students. 
  (Objective 10-1-c)

 4. Written procedures for access to student coursework, testing, and records are established to 
protect their confi dentiality, limiting access to authorized personnel only. (Objective 10-1-c)

 5. The institution, upon request by students, provides transcripts or procedures for obtaining 
transcripts containing as a minimum the following information:  program of study, courses or 
units of study completed with corresponding grades, and period of enrollment. (Objective 10-1-
c)

 6. All period of enrollment, fi nancial, academic, and current educational progress records are 
available at the institution. (Objective 10-1-c)

 7. Preserving and protecting student coursework, testing, and records are provided by the use 
of storage devices, duplicate physical or digital records, security fi les, or other measures that 
ensure both the preservation and security of the records from fi re, theft, vandalism, and other 
adverse actions. (Objective 10-1-c)

 8. The institution provides and has implemented appropriate grievance policies for handling 
complaints from students, as described in the institution’s catalog and/or the student 
handbook. 
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 9. The Commission’s mailing address, telephone number, and website address are included 
within the grievance policy for cases where the grievance is not settled at the institutional level. 
(Objective 10-1-d)

 10. Institutional records refl ect that program complaints and grievances receive due process and 
include evidence of resolution. (Objective 10-1-d)

 
 11. The institution maintains records on student complaints that are fi led in accordance with the 

institution’s grievance policy to ensure acceptable quality in the educational programs offered 
by the institution. (Objective 10-1-d)

 12. The institution provides academic advisement services to assist students in planning and 
completing the occupational education programs that they pursue. (Objective 10-1-e)

 13. If the institution has processed Title IV loans or is currently processing Title IV loans, it  has 
a default management plan that meets the requirements of the Commission for as long as 
required by the U.S. Department of Education to maintain a plan. (Objective 10-1-f)

 14. The institution has adopted and implemented a written plan for the health and safety of 
students in cases of sickness, accidents, or emergency health care needs on campus; and the 
plan is evaluated regularly. (Objective 10-1-g)

 15.  A system is in effect for reporting and investigating all incidents affecting health and safety. 
  (Objective 10-1-g)

 16. The institution is responsible for any reasonable accommodation of students who are identifi ed 
to have special needs. (Objective 10-1-h)

 17. The institution has a written plan for determining the effectiveness of student services, for 
documenting an annual evaluation of these services, and for disseminating the results to the 
staff so that pertinent information can be used to improve the student services. (Objective 10-
1-a through h)

 18.   The institution provides placement services for all program completers. (Objective 10-2)

 19. The institution demonstrates that it is following a written plan for placement services.

The plan for placement services includes the following elements:

  20. Identifi cation of responsibility for coordination of services;
   21. A communications network (must exist between the person responsible for placement 

coordination, the staff, the faculty, and various businesses and industries of the service 
area);

  22. File/listing of employers and employment opportunities;
  23. Counseling of students; and,
  24. Maintenance of placement records for completers as a means of measuring the success 

of the institution in achieving its mission.

  (Objective 10-2)
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SECTION VII.
Defi nitions

Accreditation—A process by which quality is certifi ed.  As applied by the Commission, a self-regulatory 
process by which the Commission recognizes educational institutions that have been found to meet 
or exceed stated standards applicable to occupational education institutions and/or programs (quality-
assessment).

Administration—The professional staff who provide formal leadership in an institution. The institutional 
administrative staff includes the chief administrative offi cer and other personnel who perform the 
administrative functions defi ned by institutional policy.

Administrator—A full- or part-time employee of an institution to whom has been given the responsibility 
of coordinating operational and/or instructional activities of the institution.

Admission—The process through which a student is enrolled in an institution and/or placed into a 
program.

Adverse Action—An action taken by the Commission or Appeal Board to deny, withdraw, suspend, 
revoke, or terminate candidacy or accreditation.

Apprentice -  A student enrolled in an education program which merges classroom instruction with on-
the-job training supervised by a master crafts worker or journeyperson.

Apprenticeship -  A system of training a new generation of skilled crafts practitioners. 
 
Apprenticeship Agreement- An Apprenticeship Agreement is an agreement between the apprenticeship 
school and an apprentice under which the apprentice undertakes to work for the employer and to fulfi ll the 
education requirements of the program.

Apprenticeship Committee – Apprenticeship Committee means those persons designated by the 

sponsor to act as an agent for the sponsor in the administration of the program. (See also: Board of 

Trustees)  A committee may be either joint or non-joint as follows:

   (1) A joint committee is composed of an equal number of representatives of the employer(s) and 
of the employees represented by a bona fi de collective bargaining agent(s) as in a JATC.

    (2) A non-joint committee which may also be known as a unilateral or group non-joint (may 
include workers) committee has employer representatives but does not have a bone fi de 
collective bargaining agent as a participant as in an “open shop.”

Associate Degree—As defi ned in the U.S. Secretary of Education’s scope of recognition for the Council, 
the term ‘associate degree’ refers to an ‘applied’ program with a credential awarded upon completion that 
is designed to lead the individual directly to employment in a specifi c career. The sole focus of associate 
degree programs accredited by the Council must not be described as transferability to a program offering 
a bachelor’s degree. Although the objective of this degree is to enhance employment opportunities, 
some bachelors’ degree institutions have developed upper-division programs to recognize this degree for 
transfer purposes, and this trend is to be encouraged when appropriate. When articulation agreements 
with four-year institutions do exist, those opportunities may be described in appropriate publications. 
However, institutions approved to offer applied associate degree programs by the Council must take care 
not to guarantee the transferability of credit to other institutions by way of the title of the programs or the 
descriptions of the programs.
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Audited Financial Statements—Financial statements prepared by an independent certifi ed public 
accountant in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP). The audit must be 
performed in accordance with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS). The audited 
fi nancial statements must include, as a minimum, the following: (1) accountant’s report; (2) balance sheet; 
(3) income statement; (4) statement of cash fl ow; and (5) appropriate footnotes to the fi nancial statements 
and other relevant disclosures. (Procedural Note: Financial statements submitted by candidate and 
accredited non-public institutions, charter schools, Registered Apprenticeship Schools, and National 
ERISA Training Institutes must be accompanied by completed COE fi nancial forms and must be received 
in the COE offi ce no later than six months following the date of the end of the institution’s fi scal year.)

Benchmark—A standard of excellence or achievement against which similar things must be measured 
or judged. (Benchmarks for minimally-acceptable percentages of completion, placement, and licensure 
exam pass rates can be found within the Council’s Policies and Rules manual, annual report software, 
and on the Council’s web site – www.council.org.)

Board of Trustees—The governing body of the apprenticeship school or National ERISA Training 
Institution composed of representatives from the employees and employers. This body oversees all of 
the policies and procedures of the school as well as the review of the budget and staffi ng. (See also: 
Apprenticeship Committee)

Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training (BAT) – The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training is 
a National Agency within the US Department of Labor which reviews and approves apprenticeship 
standards and programs in those state where a State Apprenticeship Council does not exist.

Budget—A fi nancial plan that contains suffi cient major categories of anticipated expenditures and 
expenses for a specifi c fi scal period based on a projected amount of funds and revenues.

Candidacy/Candidate for Accreditation [Pre-accreditation]—A status granted to an institution that has 
demonstrated compliance with specifi ed eligibility requirements which defi ne the universe of entities that 
may seek accreditation by the Commission. 

Career Development—Professional development and skill enhancements necessary for individual 
growth and lifelong learning.

Chief Administrative Offi cer—The administrative head of an institution to whom has been delegated 
major responsibility for the direction, operation, and coordination of the institution’s programs and 
activities. The chief administrative offi cer must be a full-time employee of the institution and must maintain 
his/her offi ce on-site at the main campus. This is the person who will be the Commission’s point of contact 
for all campuses of the institution. The administrative head in a military institution is a senior military 
offi cer or civilian employee.

Clinical Instruction—Supervised instruction involving or concerned with the direct observation and 
treatment of patients.

Clock Hour—A period of 60 minutes with a minimum of 50 minutes of instruction.

Co-Location—an arrangement between two legally separate educational institutions in which 
administration, faculty, staff, websites, links to websites, telephone numbers, and/or physical facilities 
may be shared. (This arrangement excludes the contracts between separate institutions that result in 
instructional service centers or other Commission-approved partnerships.)
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Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) – The CBA is the contract between the employees and 
employers which regulates wages, benefi ts and work conditions, as well as the contributions to the 
apprenticeship school. The CBA also addresses work site grievances and the ratio of journeypersons to 
apprentices.

Commission—The body of 19 elected members who serve as the governing board of the Council and its 
accreditation decision-making board.

Competencies—The specialized knowledge, skills, and attitudes required for successful performance in 
a specifi c occupation.

Competency-Based Education - premised on attainment of demonstrated, observable and measurable 
competencies in lieu of meeting time-based work experience aod/or on-the-job learning requirements.  
Therefore, work processes and instruction must specify approximate time for completion or attainment 
of each competency (competencies demonstrated not withstanding and assuming no credit for previous 
experience).  In competency-based students may accelerate the rate of competency achievement or take 
additional time beyond the approximate time of completion or attainment due to the open entry and exit 
design. (Also known as ‘Hybrid Apprenticeship’ for RAPs and NETIs.) 

Competency Test—A group of questions and/or tasks to which a student responds to produce a 
quantitative representation of the student’s knowledge, skill, and/or performance in a specifi c occupational 
area.

Completer—A student who has demonstrated the competencies required for a program and has been 
awarded the appropriate credential (graduate completer) or has acquired suffi cient competencies through 
a program to become employed in the fi eld of education pursued or a related fi eld as evidenced by such 
employment (non-graduate completer).

Condition—A process, status, or situation adopted by the Council with which an institution must comply 
in order to become and maintain status as a candidate for accreditation or an accredited institution.  

Constituency—The persons and, if applicable, entities that they represent who are to be served by an 
institution through one or more of its educational programs.

Contingent Liability—A potential liability that may exist in the future depending on the outcome of a 
past event (i.e., adverse tax court decisions, lawsuits, letter of credit required by the U.S. Department of 
Education, etc.). In audited fi nancial statements, footnote disclosure is required of the circumstances for 
potential loss.

Continuing Occupational Education—Educational activities or experiences designed to assist in the 
development of  knowledge and skills with the goal of maintaining one’s current professional occupation 
(as opposed to advancing one’s career). Participants in continuing education are assumed to have 
previously attained a basic level of education, training, or experience in the occupational area in which 
they are enrolling. These activities are not included in the institutional self-study, FTE calculation, or 
student achievement data collection, and are not required to be included on the COE approved program 
list. (See defi nition for Job Upgrade Training.)

Contractor (Vendor)—A company or individual who provides goods and/or services to an institution for 
an agreed upon price. 
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Correspondence Education – Instruction delivered via e-mail or traditional mail service and that 
employs print-based media which may or may not be supplemented with video tape, CDRom, audio tape 
instruction/demonstrations, as well as online learning resources. Correspondence education requires 
minimal interaction between instructor and student. (The Council does not accredit correspondence 
education programs.)

Council—The legal entity incorporated in the State of Georgia whose membership is all institutions 
accredited by the Commission.

Course—Specifi c subject matter comprising part of a program for which instruction is offered within a 
specifi ed time period.

Credential—A  diploma, certifi cate, degree, or other offi cial acknowledgment by an institution that a 
student has completed a program.

Credit Hour (Federal Defi nition)—Except as provided in 34 CFT 668.8(k) and (l), a credit hour is 
an amount of work represented in intended learning outcomes and verifi ed by evidence of student 
achievement that is an institutionally established equivalency that reasonably approximates not less than: 
(1) One hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum of two hours of out of class student 
work each week for approximately fi fteen weeks for one semester or trimester hour of credit, or ten to 
twelve weeks for one quarter hour of credit, or the equivalent amount of work over a different amount of 
time; or, (2) At least an equivalent amount of work as required in paragraph (1) of this defi nition for other 
academic activities as established by the institution including laboratory work, internships, practica, studio 
work, and other academic work leading to the award of credit hours.

Criterion—A characteristic of an institution that must be possessed or demonstrated as evidence of 
compliance with an accreditation standard.

Default Management Plan—A written plan to address the institution’s management of default rates 
pertaining to Title IV funds. The plan must include appropriate procedures for:

  1. Entrance interviews with all borrowers.
  2. Distribution of appropriate written information which addresses provisions of the student loan 

program.
  3. Appropriate counseling on the part of the institution to provide guidance in debt management.
  4. Appropriate notifi cation to lenders and guarantee agency regarding a student’s change in 

status.
  5. Appropriate exit interview process with students withdrawing or graduating from the institution.
  6. A written procedure to communicate with the borrower during a grace period.
  7. A systematic annual evaluation of its default management plan.

Distance Education [Delivery Method) — Education that uses one or more of the technologies to 
deliver instruction to students who are separated from the instructor; and support regular and substantive 
instruction between students and the instructor, synchronously or asynchronously. Technologies used 
may include the internet, print-based media, e-mail, one-way and two-way transmissions through 
open broadcast, closed circuit, cable, microwave, broadband lines, fi ber optics, satellite, or wireless 
communications devices; audio conferencing; or video cassettes, DVD’s, and CD-ROMs, if the cassettes, 
DVD’s, or CD-ROMs are used in a course in conjunction with any of the technologies listed.

Distance Education Program—a program that makes available 50% or more of its required instructional 
hours via distance education.

Distance Education Student—a student who completes 50% or more of his/her required instructional 
hours in a program via distance education.
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Educational Quality—Determined on the basis of (1) the appropriateness of institutional/program 
objectives and (2) the effectiveness with which the institution/program is utilizing its resources to achieve 
these objectives.

Eligibility Requirements—Requirements that defi ne the kind of institution or program that an accrediting 
agency considers a part of its universe and thus within the scope of accrediting activities for which the 
agency assumes responsibility.

Emergency Evacuation—An emergency evacuation can include exiting the building in case of fi re or 
moving to a safe place inside the facility in case of natural disasters.

Employee—An individual hired by an institution and paid compensation in the form of an hourly wage 
or annual salary. Employees of an institution are often eligible for additional benefi ts in the form of 
retirement, paid vacation and other leave days, various types of insurances, etc. Employment taxes for 
these persons are paid by the hiring institution. Equipment used for the performance of the employee’s 
duties is provided by the hiring institution.

Enrollee—A person who is admitted to the institution and attends classes in pursuit of completing a 
program for a minimum time period as specifi ed by institutional policy. (For purposes of measuring 
outcomes, an institution does not have to report a student as an enrollee if the institution refunds 100% of 
any tuition and fees that the student may have paid.)

Equipment Inventory—A detailed list of equipment including location, number of items, date of 
purchase, and purchase price and/or current value of each item.  The list should include both instructional 
and non-instructional equipment.

ERISA - The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) is a federal law that sets 
minimum standards for most voluntarily established pension and health plans in private industry to 
provide protection for individuals in these plans. Apprenticeship Funds are reviewed under the auspices of 
ERISA.

External Budgeting—A budgeting process that occurs beyond the immediate control of the individual 
institution and that generally addresses the overall requirements of a multi-institutional system.  

Faculty—Full- or part-time personnel of an institution who are responsible for providing instruction to 
students.

Final Approval—The second of two required approvals granted by the Commission for certain 
substantive changes upon the satisfactory completion of hosting a Council site visit (physical or virtual, in 
the case of distance education applications) and review by the Commission of all documentation related 
to the substantive change (the application, the site visit report, and the institution’s response to the site 
visit report – if applicable).

Fitzgerald Act - Enables the [U.S.] Department of Labor to formulate and promote the furtherance of 
labor standards necessary to safeguard the welfare of apprentices and to cooperate with the States in the 
promotion of such standards.

Follow-Up—The act of making formal contact to obtain specifi ed factual and/or perceptual information 
from a particular person or group of persons.
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Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) – a unit of measurement used by the Commission to defi ne the amount of 
scheduled instruction that equates to one full-time student during one academic year. The Commission 
defi nes an FTE as 900 contact (clock) hours, 45 quarter credit hours, or 30 semester credit hours 
of scheduled instruction. The clock or credit hours used to calculate an institution’s FTE must refl ect 
coursework in which a student has enrolled and matriculated. The FTE does not include hours or credits 
transferred from other institutions or awarded as CLEP courses. (In some cases, a Federal institution may 
use an “Average-on-Board (AOB)” measure in place of FTEs for computing dues.)

Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP)—Requirements established by the American 
Institute of Certifi ed Public Accountants for use by auditors to prepare audited fi nancial statements.

Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS)—Requirements established by the 
federal government to be used by auditors and audit organizations when performing audits of government 
organizations, programs, activities, and functions and audits of government funds received by for-profi t 
entities, non-profi t organizations, and other non-government organizations.

Goals of the COE Accreditation Process—The signifi cant values and major purposes to whose 
realization the efforts of individuals and groups are directed. 

Good Cause—The Commission may grant an extension of time for compliance with any of the 
conditions, standards, criteria, or procedures with ‘good cause’.  Good cause may be demonstrated 
through submission of a clear and detailed explanation of extenuating circumstances that have prevented 
the institution from demonstrating compliance within the timeframes specifi ed by the Commission. 
Circumstances described may include, but are not limited to, economic conditions of the community 
served by the institution, personnel changes that have taken place within the institution, and natural 
disasters that have prevented timely compliance. The Commission will determine whether or not 
institutions have demonstrated good cause on a case-by-case basis. The Commission will take into 
consideration, not only the extenuating circumstances described by the institution, but the institution’s 
history of compliance with conditions, standards, criteria, and procedures of the Commission, as well as 
the institution’s standing with federal, state, and recognized accrediting agencies.

Governing Body or Board—An appointed or elected group of individuals who are responsible for 
establishing policies of the institution in compliance with applicable regulatory statutes.

Graduate—A student who has demonstrated the competencies required for a program and has been 
awarded the appropriate credential by the institution.

Guidelines—Less prescriptive suggestions for operating or developing something.

Hybrid Program—a program that makes available 49% or less of its required instructional hours via 
distance education.  

Independent Certifi ed Public Accountant—A person who fulfi lls the following requirements: 1) has 
been certifi ed by a state examining board as having fulfi lled the requirements of state law pertaining to 
public accountants as evidence by current credentials which attest to their certifi cation; AND, 2) has no 
business or family relationship with a COE candidate or accredited institution, its board members, or its 
owners.

Initial Approval—The fi rst of two required approvals granted by the Commission for certain substantive 
changes upon the satisfactory completion and review of the information provided in a substantive change 
application. After initial approval is granted, Commission staff schedule physical or virtual site visits within 
180 days that are required before the second required approval of the change – Final Approval – is 
granted. Upon the granting of initial approval, institutions may begin full implementation of the change 
applied for and may be eligible for approval for student fi nancial aid funding as applicable to the change.
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Institution—A school, center, unit, or other provider of occupational education. 

Institutional Advisory Committee—A group of at least three persons, a majority being external to the 
institution, who are knowledgeable of occupational education and employment needs of the community.  
Through regularly scheduled and documented meetings, the committee provides consultative assistance 
to the administration of the institution to ensure that the institution continually strives to meet the 
occupational education needs of the community.

Instruction—Planned activities directed by an instructor for the purpose of enabling students to acquire 
specifi c knowledge, skills, and/or attitudes. Instruction may be provided through lectures, laboratory or 
clinical exercises, distance education, or planned work-based activities.

Instructional Media—Any print or non-print learning resources (e.g., books, manuals, periodicals, 
computer software, fi lms, videotapes, audio tapes, slides, and others) and the equipment and services 
necessary to use them.

Instructional Supplies—Items needed for instruction.

Instructional Support Staff—Full- or part-time personnel who are responsible for those tasks which 
directly support the faculty.

Integrity—Wholeness or consistency between or among principles, intentions, and actions, and thus 
uprightness of character.

Intent to Hire – in some states and locations, apprentices are required to secure a letter from a qualifying 
employer saying that they will hire them during the period of apprenticeship.  This information is required 
as part of their application to the school.

International Union – The international union is an umbrella organization for all local unions.  It issues 
charters for local unions and provides technical assistance and support to local unions.  

Internal Budgeting—A budgeting process that occurs primarily at the level of the individual institution 
and that addresses both instructional and non-instructional needs and daily operational requirements of 
the institution.

Job Upgrade Training— Educational activities or experiences that are designed to enhance existing 
knowledge and skills and that are offered with the goal of providing persons in specifi c occupations with 
the credentials, knowledge, and skills needed for career advancement (as opposed to maintaining one’s 
current professional occupation position). These activities are considered to be occupational programs 
and are included in the institutional self-study, FTE calculation, and student achievement data collection 
(completion data only), and must be included on the COE approved program list. (See defi nition for 
continuing occupational education.)

Joint Apprentice Training Committees (JATC) –A committee of employers and employee 
representatives who get together on a routine basis to address curriculum issues, new materials and 
techniques in the fi eld and other matters related to the education of apprentices.

Journeyperson - A skilled crafts worker who has either completed an apprenticeship or whose work 
experience qualifi es them as a master mechanic in their chosen craft.

Laboratory Instruction—An instructional setting in which students apply theories and principles learned 
during lectures in order to acquire the profi ciency and dexterity that is required in the occupation for which 
the student is being prepared.
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Lecture—Instruction by a qualifi ed faculty member or other resource which imparts to students the 
concepts, principles, and theories of an academic or technical subject.

Legal Authority—The power derived by an individual or group to perform specifi c functions based on 
applicable local, state, and/or federal statutory regulations.

Legal Responsibility—The obligation and/or liability placed on an individual or group by applicable local, 
state, and/or federal statutory regulations.
Local Union - A local union, often referred to as ‘local’, is a locally-based trade union organization which 
forms part of a larger (usually national or international) union.

Merger—two or more accredited main campuses that merge into one campus; or, an accredited 
institution becoming a branch of another accredited institution. 

Mission of the Institution—The end to be attained by an institution through the programs and services 
provided for its students.  The mission of federal institutions shall be to instruct students to such 
competency levels that they are qualifi ed to perform federal jobs.

National ERISA Training Institutes (NETI) – The National ERISA Training Institutes are the international 
union’s apprenticeship department. They provide curriculum for the apprenticeship schools, as well as 
professional development activities for instructors and staff. They develop national standards which are 
on fi le with the US Department of Labor.

Non-Graduate Completer—A student who left the institution without a credential, but has acquired 
suffi cient competencies through a program to become employed in the fi eld of education pursued or a 
related fi eld as evidenced by such employment. (See also: Graduate and Completer)

Non-Public Institution—An institution that is created, operated, and controlled by a non-governmental 
entity; such as, a business corporation, a foundation, a religious organization, or a chartered association.

Objectives of COE Accreditation—Explication in more specifi c terms of ideas and activities inherent in 
the aspects of the institution evaluated by the COE accreditation process, but not necessarily obvious or 
explicit in the goals of COE accreditation.  

Objectives of an Educational Program—A statement that specifi es the knowledge, skills, and/or 
attitudes to be acquired by students through planned instructional activities.

Objectives of a Strategic Plan—Objectives are specifi c in nature and consist of the following elements:

 1. What will be accomplished
 2. When it will be accomplished
 3. Who is responsible for accomplishing it
 4. How accomplishment will be measured

Occupational Advisory Committee—Occupational advisory committees, which are composed of 
at least three members external to the institution, must be appointed for each program taught by the 
institution. Their primary purpose is to ensure that desirable, relevant, and current practices of each 
occupation are being taught. An occupational advisory committee may also perform the functions of the 
institutional advisory committee if only one occupational advisory committee is required for the institution.

Occupational Area—A general term used to group programs of study that educate students in a variety 
of specifi c concentrations that are related to that term.
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Occupational Education Institution—An education institution that has as its mission the preparation 
of individuals for employment and/or career enhancement. (The main campus or parent institution has a 
chief administrative offi cer to whom each branch, extension, or other type of separate site is subordinate 
and accountable. The institution recognizes individuals who acquire targeted knowledge, skills, attitudes, 
and other competencies by awarding appropriate credentials such as applied associate degrees, 
diplomas, certifi cates, and/or other acceptable credentials.)  

Occupational Education Program—An education program designed to provide a sequence of 
educational and skill development experiences that lead to workplace competencies. (Such programs 
offered by Commission accredited institutions are designed to prepare individuals for job entry and/or 
career advancement.) 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) – The agency that provides safety regulations 
for construction sites and monitors the sites to ensure compliance. OSHA also provides safety training 
and establishes requirements for the training of construction workers. Many of the safety classes taught 
at the apprenticeship schools meet OSHA requirements and certifi cation from OSHA is given upon the 
successful completion of these classes.

Operational Procedure—Specifi c provisions that have been established by the institution to implement 
policies adopted by the governing board.

Placement—A completer of a program who (1) is employed in the fi eld of education pursued or in a 
related fi eld, or (2) has received the appropriate credential and entered the military or continued his/her 
education. Valid employment in the fi eld or a related fi eld includes placement in a permanent full- or part-
time position with an employer or employment agency, or self-employment in the fi eld of education or a 
related fi eld.

Policies—A set of written statements providing the bounds within which all procedures, programs,  goals, 
objectives, and activities of the institution are carried out. These are adopted by the governing board of an 
institution (or in military institutions, by higher military command headquarters) to ensure operations are in 
compliance with statutory regulations as well as being consistent with the stated mission.

Position—An attitude or stance of an entity—the way a body (organization) looks at an issue or takes a 
stand on such. A mental or emotional stance adopted with respect to something.

Pre-accreditation [Candidacy/Candidate for Accreditation]—A status granted to an institution that has 
demonstrated compliance with specifi ed eligibility requirements which defi ne the universe of entities that 
may seek accreditation by the Commission. 

Probationary Period- a term of 30 days to one year where an apprentice’s skills are evaluated prior to 
full entry into the apprenticeship program.  This is necessary because all apprentices are required to work 
during their entire educational program.

Procedure—A formal or set order of operating or doing something—a method of conducting affairs.

Process—A series of progressive and independent steps by which an end is attained.

Professional Growth—Planned activities to increase the knowledge, skills, and/or abilities of 
professional personnel in areas related directly to job responsibilities.
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Pro Forma—A fi nancial statement that is calculated using an accountant’s discretion. It does not 
follow GAAP or GAGAS. Rather, calculations are computed according to the estimated relevance of 
certain events/conditions experienced by the company. Items that are normally included/excluded from 
an audited fi nancial statement using GAAP may be represented differently in a pro forma statement, 
depending on what the accountant feels accurately represents the company’s true performance. 
However, the Council requires that each pro forma statement submitted must include a balance sheet, an 
income statement, a cash fl ow statement, and notes and disclosures.

Program—A combination of courses and related activities (e.g. laboratory activities and/or work-based 
activities) that lead to a credential and are offered by an institution to develop competencies required for a 
specifi c occupation.

Public Institution—An institution that is created, operated, and controlled by a local, state, or federal 
governmental entity.

Publication (e.g. catalogs/brochures/pamphlets/web sites)—A catalog and/or other offi cial 
publications, which are published in hard copy or provided online, to provide the information specifi ed 
below that must be readily available to students, prospective students, and other members of the 
interested public.

  a. The publication(s) must contain and accurately depict the following:

    1. Institutional mission
    2. Admission requirements and procedures
    3. Policy on the transfer of students between programs within the institution
    4. Policy on the transfer of students from other institutions
    5. Policy on the transfer of credits that includes a statement of the criteria 
     established by the institution regarding the transfer of credit earned at another 

institution
    6. Basic information on programs and courses, with any required sequences and  

frequency of course offerings explicitly stated
    7. Program completion requirements, including length of time required to obtain 

certifi cation of completion
    8. Faculty (full-time and part-time listed separately) with degrees held and the 
     conferring institution
    9. Description of institutional facilities readily available for educational use
    10. Rules and regulations for conduct
    11. Tuition, fees, and other program costs
    12. Opportunities and requirements for fi nancial aid
    13. Avocational programs/courses that are neither accredited by the Council, nor 

qualify students to receive Title IV fi nancial aid (such as stand-alone ESL 
     programs)
    14. Policies, procedures, and time frame for refunding fees and charges to students 

who withdraw from enrollment
    15. National and/or state legal requirements for eligibility for licensure or entry into an 

occupation or profession for which education and training are offered
    16. Any unique requirements for career paths or for employment and advancement 

opportunities in the profession or occupation described
    17. Grading system
    18. Academic/school calendar
    19. Street address and telephone number of each campus of the institution (main 

campus and each additional permanent site)
    20. Institution’s student grievance procedure which includes the Commission’s mailing 

address, telephone number, and web site address
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  b. Other publications that make any reference to the institution’s status (candidacy 
or accredited) with the Commission must be accurate and must include the name, 
address, telephone number, and web site address of the Commission. (In lieu of 
reference to the Commission, the institution may use the following statement: “For 
information about national and program accreditation, contact the institution.”)

RAPIDS- Registered Apprenticeship Partners Information Data System (RAPIDS) is the registry system 
for all US DOL approved apprenticeship programs.  Start, Finish and Withdrawal Dates are required to be 
entered into this system. 

Real, Threatened, or Impending Danger—Any situation which could cause injury to persons on the 
institution’s campus, including but not limited to fi res, tornadoes, fl oods, hurricanes, earthquakes, bomb 
threats, or violent acts by an individual.

Registrant—A person who registers for instruction with intent to attend.

Related Field (Placement)—Placement of graduate and non-graduate completers in a broader fi eld 
of work that uses the knowledge and skills gained in the program of study regardless of whether the 
work title specifi cally references the program of study. Graduate completers who secure employment in 
a fi eld that does not require the knowledge and skills gained in the program of study for securing that 
employment must be classifi ed as placed in an ‘unrelated’ fi eld. (Non-graduate completers, by defi nition, 
must secure employment in the fi eld of study or a related fi eld, employment that requires knowledge and 
skills gained in the program, or must be classifi ed as withdrawals from the program of study.)

Related Instruction - Related instruction is a required component of an apprenticeship program which 
supplements the on-the-job training. A minimum of 144 hours per year is required for each occupation. 
The related instruction may be given in a classroom through trade, industrial courses of equivalent value, 
or other forms of self-study approved by the registration/approval agency and accrediting agency.

Restated (Revised) Audit—A fi nancial statement that has been re-issued by an independent certifi ed 
public accountant in order to correct data and/or disclosures from the fi rst statement issued that were not 
accurately represented or to include data and/or disclosures that did not appear in the fi rst statement. 
Restated audits submitted to the Commission must be clearly labeled as being restated, must provide a 
detailed list of data and/or disclosures that have been corrected and/or added since the last statement 
was submitted to the Commission, and must be prepared according to the guidelines of the American 
Institute of Certifi ed Public Accountants. Restated audits must continue to meet the Commission 
requirements for audited fi nancial statements found in Standard 7 – Financial Resources.

Scope (change of)—Any instance in which an institution departs signifi cantly from its mission in regard 
to the occupational areas for which it offers preparation, or when it seeks to offer its fi rst applied associate 
degree program.

Self-Paced Instruction – An approach to instructional delivery where the student sets the pace of 
learning under the guidance and objectives set by an instructor. Criteria for admissions/recruiting, 
program design, learning objectives, and instruction provided in any self-paced program must be 
consistent for every student enrolled (see criteria of Standard Two – Educational Programs). In a self-
paced program, it is a requirement that the student be given a maximum time parameter for completion 
of requirements for a specifi c course, series of courses, and/or the entire program, as established by 
the institution. Qualifi ed faculty must be present as facilitators/resources for students as they proceed 
through mastering the various subject matters in courses required for program completion (see criteria of 
Standard Eight – Human Resources). Additionally, learning resources and student services and activities 
must be available to self-paced students as detailed in Standards Five and Ten. The length of self-paced 
programs as listed by the Commission must be shown in terms of average length of time expected for 
completion of program requirements, unless a state or federal authorizing agency mandates otherwise. 
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(The Commission does not use the terms ‘self-paced instruction’ and ‘open-entry/open-exit scheduling’ 
interchangeably.) 

Service Area—Service area is defi ned as the contiguous geographical area surrounding the institution 
from which the institution expects to attract students and serve employers.

Signatory Contractors – Employers who have agreed to participate in the apprenticeship program.

Staff—The administrative, supervisory, faculty, and non-instructional personnel employed by an 
institution.

Standard—Generalizable conditions determined to be essential for objectives to be achieved.

Standards of Apprenticeship-  An apprenticeship program, to be eligible for registration by the Council, 
shall be an organized, written plan embodying the term and conditions of employment, training and 
supervision of one or more apprentices in an apprenticeable occupation, as defi ned in this chapter, 
and subscribed to by a sponsor who has undertaken to carry out the apprentice training program. The 
standards shall contain provisions concerning the following: 

 (1)  The employment and training of the apprentice in a skilled trade. 
 (2)  A term of apprenticeship, not less than one year or 1,000 hours, consistent with training 

requirements as established by industry practice. 
 (3)  An outline of work processes in which the apprentice will receive supervised work experience 

and training on-the-job, and the allocation of the approximate time to be spent in each major 
process. 

 (4)  Provision for organized related and supplemental instruction in technical subjects related to the 
trade. A minimum of 144 hours for each year of apprenticeship is recommended. Such instruction 
may be given in a classroom, through trade, industrial or approved correspondence courses of 
equivalent value. 

 (5)  A progressively increasing schedule of wages to be paid the apprentice. Wage rates shall be 
determined as follows: Where apprentice wage rates are established by collective bargaining 
agreement, they shall be accepted by the Council for apprentices covered by such agreements.

State Apprenticeship Council (SAC) – Apprenticeship programs are approved and regulated through 
the State Apprenticeship Council acting as the agent of the U.S. Department of Labor.  The SAC 
is composed of employee, employer and at-large representatives from across the State.  The SAC 
oversees programs, conducts reviews and audits when necessary and registers apprentices at the time 
of enrollment and records their progress and graduation through annual reports from the apprenticeship 
school to the SAC.

State Department of Labor - The individual State Departments of Labor are the regulatory agency for 
apprenticeship programs.  

Strategic Planning—A formalized, systematic process that the institution uses to anticipate and respond 
to major decisions facing it in the future.

Student - a person who is formally engaged in learning as demonstrated by a commitment to attend 
class, pay tuition (regardless of the source), and earn a credential.

Syllabus (Syllabi) – an outline or other brief statement of the main points of the subjects of a course or 
lecture, the contents of a curriculum, etc.
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Technical Infrastructure—The framework of an institution’s electronic student, fi nancial, and IT 
information system inclusive of hardware and software that supports students, faculty, and staff services 
that guide institutional operations including the delivery of distance education as approved by the Council.

Third-Party Audit Certifi cation—A certifi cation process by which a Commission-selected independent 
certifi ed public accountant thoroughly reviews all re-stated audited fi nancial statements and other 
questionable statements submitted to the Commission for clarity, accuracy, and compliance with all 
Federal and Commission requirements governing the formal reporting of fi nancial data.

Traditional Program—a program that requires all instructional hours to be completed on campus.

Trust Document- Apprenticeship programs and National ERISA Training institutions are funded by 
contributions from employers through a trust fund, making them subject to the same regulations as 
employee benefi t plans [the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA)].  This allows 
the DOL to investigate the activities of apprenticeship programs and National ERISA Training institutions, 
just as the agency does with any employee benefi t plan.  Fiduciaries of apprenticeship funds have the 
same responsibilities as fi duciaries of employee benefi t plans. Each apprenticeship program and National 
ERISA Training institution has a document which establishes the trust and outlines the responsibilities of 
the trustees for operating the program.  

Vision of the Institution—A values-based description of a desired future for the institution that clarifi es 
the institution’s image and how it should conduct itself as it fulfi lls its mission.

Vocational English-As-A-Second-Language Program—see current edition of the Policies and Rules of 
the Commission.

Withdrawal—A student who enrolled in an institution but withdrew before acquiring suffi cient 
competencies for employment and before earning a credential in the fi eld of education pursued or a 
related fi eld.

Work-Based Activities (On the Job Learning - OJL)—Structured learning activities conducted in 
supervised work settings external to the institution or in a setting that involves the public (for example: 

clients who are served by the institution in nursing or other clinical or on-the-job settings) that are 
components of educational programs (e.g., externships, internships, clinical experiences, industrial 
cooperative education, and similar activities). These activities must be planned with at least two 
objectives: 

 1)  To provide students with the opportunity to develop and apply a ‘real-world’ work experience   
  using the knowledge and skills they attained in their program of study; 
 2) To provide the institution with objective input from potential employers or customers of 
  program graduates.

Apprenticeship and ERISA programs must have at least 1,200 hours clock hours of OJT/OJL and the 
apprentices must be paid.

Work Processes- Each apprenticeship program is required to develop a series of work processes that 
each apprentice must be exposed to prior to graduating from the program.
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1.  Officers of the Council Committee on Nominations for 2017 
 
  Chair: Carol Puryear    Vice Chair: Russell Shelton 
 
2.  Commission Chair – 2017 
 
  ELECT: James King, Vice Chancellor, Tennessee Board of Regents, Nashville, TN 
 
3.  Commission Vice Chair – 2017 
 
    ELECT: Lois Gackenheimer, Director, Academy for Nursing and Health Occupations,  
      West Palm Beach, FL   
 
4.  Commission Secretary–Treasurer – 2017 
 
  ELECT: Julie Ha, President, Mayfield College, Cathedral City, CA 
 
5.  Commission Executive Committee Members – 2017 
 
    ELECT: Charles Johnson, Jr., Partner, Excellence Unlimited, Cedar Hill, TX 
 
    ELECT: Fred Albrecht, Director/Owner, CALC Institute of Technology, Alton, IL 
 
6.  Commission Committee on Finance 
 
    ELECT: Lois Gackenheimer, Director, Academy for Nursing and Health Occupations,  
      West Palm Beach, FL   
 
7.  Commission Committee on Policies and Rules 
   

  ELECT:  Al Salazar, Administrator, Home Life & Community Services, Inc., San Antonio, TX  
 
  ELECT:  Russell Shelton, Executive Director (Retired), Community and Corporate Relations,  
    Southwest Tennessee Community College, Bolivar, TN 
 
  ELECT: Myra West, Director, Tennessee College of Applied Technology – Livingston,  
    Livingston, TN 
 
8.  Officers of the Council Committee on Accreditation Standards and Conditions – 2017 
 
  Chair:  Carol Puryear    Vice Chair: Lori Spencer 
 
9.  Officers of the Commission Committee on Policies and Rules – 2017 
 
  Chair: Russell Shelton    Vice Chair: Michael Bouwhuis 
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10.  Commission Review Committee – 2017 
 

Erika Boardman, Instructor (Retired), St. Petersburg Junior College, Largo, FL  
Wendy Brog, Vice President for Instruction, Bridgerland Applied Technology College, Logan, UT 
Ellen Lange‐Christenson, Vice‐President, Tooele Applied Technology College, Tooele, UT 
Dianne Clark, Interim Mansfield Campus Administrator, Northwest Louisiana Technical College,  
    814 Constable Street, Minden, LA 
Robert Clark, Director (Retired), Orange Technical Education Center‐Mid‐Florida Tech,  
    Orlando, FL  
Christine Cothron, President (Retired), First Coast Technical College, St. Augustine, FL  
Nyce Daniel, Principal, Lindsey Hopkins Technical Education Center, Miami, FL 
Noward E. C. Dean, Principal (Retired), Miami Lakes Educational Center, Miami, FL  
Dan Dull, Retired, Deputy Director of Training, Navy Personnel Development Command,  
    Pensacola, FL 
Michael Gannon, Provost, Defense Information School, 6500 Mapes Road,  
    Fort George G. Meade, MD 
Gregory Garrett, Regional Director (Retired), South Central Louisiana Technical College, Oscar, LA 
Paul Hacking, Executive Director, Uintah Impact Mitigation Special Service District, Vernal, UT 
Jody Hawk, President, Texas Health School, 11211 Katy Freeway, Suite 170, Houston, TX  
Warren Laux, Director, Tennessee College of Applied Technology – McMinnville, McMinnville, TN 
Michael Moye, President, West Central Technical College, Macon, GA 
Richard T. Oliver, Retired, Vice President of Instruction, Okefenokee Technical College, Waycross, GA 
David Osborne, President, Kenco Associates, Inc., Ashland, KY 
Ronald E. Pentiuk, Director (Retired), Lee County High Tech Center Central, Ft. Myers, FL  
Carol Puryear, Associate Vice Chancellor for Instruction and Special Projects, Tennessee Board of  
    Regents, Nashville, TN 
Shelia Singletary, Director of Institutional Research, Northshore Technical Community College,  
    Bogalusa, LA 
James Taggart, Vice‐President, Ogden‐Weber Applied Technology College, Ogden, UT 
Lee Tansok, Director – Tech Enhanced Instruction, Bridgerland Applied Technology College,  
    Logan, UT 
Johnny Williams, Director (Retired), Tennessee College of Applied Technology – Nashville,  

Nashville, TN 
Denise Willis, Director (Retired), Withlacoochee Technical College, (Cobb GA) 
Kim Ziebarth, Vice President, Davis Applied Technology College, Kaysville, UT 
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